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1945 
IOWA STATE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Cedar Falls, Iowa 
dlllana:fn9 £dito'l._ 
Loi1- !Ba'tE-
£/ 'h.oto9'l.aphE't-
La <?Jg7.{{g Lon9 
SENIORS 
SORORITIES 
Yes, we'll remember the year 1944-45 ! 
It was our third war year-the most signili-
cant fact of all. \Ye \\'t:re here to becom e 
teachers, but the Na\')' \V \ 'E ' on the cam-
pus reminded us that direct effort \\'as being 
put forth at Teachers College towards win-
ning the war. Letters to and from ncle 
Sam's boys kept the path to the post office 
\\'ell-worn. Neither forgetting the \\'ar, nor 
our purpose at Teachers College, we contin-
ued to maintain the enthusiastic and loyal 
school spirit of former years-exhibited b~ 
the turnouts at Cut Day, Friday night Fun 
Frolics, basketball games, debate, the Old 
Gold Beauty Dance, lecture-concert series, 
and other student activities. Serious stUlh 
was not forgotten, and \\'e spent much of our 
time in earnest concentration on subjects nec-
essary in our preparation for becoming- teach-
ers-teachers now so vcrv vital to our de-
mocracy. The administr~tion, the f acuity , 
and the students faithfully, conscientiously 
performed their duty at Iowa State Teachers 
College in preparation for teaching, and thus 
fulfilling the demands of the nation. \Ve 
worked hard, \YC had f un-\\'e'll remember! 
BEAUTIES 
WAR 
ACTIVITIES 
DORMITORIES 
ACTION 

• • • 
'' . we 
\Vith our pens in one hand and our ad-
111i-..sion card in the other, we faithf ulh· fol-
lo\\'cd the six steps of registration: · 
First to the office of the Dean of 
\Yo111cn ( or to a representative of l\rliss 
Ca111pbcll's office seated at a table in the 
hall ) or to the Dean of l\Ien to have our 
how,ing approved. 
At the Registrar's office ,Ye hurried 
through the filling out of our health card, 
111atriculation statement, directory card, reg-
istration card, card for the Dean of Facult,, 
and student class card. · 
During our f-irst regi tration the six 
steps became seven ''"hen we filed into the 
Bureau of Research to have our pictures 
taken. Tn this Bureau we were later ana-
l~ 1ed after \\'riting psychology, placement 
and aptitude tests. 
JlX 
Then ,YC were off to our facultv advisor's office where our schedules were carcfullv 
planned to enable us to meet that fin.al ohjecti,·e-graduation. These \\'ere then returned 
to the registrar's office where " ·e filled out class schedule cards for the Dean of Faculty and 
were gi ,-en f cc cards. 
The next stop at the Business Office \\'as perhaps the most important of all- at any 
rate the most expcnsi,·c, for here \Yt' paid our tuition, our room rent (if " ·c lived in one of 
the dormitories ) , our laboratory f ccs, gym fees, and any other registration expenses. 
ach of us was required to ha,·c a physical examination by a college physician at a 
time arranged by the health director. ubsequent examinations \\"ere made as indicated 
by our health record. 
"\\'here's Room 15 ?" asks e,·ery ne\\' student. But graduating students an: ,·cry 
familiar \\'ith the ,nlcome feeling of relief \\'hich came when the last card was signed and 
registration was completed. 
Though at times many of us may ha,·e complained about the personal incon,·cnicncc 
we ha,·e suftercd during registration-perhaps even questioned the efficiency of such a 
system-the procedure is a result of scientific planning, and each card tilled out has its 
place in a system whereby each unit of administration is kept functioning as efficiently as is 
humanly possible. Provisions which arc made for students desiring changes in schedules 
enable them to accomplish this in a rclati,·cly short length of time by consulting their ath·i-
. er concerning the proposed change. If the ath·isers appro,·e of the new schedule, they 
fill out and sign a change of registration card that is returnee! to the registrar. 
Registration, with it long lines of people waiting for cards to till out, its checking and 
rechecking of schedules, has become a familiar routine. o Teacher College tudent 
"·ill oon forget it! 
J,e, .i:k S_MUcUL, ~~ 
~ ~-1/zat~ ... '/Jllunt:P 
~ ~ P~ ~~,, ---- 0--b 
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The Campus Walk 
The Administration Building 
Book Worm's Hangout-The "Libe" 
The "Voe," Refuge of Artists, Homemakers 
The Women's Pool and Gymnasium 
The Commons, Recreation Headquarters 
ADMINISTRATION 
Administration at the Iowa ' tate Teachers College, a tremendous task in normal 
time , was until pril 30, 1945, further complicated by the pr sence of the women's 
military o-roup, the \VAVE . Included in the duties of T. C. 's administrative force 
arc the supervision an<l th administration of the instructional policies, housino· ·an l 
feeding facilities, student administration, finances of the instituti n, enrollment, cla si-
fication, registrati n and c mpilation of credits of students, upkeep of buildings and 
grounds, alumni affairs, publications, relio-ious activities, research, extension service, 
health service, placement bureau and tudent tcachino-. 
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President Price and Son John 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
The present ·eniors were freshmen that day we met in the auditorium 
and listened to declarations of war. \\'hen these graduates leave the cam-
pu , no students will remain who remember what was once re rardcd a -
normal college life. It is only natural that we pause in retrospect in this 
issue of the OLD OLD. 
Those were abundant, happy days; each year was a panorama of events, 
friendships and memories. But we must not be mi led by our retrospection. 
\\ hat we regarded as normal four years ago will never quite return-the 
factors will not be the amc. College life has been altered in keeping with 
changed conditions. one of us would have it otherwise. In tead of 
vainly pursuing the customary, we have designed our living in term of the 
present. Events, friendships, and memories arc just as cherished even 
though cloaked in different ettings. The homecoming of our ervice men 
and women, world citizenship, an era of peace, revolutionary inventions, 
increa ed comforts-all these will tend to produce a new "normalcy" in 
college life. In youth, normalcy always race ahead of us. The good old 
day -yes, but also the equally good present and the even better future. 
The faculty and the administration arc proud to have been associated 
with you who have been citizens on this campus during the e four valiant 
year ·. 
-i\tL\U.'ODI PRICE 
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rf/. J 11/elon 
:JJean o/ Jacuft'I 
M. J. elson has been the head 
and ach·iser of the faculty for the 
past ten years. Ilis many ·other offi-
cial duties consist of the administra-
tion of all re istration and scholar-
ship regulati ns, supervision of the 
program of instruction, and arrano·e-
ment of any ne essary changes in cur-
riculum or administrative policy. 
The dean's office harbors many . tu-
dent appeals. 
The mention of the curve of normal distribution, the coefficient of cor-
relation, and statistical measure all help to bring to mind the !Vorkbook in 
Statistics for Teachers, with Dr. M. J. elson and Dr. E. C. Denny as its 
co-authors. ln keeping with this administrative and ,niting ability, Dean 
• elson acts as g -between for faculty and tudent groups. This year mor 
than ever Dean elson has found multiple duties as the contacting agent 
between the two groups. The number of prosp ctive curriculum changes 
suggested by various departments has found a willing and thou Yhtful helper 
in Dean elson. Another important duty for the Dean of the Faculty is 
the supervision of the College Catalog. 
Page 20 
Benjamin Boardman, busim:ss lllan-
agcr, is familiar to any student at 
Teachers College-perhaps chiefly 
because he is responsible for the ol-
lection of tuition expenses, dormitory 
room rent, fees and other registration 
expenses. Many arc also o-ratd ul 
for the conveniences of th business 
office for cashing checks of the home-
town bank. 
All items of expenditure and income are carefully checked by the staff of 
mathematical experts employed in the business office. Trust funds for more 
than one hundred student and faculty organizations an: handled annually, 
and all financial enterprises such as publications, the fountain room and 
food service are directly responsible to this office. Amon r the many other 
duties of this office are the purchasing of supplies and the distribution of 
those supplies-the latter accompli hed by a system whereby materials are 
requisitioned. 'tudents as well as faculty and administration employees are 
vcrv cons ious of Mr. Boardman's official capacity as payroll administrator! 
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Present day problems for Dean Recd include aiding college men to find 
employment, helping to situate the boys in comfortable, li\'ablc dormitorie 
or off-campus boarding houses and sol\'in r any problems which the college 
men find in school. The Men's nion is the representati\'e group of col-
lege men who govern and act on all problems concerning the masculine 
factor on the campus. Dean Reed helps to further his aim to maintain 
harmony between the men and \'arious groups on the campus by being per-
sonally represented in i\!Ien's -nion to help o-overn the men's group. 
Leslie I. Reed, Dean of Men, still 
finds plenty of duties in spite of the 
fact there is a decided decreasing 
number of men on the campu . With 
the coming post-war days Dean Reed 
,Yill aaain find himself helping men 
students adjust themselve to college 
work and problems. The future 
" ollege Joe" will learn to appreci-
ate Dean Reed's sympathetic and 
understanding nature, and the college 
dances of old days will again have a 
,Yilling chaperon. 
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In addition t her various duties as Dean of \Vomen, Miss Campbell 
s rve on the Student \Velfare Committee, and helps solve prob! ms in the 
Commons Food Service, advises the tud nt Council and maintains numer-
ous committees for the smooth running of the activities for college women. 
As dean, she advises the Women's League, and up rvises all women's 
housing to ee that each girl finds comfortable and adequate living quarters 
in the modern worn n's dormitories. With the help of '.Irs. Axel An-
derson, director of the Commons, and of Miss Elizabeth Erner.on, director 
of Lawther Hall, Dean Campbell works efficiently to bring about the cul-
tural and social advanc ment of women students. 
Miss Sadie B. Campbell, Dean of 
Women, alway finds time to h Ip 
any woman student " ·ith the prob-
lems of college life. Almo t the first 
stop any woman r gistrant make 1s 
m Dean Campbell's office where 
housing facilities are arranged. The 
orientation pro rram f r freshman 
girls is begun in this office, and th 
women's dormitory committee get 
many helpful idea. from Dean 
Campbell's stimulatin .r su .rge tions. 
Pa ge 23 
Marshall Beard, registrar, ac-
quired a gigantic task when he left 
the social science department in 1 943 
to take over his present position. 
His work, though lessened omewhat 
by the removal of the Army Air 
Corps from the campus, is greater 
than that of normal times. As regis-
trar, Mr. Beard has charge of classi-
fication, registration, and compilation 
of credit . 
Among the record kept by Mr. Beard are the high school credits and 
cholastic standing of each student in college. Mr. Beard's office staff 
guides students in registering for courses which will count toward r quire-
ments for graduation. One of the many problems of the staff in the regis-
trar's office is making sure that all elusive errors are corrected so that the 
student is assured of graduating with the correct number of credits, his 
requisite grade average, and his correctly recorded certificates. ln addition 
to all this, thi office supplies many records for servicemen and former Iowa 
State Teachers College students. In Mr. Beard's office there are records 
of every student who has attended Iowa State Teachers College. 
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f:xtenjion :})ireclor 
The Extension Division under the 
direction of Irving H. Ilart i one of 
the services little known to students. 
The chief function of the division is 
to nable teachers throughout the 
state to better their teaching meth-
ods. Each year instructors are sent 
to Iowa schools to give helpful ug-
gestions to teachers, and this aid is 
supplemented by pamphlets. 
The most direct service which the Extension Division gives to college 
students is through the provision of correspondence courses to tho who 
are unable to take resident work. ince th beginning of the war, the Ex-
tension Division has been sending correspondence courses to prisoners of 
war who were former students and need additional hours to obtain their 
degrees. Within the state, many students and teachers are contacted by the 
instructors on full or part time ext nsion work. This is especially helpful to 
those teachers who have been in the field a number of years and have had 
no opportunity to renew their method in t aching through further educa-
tion. 
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{:_ W (/oetch, :})ireclor o/ Placemen! Bureau 
That the bur au does an excellent job of placing crraduates is evidenced 
by the fact that all graduates in the past few years have been offered posi-
tions. Personal counsel is iven colle e tudents and pr spective regi -
trant concerning the most desirable teaching fields and teachin r combina-
tions for better opportunities in teaching position by the director of the 
Placement Bureau. The Bureau al o advises students about application and 
acceptance of contracts or positions. Every year prospectiYe graduates as 
well as many alumni look to this office for teachino- positions in schools 
throughout the country. 
Registration with Dr. E. W. 
oetch, h ad of the lo"va State 
Teachers Colleo-e Placement Bureau, 
1s any tuclent's best assurance of a 
job both after graduation and in the 
future. In Dr. Goetch's offic are 
kept confidential records of former 
students, alumni and th current 
year >-raduates. This office arranges 
personal interviews with superintend-
ent . 
A. C. Fuller, direct r f the Bureau of Alumni ervice, has many drawers 
in the large cabinet that stands along the north wall of his office. In thi 
cabinet are kept, in a curately filed order, the names of alumni and all im-
portant informative data about them. If alums have married or donated a 
gift to their alma mater, the event is recorded immediately and accurately 
by the Alumni ervice. The Alumni ervice has an unusually difficult task 
now during the war to stay informed on all the graduates in various 
branches of the service. 
The Alumni Bureau also helps to 
sponsor alumni group in Omaha, 
Los Angeles, and Chicago, as well a 
in Iowa. Any material which i of 
interest to Teachers College gradu-
ates is supervised by the Alumni Of-
fice. The official magazin to alums 
is the A lum11us, i sued by th Publi-
cations Department after the facts 
and name are compil d in the Alum-
ni Office. "Kampus t Khaki," the 
bulletin sent to T. C. servicemen, 
also works in close touch ,Yith the 
Alumni erv1ce. 
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:J)ireclor o/ Jejearch 
J. B. Paul, director of the Bureau 
of Research, heads a service bureau 
with manifold and unusual duties. 
The Bureau administers placement 
tests, given to fre hmen and trans-
fer students upon entrance which de-
termine the ability of the student in 
various fields. Sophomore tests are 
also given to students during their 
second year of college. 
ther studies concerning the grade point study, and a study of curriculum 
work in intermediate grades throughout Iowa are some of the problems for 
the Bureau of Research. Another interesting study had to do with research 
on a possible plan by which new students can reasonably judge their poten-
tial success in the field of teaching. A record is kept of the kind of teaching 
service rendered by former students for nine years, after their original en-
rollment at Iowa tate Teachers College. One thing all new students re-
member is the pictures taken by Dr. Paul's camera. Professors find the 
helpful service of the Bureau of Research a definite time-saver when it 
c mes to correcting tests. 
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(}eorge _/j _/j.ofmej 
Bureau o/ PubAcalionj 
Georcre 11. llolmcs, director of the 
Bureau of Publication , supervises the 
activities in a majority of the rooms 
on second floor Gilchrist. cws-
hounds and journalism bugs ongre-
gate in the rooms to put out attrac-
tive, accurate printed matter. nder 
the supervisi n of Mr. Holmes, the 
various journalism group prepare 
the College Eye and the 01.n ,ow. 
Besides the publications for stu<lents on the campus, the Bureau of Publi-
cations prepares ''The Alumnus' for graduates, and the "View Book," the 
bulletin showing campus scenes and giving informative material on Iowa 
tate Teachers College, a booklet which is sent to high school students. 
Time was when the Bureau of Publications used to prepare "The Prowl," 
the attractive program for the home football game ; nowadays wh n film 
and developing paper are a scarcity, various dye obsol te, and good quali-
ties of paper are at a premium, the Bureau of Publications continues to work 
at their capacity, substituting their original, creative ideas for some of the 
missing materials of f ormcr days. 
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ew t our campus this year is Dr. Bodein, director of religious act1v1-
tie Beside serving a pastor f College Hill lnterden minational Church 
and offering friendly reli ·i us counsel to those who seek his help, Dr. 
Bodein has led group discussions clurin r the week for all students. He 
oro-anized these discussion group not to take the place of other religious 
student center on the campu , but rather to supplement their work. Also 
thi year Dr. Bodein directed a very ucce ful Religious Empha is \Veek. 
The Bureau of Religious Activities 
supervises the tudent Christian A -
sociation, makes a place for religion 
n the campus, teaches religion and 
philosophy by means of subjects in-
cluded in the curriculum, and, through 
Dr. Boclein, gives individual counsel-
ing. With the knowledge ever before 
it that religion is an integral part of 
every person's life, the Bureau tries 
to offer to the student body and any-
one els who desires it an adequate 
interpretation of the Christian reli-
0-1011. 
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Medical advice and care are provided free of charge by Dr. Max L. 
Durfee, health director, for all Iowa tate Teachers College students suf-
ferin0· from ailments ranging from the common head cold to chicken pox. 
hould the case warrant special attention, a well-staffed ho pital under the 
capable supervision of Mi s Maude Haines is maintained for the benefit of 
the students. 11 cases of illness are reporte I to the house mother and to 
the Dean of Men or Dean of vVomen. In case of emergencie the ernce 
of the health director or of an assistant are available at all hours. 
Among the requirem nts a student 
encounter at his first registration i -
that he must undergo a phy ical 
examination and an immunization 
against contagious clisea es such a -
small pox, diphtheria, typhoid, and 
scarlet fever. The college hospital 
is equipped with • an operating room, 
an X -ray room and beds for twelve 
patients. o specific hospital charo-e 
is made to a tudent for the first five 
days in the hospital in any quarter. 
and any regularly authorized physi-
cian may be employed at the patient' 
expense. 
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Eldon E. ole, 'uperintendent of 
buildings and grounds, has an in-
numerable li t of duties. \Vhilc hi 
pnsonal contact with tudents i 
ncccs. arily limited, the importance of 
Mr. Cole i apparent, for it i to thi 
department the students arc indebted 
for the corwcnience, com fort and 
beaut,· of Towa tate Teacher Col-
lege. 
ome twcnt) to thirty major buildings, as well a the regular campus 
grounds, several acres of horticultural and botanical gardens, a forty-acre 
go! f course and picnic grounds, and a farm are among the responsibilities 
resting upon Mr. Cole. The problem of heating and lighting all the campu 
buildings, is one in which wartime conditions has made some change . 
Brown-outs and turning off unneccssar) lights have all been a part of the 
readjustment to these war conditi ns by which tudents have helped the 
superintendent in his effort to do his job efficiently. Teachers College may 
well be proud of this man whose efforts have made its campu. one of the 
most beautiful in the nation. 
. - ;· ·:'i 
. '·. . . 
The Library includes a number of rooms, decorated for almost any taste. 
For the artist there is the art and mu. ic room in the southeast corner; also 
the tairway and corridors as well as the main room downstairs arc hung 
with famous pictures. For the leisure-time reader there is the fiction room 
where he can get an old book or one of the latest novel . Then for tho e 
education term papers and outside reading there' Room 3, well known to 
almost every T. C. graduate. The very excellent library is found in the 
nortlrn·est corner. For any rdcrence work the main rcading room will 
ha,·e books in abundance. 
Marybelle McClcllanc.1, head libra-
rian, is a familiar figure in the library. 
By her competent judgment, the li-
brary room not only act their faces 
changed by actual new carpentry 
work, but by putting new book on 
the shelves. The remodeling of the 
main dcsk 111 the reading room 
providcd for replacement of the old 
C-shaped counter by a new straio·ht 
successor ,vhich eliminates much of 
the footwork of the library staff and 
makes for a new mod rn atmo pherc. 
STUDENT ADMINISTRATION 
First row: Dr. Douglas, \Vhite, K. Glea,on, mith , Hougham 
Second row: Kolind, Kough, Faust, Hamilton, D. Gleason, hannahan 
Third rov.:: Henderson, M. Martin, Felio\\',, C'. Martin, Meredith, Traynor, llan,en 
\V orking closely to )'ether, tu dent \V el fare Committee and Student 
League plan activity programs and recommend solution for student prob-
lems. The selection of students to be recommended for vVho's vVho in 
colleges and universities is under the supervision of the Student vVelfare 
Committee. Amono· the activitie planned by the tudent Council wa Cut 
Day during the fall quarter. 
The League meets regular!)· to plan programs and to recommend ,olutions to student problems. 
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STUDENT ADMINISTRATION 
Th~ Men\ c· nion, llaugham, Edgar, Erhe, \\'hite, Agan, te,·en,on. 
!though the number of men has decreased considerably within the last 
fe\Y years, the campus men still form i\-Ien's -nion, which brings about 
better cooperation amon<r the men and helps new students to adjust them-
scln:s to college life. The \\'omen's League's action parallels the ivlen's 
111011, each group working with other campus groups to promote school 
unit,·. 
\\'omen', League promote, school acti,·itv. 
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STUDENT ADMINISTRATION 
I· 
Lawther l · ppercla,,men llou,e ouncil di,cu" the --pro,' and ·' on,•· ..• 
\Vith the beginning of the "·inter quarter, Lawther Ilall entered its third 
year as a housing unit for both freshmen and upper cla s girls. Each cor-
ridor unit ends a representative to upper r lower house councils. During 
the fall quarter, the senior counselors make up the lower council. Both 
councils are under the direction of lizabeth Emerson, Director of 
Lawther. 
Senior C'oun,elors gather for formal initiation. 
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STUDENT ADMINISTRATION 
Seerle, llall girl, continu e to gO\·e rn them,eh e,. 
\\ ' hen the rill) ir Corps left in June, 19++, · eerley and Baker I !alls 
again donned their ci,·ilian aspects. This year Baker has housed 50 boys 
\\'ith Mrs. Clara \\'heeler acting- as housemother. The sign " ' eerley llall 
for :\den" pro,·ed misleading for the second time in three years as eerley 
became home to o,·er one hundred girls with Miss .Mary l laight as house-
mother. 
Baker Council maintain, to keep the rule, and regulation, of Hak er llall. 
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FACULTY 
Though the patriotic call of both the Army and Tavy ha,-e takrn many faculty 
ml'.mbers away from our campus, the present staff continues to maintain its high 
~tandards of instruction and friendliness. Al\\"ays interested in every student's wei-
r are, thoucrh o,·erburdrned \Yith much outside \\·ork, the faculty carries on in a true 
T. C. spirit. A cheery "good morning" or a pkasant "hello" is readily heard through-
o ut the halls as students are passing. 
II 
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TEACHING DEPARTMENTS 
Art 
RT DEPARTi\JE rT: \Yith its 
displa~ of brilliantly colored art cre-
ations the third floor of the "Voe" 
building is oh·iously the home of the 
rt Department. Designing plans 
for a post-\rnr arts building with facil-
ities for industrial arts keeps llarold 
Palmer, acting head of the depart-
ment, en:n more than ever on the job. 
Music 
M ''lC DEPART IE 1T: trains 
from Yarious mu ·ical election and 
instruments coming from the Central 
uditorium and ilchrist practice 
rooms, as wdl as the weekly student 
recitals, college symphony orche tra 
and concert band concert are evi-
dences of the activitv of our music 
department, of which Dr. Edward 
Kurt£ is head. 
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TEACHING DEPARTMENTS 
English 
E:\'"GLI II DEP RTME. T: 
''laboratory for ideas" is the de crip-
tion which has been awarded the ' ng-
lish department headed by \V. B. 
Fagan. The teaching of methods of 
expressing oral and written thoughts 
is supplementary to the tea hing of 
reading and understandin literature. 
Creati,·e writing as well as literature 
courses arc offered. 
Language 
DEP RTME 1 T: 
By ·oon presenting classes in ror-
wcgian, Italian, reek and Danish 
languages, Dr. I ngebrigt Lillehei, 
head of the language department, 
hopes to aid in meeting the demand 
for foreign language students \Yhich 
has been intensified by the \Yar. 1-
rcad\' offered arc courses in Jerman, 
, panish, I .a tin and French. 
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TEACHING DEPARTMENTS 
Mathematics 
IATIIEMATICS DEPART-
MENT: With Dr. ll enry Van En-
gen a head of the math matics de-
partment, work is bein r carried on 
despite the loss of many of our mas-
culine mathematics maj rs. Cour e 
in the principles of elementary mathe-
matics, algebra, geometry, surveying, 
and calcu lus are amon r those offered 
lw the department. 
Science 
' CIEi\'CE DEPART 1IE T: The 
science department, offering biolog-
ical science, chemistry, physics, and 
earth science, is one of the inost vital 
fields of instruction n our campu 
today. Durin r our present war need 
the demand for science teachers is 
greatly increased. Dr. -'mmett J. 
Cable is head of the department. 
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TEACHING IJEPARTME TS 
Social Science 
0 I L CIE1 T E DEP RT-
M TT: \Vith history bein r made 
every day, thi i perhap the de-
partment mo t concerned by the 
pre ent conflict. Under the leader-
ship of Dr. YI. R. Thomp. on, head 
of the dcpa rtmcnt, COLtr ·cs in eco-
nomics, modern hi tory, and contem-
porary affairs arc keeping the student 
well informed on world problems. 
Education 
ED -c TIO:\' I EP RTME:\'T: 
The education department, which in-
cludes all elemcntar~, kindcrgarten-
primar), nun,cry school-kindergarten 
and rural school students, is the scene 
of mu h acti,·it\'. There arc thirteen 
fa ulty members in this department. 
At present t,Yo members arc scn·ing 
off campus. Dr. E. C. Denn) i::. the 
head of the department. 
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TEACHING DEPARTMENTS 
Home Economics 
I JOME ECON MlCS DEPART-
ME T: The servin, of depart-
mental teas, luncheons, and dinner 
as well as the traditional faculty teas 
a re amono· the acti,·ities in which the 
laborat ries of the home economics 
department arc used. Practical ex-
perience is aivcn in the cour es of-
fered. Dr. E lisabeth uthcrland i 
head of the department. 
Commercial 
C O M M E R C I \. L DEPART-
.ME T: More cooperation between 
college students and the bu ine s 
world is a policy stressed by the com-
mercial department with Dr. Lloyd 
\ ' . Douglas as head. The depart-
ment can be proud of its high stand-
ards and its one hundred per cent 
placement rec r I. 
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TEACHING DEPARTMENTS 
Women's 
Physical Education 
\ Y iE 'S PIIY ICAL , D CA-
TIO D PART ME T: Believing 
a well-rounded activity proo-ram i an 
important factor in c lleg curricu-
lum, thi department off er many 
courses in keeping with the wartime 
emphasis on phy ical fitness. Includ-
ed are courses in tennis, swimming, 
and baseball. Miss Monica R. \ Vild 
is head of the department. 
Men's 
Physical Education 
ME 
TIO 
PIIY ICAL ED CA-
DEPARTM, T: The 
physical education department f r 
m n, though r duced in nr llment 
fr m that f form r years, i still an 
active departm nt n th campu . 
Despite th depleted ranks of ma -
culine students, the r maining ones 
find ample job in helping with the 
district ba ketball tournament, and 
makin · plans for future ports. L. 
L. Mendenhall h ads the d partment 
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FACULTY 
ABBOTT, ROY L., Ph. D., 
Professor of Biology 
AIT HI OX, ALISO:\", :\I. ., 
Professor of Geography 
A~DER OX, LCCILLE, :\I. A., 
Instructor in Teaching 
A~DER 'O X, :\IARY ., :\I. A., 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
A):DER O.\". Rl.JTH C., B. A., 
ocial Di rector of the ommons 
AREY, A.\IY F., :\I. A., 
As. ociate Professor of Education 
BAILEY, CHARLE H., B. ., 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
BARKER, OLI\'E L. , ~I. A., 
Instructor of Voice 
BA :\I , R T ELL ~-, ;.\I. :\Iu . . , 
Instructor in Piano 
*BE.\"DER, PAl}L, Ed. D., 
As ociate Professor of Physica l Education for :\Ien 
BIRKHEAD, JA'.\'E, :\I. A., 
Instructor of \ 'oice 
*BLIE E, JOH~, :\I. A., 
Instructor in Teaching 
"We'll call it a day . • . " 
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FACULTY 
BO 'K, E:\IIL ff., :\I. :\Ius., 
Instructor in \·ioli11 
BODEI:\', \ .ER:\O:\ P., Ph.D., 
Di recto r of the Bureau of Religious Activities 
BROW:\', A. 1-:., Ph.D., 
Professor of Education 
BRUCCER, ELI 'EBETH, 11. A., 
Instructor in Teaching and 
Director of the :\ursery chool 
BCXBAC:\I, KATHERI:\E, :\I. A., 
Assistant Professor of English 
B FF T:\ I, HL"CH ' ., Ph. D., 
Professor of Education 
ABLE, E:\DIET ]., Ph.D., 
Professor of Earth cience and 
Head of the Department 
CALDWELL, :\I. RY P., :\I. ., 
·sistant Professor of Teaching 
CHARLE , JOH:\ ff., Ph.D., 
Professor of Education 
CO:\'DIT, IRA C., :\I. A., 
Professor of 1 Iathematics 
'0:\LO:\, CORLEY, :\I. A., 
Instructor in Art 
'RA:'-1, FRED, :\I. A., 
ssociate Professor of Education 
"You all are aware . . . " 
FACULTY 
"The test will cover . . . " 
DE J XGE, JA:\IE , :\I. :\Ius., 
Instructor in l\Iusic Education 
DE~XY, E. ., Ph.D., 
Professor of Education and 
Head of the Department 
DICKJ:--.1 O~, AR1 H R, :\I. A., 
Assistant Professor of Phy ical Education for 1\Ien 
DIETRICH, JOH~, :\I. A., 
Instructor in Art 
DIVELBE , :\I RGARET, M.A., 
Assi tant Professor of Teaching 
DO :rLA , L. ., Ph.D., 
A ·ociate Profe or of Commercial Education 
and Head of the Department 
E:'IIER 0 . ', ELIZABETH, B. A., 
Per onnel Director of Lawther Hall 
ERBE, ARL H., Ph. D., 
Profe. sor of 1overnment 
FAGAX, \V. B., :\I. A., 
Professor of English and 
A ting Head of the Department 
FAHRXEY, R LPlI R., Ph.D., 
. sociate Professor of History 
FO :\I, ER.XE T ., Ph.D., 
Assi tant Profe. or of peech 
F LLER, F. E., :\I. ., 
Assistant Profe. . or of :\' atural cience 
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F LLERTO. T, . A., ::\1. ~Ius., 
Profes or of Mu ic, Emeritus, Part-time en·ice 
GAFF!~, ::\IYRTLE E., ::\I. A., 
In. tructor in ommercial Education 
GATE , 1EORC1E 1., ::\I. A., 
Assistant Profe. or of English 
1ET HELL, ROBER1 \V., Ph.D., 
Profes. or of hemistry 
*GRA~T, l\I RTI0.' L., Ph.D., 
Professor of hemistr} 
HALVOR 0~, ~ELI , Ph.D., 
Associate Professor of English 
H ~KA::\IP, ERTR DE, :u. A., 
In tructor in Education 
HA~ O . ', RO E, l\I. A., 
A.sistant Professor of Teaching 
HARRI , HE~RY, B. ::\Iu . . , 
As i tant Profe sor of Voice 
HARRDIA~, VIVIA. , B. Ed., 
In tructor in Teaching 
HAY , \V. E., ::\I. ::\Ius., 
A sistant Professor of Voice 
HER EY, . FREEl\IA. ', B. Ph.D., 
A ociate Professor of Physics 
FACULTY 
"For reference reading I suggest . . . " 
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HILL, FRA TK \V., :u. :.\Iu ., 
As ociate Profes or of Violin, Viola, and Theory 
*'HI LL, SELt\IA, l\I. A, 
Instructor in 1 eaching 
H L\IE , :rEOR JE H., :.\I. A, 
Assistant Professor of English 
HOL T, HARALD B., B. :.\Ius. , 
Assistant Profe sor of \ ·oice 
*HOR.:N , JOH~ W., :.\I. A, 
Instructor in Art 
Hl:LT, E THER :.\I., ".\I. A, 
Instructor of Education 
*'H ".\IISTO:N, DOROTHY, Ph.D. , 
Assistant Profe or of Physical Education 
for \Vomen 
H NTER, MARY B., ".\I. A, 
Associate Professor of Economics 
JACKSO~, CYRIL L., ".\I. A., 
Associate Profe sor of Teaching 
KADE H, \V. H., Ph. 0. , 
Professor of Ph~•sics 
KEAR:NEY, D RA, ".\I. A., 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
KOEHRIN :r, DOROTHY, Ph. 0., 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
"No cuts next week!" 
FACULTY 
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K RTZ, EDWARD, Ph.D., l\Iu ., 
Profes or of Violin and omposition 
and Head of the Department 
LA:\IBERTSON, FLOYD \V., Ph.D., 
Profe so r of peech 
LA, TZ, . \V., Ph.D., 
Profe sor of Biology 
LILLEH I, I. L. , Ph.D., 
Professor of French and Spani h and 
Head of the Department 
L E, :\IILDRED, :.\I. :\Iu ., 
Instructor in Teaching 
LY H , . A., l\I. A., 
Profe sor of English, Emeritus, Part-time erv1ce 
:\IANTOR, ED~A, :.\I. A., 
Instructor in Teaching 
MARTIN , ELEO~ORE, :.\I. A., 
In tructor in Teaching 
:.\IA YER, FOR RE T L., l\I. ., 
Instructor in ommercial ' ducation 
:.\IcCL LLAND, A ,:NES, l\I. A., 
In tructor in Home Economics 
:.\Ic OY, LE TER, :\I. :.\Iu ., 
In tructor in l\Iusic 
l\IEN DE THALL, L. L., :.\I. A., 
Professor of Physical Education for 1\-Ien and 
Head of the Department 
"The point I am trying to make is II 
FACULTY 
"Now my personal opinion is 
:\IERCHA:\'T, F. E., Ph.D., 
Professor of Latin and Greek 
111CHEL, DOROTHY, 11. A., 
Instructor in Phy. ical Education for \\ omen 
111LLER, ED:--:A 0., :\1. A., 
A . istant Prok sor of Latin 
:\IOORE, 11AUD, :\1. ., 
Instructor in Ph>'· ical Education for \Vomen 
:\'EW11A:--: , 11ATHlLDA, :\1. Ph. , 
In. tructor in 1 caching 
*~ORDLY, OLI\'ER, B. A., 
Instructor in Physical Ec!ucation for :\len 
:\'YHOL:\1, ELIZABETH, :\1. A., 
Instructor in Home Economi s 
PAI:~E, OLffE, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
PAL11ER, H. C., :\1. .. 
A sociate Profes or of Art and 
Acting Head of the Department 
P TT, BERTHA. 
Professor of Art 
PETER O:\', 11AR:\'A. 11. A., 
A. ociate Profes. or of 1 eaching 
PLAEH~, ER:\IA, Ph.D. , 
Instructor in Teaching 
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POLLOCK, A:\':\' BELLE, 11. A. 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
RAIT, E. (;R CE, ::\I. A., 
Associate Professor of Teaching 
RATH, EARLE, Ph.D., 
Professor of Health Education 
*RE:\'l:\'GER, 11. WILLARD, Ph.D., 
Assistant Professor of English and 
f fead of the Department 
RHODES, JO ' EPll, 1I. Ph., 
Instructor in Teaching 
RIEBE, 11. A., Ph. 0., 
Professor of Education 
RITTER, E. E., Ph. D., 
Professor of Teaching 
ROBl:\' O:\', (;EORGE C., Ph.D .. 
Professor of (;o\"Crnment 
RO H LF, 10 C., 1I. A., 
Assistant Professor of English 
RCEG:\'ITZ, RO E LE:\'A, :'.\I. 11us., 
ssistant Professor of Piano 
RL; PPEL, 1IAE, 1I. A. 
Instructor in Teaching 
Rt...: 'SELL, 1IYRO. ' , 1I. 1Iu ., 
Assistant Professor of , vood , Vind Instruments 
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FACULTY 
11I recall when I . . . '' 
SAGE, L. L., Ph.D., 
A ociate Profe or of Hi tory 
A:\IP ON, G . \V., 
Instructor in Organ and Piano 
HAEFER, JO EF, Ph. D., 
Associate Professor of German 
OTT, \VIN FIELD, Ph.D., 
Professor of Agriculture 
£ARIGHT, ROLA>lD, :\I. A, 
As istant Profe. sor of \~ioloncello and onducting 
HORT, THEL:\IA, l\I. A., 
Instructor in Physical Education for \Vomen 
SKAR, R. 0., Ph.D., 
A ociate Professor of Commercial Education and 
Acting Head of the Department 
LACK , JOHN, :\I. A., 
As ociate Profes.or of Rural Education 
:\IITH, £ARNE TI;\TE, :\I. ., 
Assistant Profes.or of Teaching 
:\IIT H, :\IAE, :\I. A., 
Associate Professor of Education 
PARROW, JULIA, :\I. A., 
A istant Professor of Education 
T ARBE K, CLYDE L., B. ., 
Instructor in Physical Education for :'\Ien 
"I once had a class . . . " 
FACULTY 
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TARR, :\11~:\'IE, :\I. '., 
A. . i. tant Professor in Teaching 
T :\'E, ~IYRTLE, Ed. D., 
As istant Professor of Teaching 
TRAYER, HAZEL B., ~I. A., 
A.sociate Profes or of peech 
TRl:BLE, 11ARG IRE1TE, Ph.D., 
As istant Professor of Teaching 
UTHERL :\'D, ELI ABETH, Ph.D., 
Associate Profes. or of Home Economic 
and Head of the Department 
UTTO:\', HAROLD, 11. A., 
As istant Profes or of Art 
TERRY, ELI:'\A, "'.\I. A., 
Profes.or of English 
TH011P 0~, 11. R., Ph.D., 
Professor of Economics and 
Head of the Department 
'"TRDIBLE, H. ., Ph.D., 
Instructor in ~lathematics 
TUR:\'ER, E TLALIE, }l. A., 
As. i. tant Professor of Teaching 
UTTLEY, 11ARG ERITE, Ph.D., 
A ociate Profe sor of 1eography 
\TA:\' E:'\ 1E:\', HE:\'RY, Ph.D., 
Associate Professor of "'.\lathematics and 
Head of the Department 
"Let's take this matter seriously . . . " 
FACULTY 
"Now as I was saying 
VA r ESS, GRACE, M.A., 
Assistant Profes or of Phy ical Education 
for Women 
WATSO , E. E., :I. A., 
Profe or of l\Iathematics 
WELLBOR I, F. W., Ph.D., 
As ociate Profe or of Hi tory 
WHITE, DORIS, l\I. A., 
A sociate Profe or of Phy ical Education 
for Women 
WHITFORD, LAWRENCE, M.A., 
Instructor in Phy ical Education for Men 
WILCOX, M. ]., Ph.D., 
A ociate Professor of Education 
WILD, :IO TICA R., Ph.D., 
Profes or of Phy ical Education for Women 
and Head of the Department 
WILLIAMS, RACHEL, :I. A., 
Accompanist and Librarian, Department of 1Iusic 
,vI TD, HELE~ :\I., ;\I. A., 
Instructor in Teaching 
WIR] H, CARL A., 11. Mus., 
Instructor in Brass Instruments and Theory 
,vo G, LILLIAN, B. S., 
Instructor in Teaching 
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Our Jacu/tlj 
Jheir flobbuzj and J.nlerejtj 
For those of you whos mental phot -
graph of a faculty member away from the 
class room include thick gla s s, ponder-
ous book of knowledge, and an absent-
minded stare, here' a bit of information 
that may intere t you. 
Photography i uch a popular hobby 
that a Faculty Cam ra Club has been or-
0·anized. Among the photography enthu-
sia ts are Henry Van Engen, Erma B. 
Plaehn, John R. lacks, II. . Riebe, and 
Dora Kearney. 
George G. ates lists farming as one of 
his hobbie , and should the ranks of the 
group entitled "sons of the oil" be opened 
to include both vegetable and flower gar-
dener , the faculty seed-catalogue perusers 
to be included would be I I nry Van ngen, 
Roland earight, F. E. Fuller, Charle H. 
Bailey, Maude Moore, Ielius Halvorson, 
and Josef Schaeffer. 
That there should be a oreat deal of 
interest shown in world affairs is, of course, 
inevitable in such a group; many of the 
faculty member li ted tudying the back-
ground of current political and military 
ituations as one of their chief ways of 
. pending their free moment . 
Sports ranging from bridge to the more 
active sports of tennis, golf, softball, foot-
ball, and basketball al o occupy the spot-
light in a number of the faculty members' 
intere ts both as pectators and partici-
pants. 
The call of the wild appar ntly is of 
interest to several of our profe ors, for 
• Indicates faculty member, on l~a,·e of ab,en e. 
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rncation days may find John Dietrich, 
Robert \V . etchell, and Mathilda ew-
man hunting or fi hing. 
Collecting articles, ranging from travel 
folders to cameo , is probably the mo t 
<rcneral hobby among th faculty members. 
pi c f antique glassware is a collec-
tor's item to Olive L. Barker, and Jane 
Birkhead; model horses and stamps to 
Eleanore lVIartin; cla ical records to 
Charles II. Bailey; bo ks to elius Ilal-
vorson; recipe and children's books to 
my Arey; old documents, cameos, and 
coins to J oscf chaeffer; Chine e ware to 
Rachel \¥illiam ; China teacups to elma 
B. Hill; travel material to Ilelen \i\Tind; 
and coin to rma B. Plaehn. 
A great deal of interest is shown by the 
feminine faculty m mber in different 
phases of homemaking,-particularly in 
the culinary art . Both Mathilda ew-
man and elma B. Hill indicated a pecial 
interest in candy making, and gnes C. 
Conlon in bakin°· fruit-cakes. 
Other intere ting hobbies include \i\Tin-
field Scott's bee-keeping, \i\T. H. Kad sch's 
xperim nting with radio circuits, Roland 
earight's cabinet-making, and Olive 
Paine's securing information concerning 
the hi tory and architecture of Cedar 
Fall . 
A well rounded set of interests is char-
acteri tic of the Iowa State Teachers Col-
lege faculty members, and one may be sure 
an interest in the education for better 
t achers i shared by all. 
"BRIEFING" for DEMOCRACY'S 
lo'lrn Stole Teochers College, alma mat er of 23,000 teo.cl1ers, continues lo be 11 
Leader in the edu cational 'world, preparing the fo undation for A 111 eriwn 
democracy. 
Buying boob. Paying fee,. 
" ' o you're going to be a teachcr"-
that's the reaction I'n; ahYays encountered 
"·hen 1\-c remarked that I go to Iowa 
' tate Teachers olle<re. They're right! 1 
do ,rnnt to be a teacher. IIow I finally 
attained that goal is a story which 1 want 
to tell now. l came to l. . T. . know-
ing that this Teachers ollcge had estab-
lished a reputation as a leader in the field 
of training which is reco rnized by public 
s hool officials and leading educators 
throughout the nation. The very first 
time I registered, paid the business 
office, and bought the books "·hich 1 
needed ,Yas an experienc which I shall 
ne ,·er forget. The r presentative of Dean 
Campbell's office ,ms so congenial eHn 
after 1 had ask d her at 1 a t a thousand 
questions! Getting acquainted with my acl-
Yiser and becoming his frien I as ,Yell as 
his a lvisee meant a lot to me that first 
day. 1 le was the person who helped me 
to decide my major field, a decision ,Yhich 
took so much pondering on my part. 
Later l found that he was the person on 
"·horn l coul l depend to take a real inter-
est in me and in '"hat I did here. Then 
there ,Hre those secretaries in fr. Board-
man's office who knew a ll the ans,Yers to 
my financial pr blem . How I hacl wor-
ried about that the night before! Buying 
my books for the cour es I had selected 
gave me the feeling that I was all t to 
start on my new career. I had already 
begun to make many friends and was 
happy in the pro . pect of being able to con-
tinue to do o. I knew then that I was a 
part of Teachers Coll ge and that I be-
longed here. 
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GR.EATEST MISSION-TEACHING 
Then came studying, that real reason 
,Yhy I came to college. The library was 
one of the first buildin rs with which I be-
came acquainted. llere I found reference 
material for every cour e which I took. 
Being able to go into the stacks and 
"snoop" through the many books ,Yas a 
pri,·ilege which I greatly appreciated. 
l lere, also, I found the quietne 111 an 
em·ironment which made me really want 
to study. Of course, l must admit that 
once in a while l forgot that the reading 
room wa~ for studying and l would be-
come im·o lved in a lengthy discussion ,yith 
one of my friends. In the Vocations and 
cience Buildings l found lot of equip-
ment and material neces ary so that I 
could gain fi1--t-hand experience in using 
microscopes, slides, test tubes, or tuclying· 
skeletons for such courses as biology. I 
remember how l used to gripe at some of 
the required courses. I took a cour e in 
health education which, at the time, I 
thought rather silly as 1 had had general 
health courses in the grades somewhere, 
and there I had learned the bones of the 
body and such things! peech courses 
had me frightened; just think, me in front 
of a college class giving a speech! Then I 
was taking all kinds of education coun,e:-,: 
statistics, psycholog), general education, 
measurements, the professional courses. 
They brought the prospect of being a 
teachers closer to me. l lere, too, 1 did 
my share of the griping when I took the~t: 
courses, although I mw,t admit that I did 
like learning about percentiles, quartiles, 
cle,·iations, mean, median, and mode, and 
the terminology that belongs to the educa-
tional field. 
The Teachers College student '1.cho enters the realm of edurnlion finds himself 
'1.c:ith a 11111ltit11dino11s assortment of information. Each prospecti1·e instructor is 
drilled in tlze methods of mearnrements, psychology, statistical studies, and edu-
cational principles. 
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uddenly I wa · over in the Campu 
School doin > my observation and practice 
teaching. I was amazed to think that 
soon I would be out having a class of my 
own! Ilow thankful I was for that 
speech course; at least I had some idea as 
to what to do in front of a class, and my 
knees didn't shake that first day. The 
course in health educati n may have 
seemed silly at the time I took it, but when 
nc of the tudcnt asked aBout the 
"whys" of taking tuberculin test , I was 
in a position to an wer him. During my 
observation 1 had the opportunity to watch 
other teach rs, to notice how they taught, 
and how they handled different ituations. 
Observati n gave me the chance to com-
pare my ideas about teaching with those of 
the teacher and other students. This I did 
TEACHING 1s the 
111 the conferences I ha<l with the critic 
teacher. One of the project with which I 
helped during my observation was that of 
preparing the Harvest Scene pictured 
bel°''"· Such projects a these gave me 
the feeling of aiding greatly to the devel-
pment of character and cooperation 
among the students. It was during obser-
rntion that I really realized the importance 
of teaching. It suddenly dawned on me 
that sch ol was much more than watchin°· 
o,·er children six hours a day! Realizing 
then that I wa entering a profession dedi-
cate l to further democratic living, the 
backbone of ur Am rican citizenry, and 
knowing that teacher were o vital in help-
ing toward victory, I becam e,·en mor 
anxious to become a teacher. 
The Department of Tea ching helps st11de11ts to 111eet problems concerning instru c-
tion, management and to apply in actual praictice 'u.: hat they Jim e learn ed in subject 
matter. 
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FOUNDATION of PROGRESS 
To gi1 e prospecti·Pe teachers a chance to learn techniques of classroom instruction, 
a program of practice teaching is provided in the curriculum. The campus high 
school and schools in Tr nterloo n11d surrounding tou·ns are used as teac.hing 
lab orato ries. 
The quarter which I had been looking 
forward to for such a long time finally ar-
rived, and I was doing practic -teaching at 
last. llere was my chance to put my ideas 
into practice; here ,Yas my chance to find 
out hem· well I cou ld handle the chi ldren. 
f was surprised to discover how easy this 
was, yet upon r Aection of the training I 
have rcceiv I during the past three years 
I kne\\· that I would be able to cope 
,Yith any teaching situation. faking 
les on plans and correcting paper were 
the real thing now. The knowledge I had 
gained in statistics, education, and psy-
choloo·y wer put to good hard u e. ,vhen 
the critic asked me to find the reliability 
and validity of a test I had just gi,·en, I 
actually knew what to do! Thi ,ms one 
of my most enjoyable quarter , f r now I 
could see " ·hat 1 had hoped to accomplish 
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in college. l lere it was in concrete form 
-me, teaching! It was uch a pleasure to 
work with these children. The girl pic-
tured above certainly eems to be enjoying 
herself with those kindergarten young-
sters . I love 1 the way they bowed their 
heads before their lunch. It's situations 
like the one shown in this picture which 
make teaching so enjoyable. Perhaps it's 
because I never know what to expect next 
that gives teaching that inter sting touch. 
Also pictured above is one of my friends 
leaving the campus school after an after-
noon of practice-teaching. Please notice 
the bio· mile. 
In a few short weeks this quarter will 
end, and I will have that job of which I 
have so often dreamed. Exams, com-
mencement, diploma-and I'm off to a 
world of my own making. 
SENIORS 
With graduation announcements an<l placement bureau material being calle<l for 
and a host of similar letails to be tak n care of, another o-roup of seniors are donnino-
their caps and <YO\\'ns. You will remember: the Campanile in the moonlight, the sound 
of voices echoing across campus, those nightly gab-fests with your roommate, records 
at midnight before the f-ireplace in the dorm, the extra special faculty friends you have 
ma<le, the good times you had in the Comm ns an<l the metallic click of a mail box 
door and then the happy voice, " h !" "From Ilim." T. C. will remember you too: 
your happy voices and jolly smiles. the fun it was to have you here and ho"· prou<l 
,·ou make us feel ! \Y e think vou' re S\\'ell ! 
II 
• Ill 
() 

Jean and Jan off for a , pin 
with the college bikes. 
\Vith coke in hand " oach 
:\"onn" takes time out. 
'hani and Fratz enjo) a 
Teachers ollege favorite, 
popcorn from Dads. 
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Pete and Phy! while a\\·a, 
an hour or two in the La\\:_ 
ther lounge. 
Beth and the man-of-the-
moment relax out by the 
well-known Prexy' Pond. 
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.\ minute off for a quick 
mirror check-up. 
Seniors 
HIRLEY A:\' LIKER, :dusic, Cedar 
Falls ... .IEA:\" ARRA ..\IlTH, Phys-
ical Education, Ames ... E L D O ~ 
R 'HE"..\IBOL' LD1, mnce. 
CO:\'STA. ' CE BACHER, Kindergarten-
primar), Burlington ... BETTY BA-
ZEL, Kindergarten-primary, Burlington 
TA:\1"LEY BE:\' ' O:\', Social c1-
ence, 'edar Falls. 
HAROLD BROW:\', ..\Iusic, \\'aterloo. 
EL lE LORl:\'E COL O:\', ..\Iusic-Art, 
Des "..\Ioines ... J EA:\' CL' :\':\'l:\'C-
1 I .\I, Kindergarten-primary, Boone ... 
CECELIA DIG:\'EY, Kindergarten-pri-
mar), Belle Plaine ... \ ' L JEA:\':\'E 
FAIRLIE, ..\Iusic, Janesville ... FRA:\'-
CE' l·AU T, ocial ' cience, \Vaterloo. 
ELAl'NE FLE"..\DII(;, Kindeq~arten-pri-
mary, Rem,·ick ... DARLE:\1" E FOX, 
Kindergarten - primary, .I esup ... "..\IA-
RlE FRATZJ,E, "..\Iusic, Jesup. 
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Seniors 
A~X GARVER, Social Science, Ft. 
Dodge ... KATHRY, GLEASON, 
Kindergarten-primary, Cedar Falls ... 
l\IAXl~E GRAFE~ BERC,, :\Iusic, 
\Vest Cnion. 
GLADY GCDVANC,E~, Elementary, 
Brooklyn, S. D .... l\IARY LO 
HALLE:--.'E, 0/"ursery scl10ol-Kindergar-
ten, Orien ... GLADENE H :'-.I EX, 
English, Traer. 
:\IIRIA:\I HA rsEX, :\Iusic, Cedar 
Fall - ... \TIRGL IA HAN E~, Kin-
dergarten-primary, Ced a r Falls ... 
HELE HARDER, l\Iathematics, :;\Ii -
souri Valley. 
DOROTHY HART, English, Humboldt 
... BYRDI:\'E H RT:\IA:\', Home 
Economic, Waterloo ... GLOR I A 
HE~DER X, English, tory City. 
DOROTHY HESSE, Kindergarten-pri-
mary, Yale ... JEA~ HIGH, ocial 
cience, G r u 11 d y Center ... :'.\IAR-
GARET HILL, Commerce, Ft. Dodge. 
Seniors 
:'IIARY JEAN H RLB T , :'IIusic, \Va-
terloo ... J NE JE , K , Art, Lamont 
... YD N JEN EN, English, Kimball. 
DOROTHY KINDRED, Nursery 
school-Kindergarten, ~Iiller, S. D .... 
:rERTR DE KIT HL , Kindergar-
ten-primary, e d a r Falls ... :\IAE 
KXCD ON, Elementary, alem, . D. 
LC ILLE K LIND, Phy ical Educa-
tion, resco ... CARLEEN KOLL-
INCT, Physical Education, De ~Ioines 
.. CHRY TAL KOLPIN, English, 
herokee. 
JAXE K RTZ, l\Iusic, Ft. Dodge .. . 
R TH LAR ON, l\Iu ic, Lauren .. . 
LOREEN LEI HT:\IAN, ommerce, 
Ne\\· Hampton. 
:\IARCELLA LINDE:\IAN, Home Eco-
nomics, Dr art ... l\IERELE LI:'\D-
SEY, Elementary, edar Falls 
BETH LORD, Home Economic , Du-
mont. 
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Seniors 
J 1E l\IAAS, Home Economics, ;\Tew 
Hampton ... ALETHA 1ACY, Kin-
dergarten-primary, Lynnville ... DOR-
OTHY MAJOR, English, Storm Lake. 
::\IAR1 HA LO :HARTi 1, Home Eco-
nomic , l\Iil"'aukee, Wis .... El\DIA 
LO I\IA RER, English, Leste1· ... 
R TH McCONEGHEY, Biology-
hemistry, Ne,non. 
I\IARGARE1 l\IINER, Kindergarten-
primary, avour, S. D .... R TH 
1IITCHELL, Elementary, Hudon .. 
DORIS NELSON, English, Audubon. 
::\IARGARET :\TEVILLE, :\Iathematics, 
Anamosa ... ::\IARGARET OLSO~, 
o c i a 1 Science, Waterloo ... CO?\'-
STAN E OTT::\IA , 1ursery school-
Kindergarten, Cedar Falls. 
OPHIE P PPA , French, Ft. Dodge 
... LOLA PINE, peech, Clear Lake 
... :;\IILDRED POITE\'I~, English, 
Doll' City. 
Seniors 
LOLI ' [ PRILL. Elementar), Glidden 
... RACHEL REL\IER, ommerce, 
:\Ian.halltown ... ELEA:\'OR CHII,-
LFR, Commerce, Alden. 
GLE:\'DORA ETTER.BERG, Kinder-
garten-primar), :\Iason Cit) ... JA:\'[ 
HA:\':\'AHA:'\T, Physical Education, De. 
;\Ioines ... JA:\'ET I :\I P O :\' , 
French, Bron:-.,:\'. Y. 
AR LET ' KA.AR, Kindergarten-primar), 
Primghar ... LOI KILLE:\', His-
tor). Plainfield ... B E \ ' E R LEY 
:\IITH, English, \Vaterloo. 
LCELLA ' :\IITH, English, 'edar Falls 
. .. ::\IARY E. PITZ:\IILLER, Kin-
dergarten-primar), B u r I i n g to n ... 
::\IACRI:\'E PL. RBECK, :\Iathematics, 
\\·a, er!). 
JA:\'E TA:\IY, Ki11dergarten-primar), 
Webster 'it) . . . ELIA TRA:\'D, 
Commerce, Primghar ... H AT TI E 
TERFEH ~. 'ommerce, \Vellsburg. 
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Seniors 
JEA:'\:'\E TODD, English, 'edar Falls 
... PATRI 'IA TRAEDER, Elemen-
tar), Odebolt ... '.\IAXl:\' E TRAY-
'\OR, Elementar), iou"\. ity. 
ALI 'E TL' R:\'ER, Kindergarten-pri-
mar), Independence . '.\IARY l ' BA . ' , 
Home Economics, \Vaterloo ... I IA-
ZEL \ I E E , h:indergarten-primary, 
Lake Park. 
11 ELE:\' \VIRKLER, 'ommen:e, Carna-
"illo ... '.\IARILY:\' WOODR ' FF, 
o c i a I cience, :\' C\\" H anden ... 
JEA:\':'\E \VRICHT, Kindergartrn-pri-
mar), I ro1111·ood, '.\I ichigan. 
\V ARRE:\' ZDDIER'.\IA:'\ , Elemen-
tar) Education, Aredale. 
Elementary 
BEULAH BENSO , Dane ... l\IEL-
VA BROCKl\1EYER, Earlville ... 
LOAN CRAN , , Tama. 
IDA DAVIS, Bonaparte ... COLET-
TA DRILLIN 7, re co ... l\IABEL 
£:\DIEL, Charles City. 
JEA~ ERI KSON, Sll'ea City . 
R TH FI HER, ·webster City . 
l\IARY FITZ ERALD, Britt. 
ELLE i'\ HA r EN, \.Vyoming ... 
KA1 HRY~ HARLA , l\Iarshalltown 
... JEAN HE, DER O r, Coggon. 
HARRIET HLADKY, Hubbard . 
PHYLLIS IRWL , Sac City . 
:l\IILDRED JOH , SON, Ringsted. 
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Elementary 
l\IARGARET KLE:\DIE, Hubbard 
... REAH KNOLL, Kana\\"ha ... 
LOI :\IEIR, Hubbard. 
J ANITA :\'AC,EL, :\Lason it) 
LAVERA ;\'A II, :\Larbie Rock . 
R TH PETER E:\', Ringsted. 
PATRI IA PLU:\IB, Algona ... EL-
IE RA :\IU EN, Audubon 
CLAR EALING, Webster ity. 
DELORE DIP O:\', Webster it) 
... :\IARGARET S:\IITH, :\Ian. on 
... HELEN TERNER, :\Iu.catinc. 
R TH TILL:\IA:\', Emmetsburg .. 
BETH THO:\IP O:\', hester .. 
LADE .. TDDIER:\IA:\', :\Iarengo. 
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Elementary 
RL.TII \'A:\' BE\' CHOTE:\', :\'eo-
deska, Kansa .... IRE:\'E \ 'A:\' E:\'-
CiE:\', \Vebster ,it) ... R ' BY 
\VALL, abula. 
E\'ALY:'\ \ E:\'DLA\' ' , Hall"ke~e .. . 
\ ' !\'IA:\' ZACK :\Jason ,ity .. . 
:\' 0 R :'II A DCR ' CH:'IIIDT, Fort 
Dodge. 
\ ' EIXA IL\.ER, \Veb:ter ity. 
Kindergarten - Primary 
ARAH A:'IIDAH L, West Bend 
\ ' ETA AIKE:\', Lohnille ... BETH 
A:\'DER O:\', Hudson. 
JOYCE A:\'DER ' O:\', Clarion . 
:\'OR:\IA BAKER, Io\\·a Falls . 
:\IARILY:\1:\' BARRETT, Rolfe. 
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Kindergarten - Primary 
PATRICIA BEXEDI T, ~\Iarion 
HELEX HERE FORD, C,arrison 
DARLEXE BLl,T:'.\IE, Sumner. 
DEL RE BREI HOLZ, West Bend 
... DOROTHY BROW~, utten-
berg ... RO E:\IARIE BROW:'\' ELL, 
ac Cit). 
B A R B AR A B K , ollins . 
JEA:\':\'E BL'TH:'.\1A r, Sioux City 
PHYLLIS AROL O~, 10\nie. 
DOROTHY D PRE, To I e do ... 
TREXA E1':ELA~D, De :'.\1oine .. 
:\IARL YS E~ C,STROl\1, Ren\\"ick. 
LE XA OLLIER, utherland .. 
DOROTHY DIETZ, Hartley .. 
DELORI D ' :\'LAP, onvith. 
Kindergarten - Primary 
CORI;-;~ E OTOOLE, Letts ... 
JOY E PEDELTY, :\Iason ity .. 
]EA:\' PETER 0:--, :\Iarathon. 
ACDREY PLATH, :\Ianly ... :\IA-
\TI REASO , ER, Beaconsfield 
JL-:--E ROWE, Lake Park. 
CATHER! E H:\'OOR, Laurel ... 
LC ILLE HELQ I T, :\Ioravia . 
~IAXI:\'E TO:\'E, Waterloo. 
1IARIE 1 AYLOR, ~Iilford ... VIR-
GI:\'IA 1 VEDT, :\Iontour ... :\1AR-
CrARET \' A'.'l BECK, Oskaloosa. 
PHYLLI "WELCH, :\Iarathon ... 
IRE:\'E WI KER HEDI, 1IcGregor 
... CATHRYK" WHITLOW, Arm-
strong. 
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Kindergarten - Primary 
LUCILLE LA TGSTO:N, Greene . 
WILMA LEHMA , Cumberland . 
LAVERLLE LONG, Algona. 
JEANETTE L ?-l D , Laurens ... 
DOROTHY MARX, Rock\\'ell ity 
... GEOR JIA 1\1 ARTH R, Inde-
pendence. 
BARBARA Mc OLLO GH, Webster 
City ... ELEA, OR McLA GHLIN, 
Uason City ... MARY l\IICHAEL, 
,ve tfield. 
H IRLE Y l\1ORSE, Ankeny .. 
JANELLE l\I RDO K, Eldora .. 
JOAN NAGEL, Lime Spring. 
LEILA NASH, l\1arble Rock ... LO-
RETTA ELSO, , Boone ... FLOR-
E:\' E NORI TE, Gowrie. 
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Kindergarten - Primary 
CORI~ NE OTOOLE, Letts . 
JOYCE PEDELTY, :\Lason City . 
JEA~ PETER O~, :\Iarathon. 
ACDREY PLATH, :\Ianly ... l\IA-
\71 REA ON ER, Beaconsfield 
JC~E R WE, Lake Park. 
CATHERI 1E CH~ R, Laurel ... 
LCCILLE HELQ I T, :\Ioravia . 
l\IAXI~E TO~E, Waterloo. 
:\IARIE TAYLOR, Milford ... VIR-
GI~IA TVEDT, l\Iontour ... 1\IAR-
GARET VANBE K, Oskaloosa. 
PHYLLIS WEL H, l\Iarathon ... 
IRE~E WI KER HEDI, l\IcGregor 
ATHRY " WHITLOW, Arm-
strong. 
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KATHRY:\' ADRIA:'\, :\Iaquoketa ... 
IRE;\'E BELL, Williams ... :\IYR-
TLE BETTS, \\' aterloo. 
DO:\':'\ R L'TH BOLlE, Burt ... 
DORO1 HY D.--\\. lDSO:\', :\Lason Cit) 
... J EA:\'" CROTEBOER , Lime 
pnngs. 
\'IOLET HAS 'EBROOK, Kamrar . 
'ELI IIE:\'"DER O:\', oggon 
LOI HOWELL, Rose Ifill. 
DARLE:\'"E JlR. K, \Vaucoma . 
DA K I :\'" C :\I A, Knoxville 
DORI LE\Vl , ambridge. 
A DREY Ll'FKI:\'", ylinder . 
ARLE:\'E :\IATZ, Southerland 
L ' ILLE :\IEl:\'KE, Delmar. 
CHARLEE:\" :\IOORE, Elwood 
DORI OLTOFF, Webster it) 
\ ' IOLA RETH, Delhi. 
I IIRLEY ODERSTRO:\I, Boone ... 
:\!ARY SOLO:\IA:\', Palo ... DOR-
OTHY THO:\I ' , Traer. 
HONORARIES 
From science, to music, to home economics, a broad field of honorary or Yan1za-
tions is open to those students ,Yishing to put forth the effort. The purpose of the 
organi ✓ ations is to achien: a better understanding of the materials in the major field 
and to pro,·idc a bond of fcllc)\\·ship and prof cssional unity among high ranking stu-
dents. But not all time is spent in an academic \\"ay; many o·et togcthers and partie 
arc planned by the various groups. 
II 
... 
() 
-
Purple rrow members, 
Ruthie, Dee and Katie, on 
their way to the Libe. 
~ ancy and Dar, Iowa 
Teachers First members, lo-
cate potential teaching posi-
tions. 
Torch and Tassel members 
help pu -h sales. 
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. A. L's "gi, e out" in :\I iss 
Barker's studio. 
Lois and Helen check mate-
rial with I\Iiss Gaffin 111 
their "business \\"Orld". 
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Pi Gamma :\Iu listen to 
election return in faculty 
sponsor :\I. R. Thompson's 
office . 
BETA BETA BETA 
First row: McKay, McConeghy, Arrasmith, Kavka. 
eco11d row: Brown, Archambault, Hartman, Entz. 
Glass slides, paraffin-coated ob-
jects, and white rat contribute part 
of the atmo phere that urrounds 
the Tri-Betans. The white rats 
from the gr en house have given 
up their liv s to furnish material 
for these campus cientist . This 
national honorary ociety o·roup 
has had for a yearly re earch prob-
lem the making of micro copic 
slid s and learning the techniques 
of using th microtome, an instru-
ment for making very thin cros 
sections of tissue. Th activities of 
the group are mostly educational, 
with an occasional social meeting. 
The aim are the development of 
sound scholarship, the circulation 
of scientific truth, and the promo-
tion of research. 
Stud nts ligible for memb r hip 
must be at least third term opho-
mores, with fifteen hour of bio-
logical sci nee, a 2.20 average in 
all academic work, showing special 
ability in and having at least a 2.75 
averag in their biological ci nccs. 
They are recomm nded by the biol-
ogy faculty and chosen by a com-
mittee of m mb rs but mu t be ap-
proved by the faculty and a 
majority of the group membership. 
Ruth McCon gh y has acted as 
pr sid nt of the organization; Dr. 
Lantz and Dr. Rath served as 
sponsor . 
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DELTA SIGMA RHO 
Faust, Dr. Lambert,on, Gan·e r. 
A small group-two in number 
-Ann Garver and Frances Faust 
comprised the honorary society for 
debaters Delta igma Rho. ny 
junior, winning three college de-
bates with other colleges of high 
tandings or winnin r distinction in 
extemporaneous speaking or ora-
torical contests has met the require-
ments for membership. The pur-
pose of the organization is to keep 
oratory and forensics on the high-
est level po ible. That we are the 
on! teachers college in the country 
which belongs to Delta igma Rho, 
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1s a fact of which Iowa tate 
Teachers Colleo·e is proud. 
The <rroup remain mall and i 
inactive at thi time because ga -
rationing prevent many of the 
former trip which enabled tu-
dents to become eligible. Teachers 
ollege is famou for its debaters, 
and the trips made possible this 
year will enable the group to en-
large and b come active again in 
the near future. Dr. F. \\. Lam-
bertson is the faculty member who 
acts as sponsor of the group. 
GOLDEN LEDGER 
Freshman and sophomore com-
merce ma Jo rs ma) well look for-
ward to and trive tO\rnrd becom-
ing members of olden Ledger, 
the honorary organi1.ation formed 
in 1937 a a protege of the ad-
vanced commerce honorarv, Pi 
Omega Pi. A cholastic a,:era re 
of ten hours of 3 point in Com-
mercial courses and a 2 point a,·er-
age in all other courses is required 
for entrance. Thereafter member-
ship i retained throughout college 
without further obligation. Up-
perclassmen retain their member-
ship, but are inacti,·e in their junior 
and senior years. Their purpose i 
to pro,·ide scholastic recognition 
for the members and to fo!>ter a 
spirit of cooperation and fellow-
ship among the commercial organ-
i1.ations. 
During the winter quarter a 
group of students went to the 
\\ atcrloo \Yest IIigh chool to 
visit the commerce department and 
obsen·e the actual teaching of the 
commercial subjects, office practice 
and secretary training. \Vinter and 
spring terms al o saw the formal 
and informal initiation of pledge . . 
The year's program and Yarious 
activitie were accomplished under 
the presidency of Dorothy Tagle. 
Dr. R. 0. kar served as the f ac-
uity sponsor. 
First row: Dr. kar, Leichtman, agle, Gallegher, ander,, Johnsen. 
Sr1011d row: Dickma•111, olomon, Fau,t, Allard, Hender, llendrick,on. 
Third ros;,• ; Reed, Bochlje, Barck, \Yirkler, De\Vitt, Frederick, Eggland. 
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IOWA TEACHERS FIRST 
Iowa Teachers First-on of 
the most sel c.t organizations on 
the campus. Honorary members 
-President Malcolm Price and 
Miss Sadie B. Campbell, Dean of 
,vomen ! Thi organization is 
compos d of persons who promote 
the welfare and b st interests of 
Iowa State Teachers Coll ge by 
working to secur an able and 
competent student body. The main 
purpose of this group, which is ac-
tive in backing and encouraging 
helpful activities of other organiza-
tions on the campus, is to interest 
high chool students in Iowa tate 
Teachers College. Member hip in 
this society, which is limited to 
twenty-five memb rs, is based on 
scholarship and participation 111 
extra-curricular activities. As ex-
amples t th prospective stud nts, 
I. . T. C. is proud to be repre-
sented by this group. ew mem-
bers, at least third term juni rs, are 
nominated by the organization and 
approv d by the Student League. 
Maxine Traynor served as pre -
idcnt, Darlene Fox as vie -presi-
dent, and Mary Jean Ilurlbut a 
secretary of the group this past 
year. Dr. H. A. Reihe was the 
faculty pon or. 
First ro,u;: Jen sen, II urlbert, Traynor, Fox, Hartman. 
Serond ro,u;: Shannah an, Gleason, Arrasmith, 11 amen, Todd. 
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First row: evill, Dr. Charle., J en~en. 
eco11d row: Hansen, Nel~on, Harder. 
ow 1n its thirty-fourth year, 
Kappa Delta Pi, national educa-
tional honorary, continues to be a 
nry active and thriving organiza-
tion. Pledging and informal initia-
tion arc held each quarter for new 
members, who are cho en from 
juniors and seniors with a grade 
point of at least 2.8 and with ten 
hours in the field of ducation. 
These neophytes are required to 
give a three minute talk on some 
new and interesting phase of their 
major field and in thi way the e 
educational meetings widen the 
viewpoint and back 0 ·round of all 
members. Each quarter three of 
these informative meetings are 
held, as well as a formal banquet. 
In the spring there is always a big 
picnic. Leaders in the educational 
field provide the programs for 
these meetings. By the fusion of 
the various study fields this organ-
ization helps to correlate the total 
subject matter of education. Their 
aim is to build scholarship, as well 
as to increase the extra- urricular 
activity of the students, and also to 
encourage a high de 0 -ree of social 
service through education. Y dun 
Jensen is the president of this 
group of tu dent , and Dr. John 
\Y . Charles is the faculty sponsor. 
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PI GAMlvlA MU 
Firs/ row: Garver, killen, and ers. 
S1•ro11d row: R. R. Fahrne}, Hehner, Isaacson, M. R. Thompson. 
Popcorn, politics, Pi Gamma 
Mu-in keeping with the tradition 
of thi organization, the member 
of Pi amma Mu met in the social 
science department with the faculty 
on ovember 7, to listen to the ex-
citing election returns. The chief 
corn popper of the evening was 
non other than the faculty spon or 
of the group, Dr. 1. R. Thomp-
son. 
Activiti s of the year have in-
cluded the informal initiation of 
members at the end of each quar-
ter, discu ion of various contem-
porary affairs, and forum on ev-
eral major topic such as Ru sian 
and hinese political and econom-
ical problem . Member seek 
through the e activitie , by form-
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ing a background for the vital 
social problems of today, to pro-
mote coop ration in the scientific 
study of human problem , to live 
up to their motto, "You shall know 
the truth and the truth hall set ye 
free." 
Admittance requirement for 
this national fraternity include a 3 
point average in 30 hour of ocial 
science work and a 2 point grade 
in all other academic subjects. 
Lois killen, as president, ha suc-
ce sfully guided thi group through 
their activitie during the eventful 
year. Dr. R. R. Fahrney i ecre-
tary of the group and Dr. Leland 
age i faculty member of the 
Executive Committee. 
PI OMEGA PI 
This national honorary club is 
open to any upperclassmen " ·ho 
have gained profici ncy in the field 
of commercial education. ome of 
the subject tudied are commercial 
law, adverti ing, retail merchandis-
ing, typing, economics, accounting 
commercial education problems, 
and secretarial training. The 
group tends to timulate and con-
tinue common interest in the bus-
ine s world. 
This year a,v the . tudy of pro-
fessional magazine by the mem-
bers of Pi Omega Pi. The Bala11re 
heet, Busi11ess Ed11ratio11 Jr orld, 
and the Ameriran Business Ed11ca-
1io,i Digest were some of the maga-
zines . tudied. The group also pub-
Ii . hed a booklet called "Gamma 
Progress," reporting on " ·hat the 
amma chapter at Iowa tate 
Teachers ollege had done in the 
pa t year. It has been sent to 
alumni and diff rent chapters of Pi 
Omega Pi. 
In the month of February, Pi 
Omega Pi was entertained at a 
waffle breakfast onr unday morn-
ing at the Douglas' home. For-
mal and informal initiations were 
held each quarter. During the 
sprin Y quarter a banquet in honor 
of all new members was given. 
Thi year's president was 1 Ielen 
\Virkler, and the club sponsor is 
\liss Myrtle C,affin. 
FirJI ro<u,•; agle, Faust, \Virkler, Leichtman, Miss Gaflin. 
Sl'(o11d rov.; : chiller, Barck, Dr. Dougla,, Frederick, Boehlje. 
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PURPLE ARROW 
'' lore fun than a picnic" is the 
description the Purple Arrow mem-
bers ga,·c to their fall outing at the 
golf course. This honorary organ-
ization has, besides this cook-out, 
also had several "down the line" 
get-togcthcrs and formal dinners 
after which they were entertained 
by guest speakers. The member 
of this group arc distinguished b 
the purple arrows they wear on 
their lapels, and arc thus designat-
ed as examples of scholastic 
achie,·emcnt on the campus. In 
order to qualify for the formal 
1n1t1at1on of new members in the 
~prin r quarter girls must have a 3 
point average for two consecutive 
quarters of college work, and mu t 
exhibit o-oocl habits of citizenship. 
The aim of this organization is to 
encourage cholarship among wom-
en of freshman and ophomore 
years, to promote high standard 
in indivi lual community life, and 
to further the best inter st of 
Iowa tate Teacher College. 
l\Ii Katherine Buxbaum served 
as the facultv atkiser of this hon-
orary ociety, while Ruth Fi cher 
guided the group throughout the 
year as president. 
First ro'I,(,•; Dunlap, Gallagher, Piegors, Fi,cher, llarlan, Peter•, llall. 
Srcond row: Craig, Andrew, Entz, Pear,on, \\1eek,, Garner, Phillip,. 
Third row: Maiden, Allard, Marx, Polkinghorn, Anden,on, chlegel, Kettering, Moore. 
Fourth ro'I,(,·: Ahba•, • el,on, Richardson, \Vile), Offringa, JJ all, \Voh·erton. 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE HONORS 
First row: Dr. Thomp,on, Sanders, Behner, mith, Peter,. 
S1•ro11d row: killen, V.'oodruff, haac,011, Ilall, Garver, V.' il e}, 
A stepping stone with a purpose 
1s the ocial cience l lonors or-
ganization. llere, contemporary-
a ff airs-conscious citizens-to-be, stu-
dents of trends in sociology and 
economics, voracious collectors of 
historical data-these find their 
talents appreciated in the ocial 
Science I lonors Club. This local 
group is composed of students who 
have completed at least twenty 
hours of ocial cience work, and 
who have maintained a B average 
in this field. The various pro-
grams prepared by the leaders of 
this group develop a much o-reater 
and keener understanding of the 
many social problems of today. 
r ews broadcasts, group di cus-
sions, and lecture by the faculty 
are what make these meeting o 
interesting. ocial cience I Ionors 
Club serves as a preliminary group 
to Pi Gamma Mu, national hon-
orary fraternity for ocial science 
majors. One of the activitie in 
which all member participated ( it 
only happens once every four 
years!) ,rn the returns of the pres-
idential election in o,·ember, 
1944. Lois Behner was elected 
president of this group early this 
fall, and Dr. Thompson, head of 
the department, acted a faculty 
acfriser. 
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SIGMA TAU DELTA 
First row: Mi-s Terry, Todd, Major, J en~en. 
Second row: Birtness, Mauer, F'lather,, kill en, II ansen. 
Discussions of authors-Iowa 
poets-and a study of poetry and 
well as the reading of the original 
prose are some of the topics, a 
productions of members and guests, 
studied by the igma Tau Delta 
organi1.ation. The purpose of the 
group is the encouragement of a 
creati,·e writing, and the f o. tering 
of a spirit of fellowship among 
English students on the campus. 
Active membership is limited to 
upperclassmen majoring in Eng-
lish ,Yho have completed 15 hours 
beyond English I, and ,Yho show 
superior ability in creatn·e writing. 
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"B" average omitting the first 
year must be maintained, and pros-
pective members must be of a cali-
ber to uphold the honor of igma 
Tau Delta and be loyal to ideal.. 
This ra tional Ilonorary Eng-
lish Fraternity meets once each 
month and in an informal atmo -
phere writers receive helpful sug-
gestions and off er constructi,·e cri-
ticism to others. Miss Terry is 
the faculty span or of this group, 
Jeanne Todd was the president for 
fall and winter quarters, and Reba 
Flathen, the president during the 
spring quarter. 
SIGMA ALPHA IOTA 
"You're on the air" was a fa-
miliar sound to a i rma lpha Iota 
member this year as they broad-
cast their mu. icales over radio 
tation KXEL. io-ma lpha Iota 
endeavors to uphold the highest 
ideals of musical " ·ork among 
women ·tudents on the campus. 
The roup meet t\\'ice each 
month, once for a business meet-
in r and once to enjoy a musicale. 
Member hip in this or ani1,ation 
demands that one must have ten 
hour of music and a 2.5 crrade 
point average. Formal initiation 
for new member consists of an im-
pressive ritual which culminates a 
rushing and auditioning period. 
lexander Brailcrn·sky and George 
Gersh\\'in were t\\'O of the musi-
cians studied. unday "sings" in 
the Georgian Lounge of the Com-
mon were sponsored by thi s 
group. Christmas caroling and a 
January sleigh ride were acti,·ities 
which the . L's will long re-
member. The group takes pride 
that their chapter honorary mem-
ber is Miss Mona Paulee, noted 
me1,1,o vocalist. Their sponsor, 
Iis Olive Barker, was elected 
pre ident of Epsilon Province of 
igma lpha Iota this year. Miss 
tarr and l\tliss Ruegnit1, acteli as 
patronesses and Ruth Larson 
se1Ted as the president. 
First row: Anliker, Hansen, olson, Larson, Fairlie. 
eco11d row: Phillips, Hurlbert, Fischer, llumphn, \\'ood, Frattl..e. 
Third row: Peacock, Ritz, Runft, \ ' incent, Johnson. 
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THETA ALPHA PHI 
Four ncwly dcctcd member to 
Theta lpha Phi, national honor 
dramatic fraternity, made their 
contributions to dramatic activities 
on the campus during the year. 
hirley Butler, Y dun Jen sen, Lola 
Pinc, and Luella mith had roles 
in the pring Conf ercnce play, 
" ry lla,·oc." ' hirley, Ydun and 
Lola also played major role 111 
'The kin of Our Teeth." All 
four ha,·e been active in College 
Players throughout the year, and, 
with the exception of hirley, will 
be teaching English and dramatics 
durin r the coming year. 
The annual homecoming brc:ak-
f ast, with Mr. and Mrs. I. 11. 
11 a rt as hosts, " ·as a week-end f ea-
tu re in connection \\'ith the Fall 
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sho,L Letters and messages from 
alumni \\'ere received and pbns 
were made for the annual Christ-
mas 1 r \\ 'S Letter, \\'hich is sent to 
all a lumni of Iowa Beta. 
The purpose of this organi1.ation 
is three-fold. The first aim is to 
increa e intere t and timulate cre-
ativcne s in all of the arts and 
craft of the theatre. The second 
is to cooperate with all the dra-
matic activitie on the campu -, and 
the third is to further any projects 
correlated with drama. lcmbers 
of the or0 ·anization are elected on 
the basis of a high tanc.lard oi 
achievement in all phases of c.lra 
matics, stagecraft, make-up, acting 
and directing. Miss trayer i fac-
ulty sponsor for the organi1.ation. 
THETA THETA EPSILON 
Firs/ row: Mi,s utherland, Hartman, Madsen, Maas. 
Suond row: Fagan, Fellow,, Gasser, Paden. 
Graham cracker pie, plum puc.1-
ding, chocolate devil' food-new 
recipes, new versions of old recipe , 
or just ordinary recipe are of spe-
cial interest to the members of 
Theta Theta Ep ilon, honorary 
I Iome Economics organization. 
The purpose of this group is to 
recognize high scholar hip and 
leadership among home economics 
students on the campus of Iowa 
tate Teachers College. The or-
ganization meets to discuss the 
problems of and the methods of 
furthering the field of home eco-
nomics in the world today. 
To be eligible, one must be 
credited with at least 20 hours of 
work in home economics with an 
average grade of not less than 2.8. 
A "C" average in all other courses 
and active membership in Ellen 
Richards Club and one other cam-
pus organization, as well as receiv-
ing the unanimous approval of 
regular members and honorary 
members are other necessary re-
quirements. Persons fulfilling 
abo,·e qualifications, after writing a 
research theme on , ome new phase 
of their field, arc initiated each 
term. 
Byrdine Ilartman served a 
president of the group this year; 
Dr. Elisabeth uthcrlancl head of 
the department, acted as faculty 
adviser. 
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TORCH and TASSEL 
First row: Todd, Arrasmith, Faust, M. Hansen. 
Second row: Jensen, Garver, Traynor, . Hansen. 
You'll remember the Torch and 
Tassel by those white mortar 
boards the members w re during 
their traditional informal initiation 
in the fall and spring quarter . 
This group was chartered in 1940 
and is one of the ne\\·est organiza-
tions on our campus. They have 
perf rmcd many services for Iowa 
tate Teacher College in the past 
year, in ke ping with their principl 
aim: s rv1ce. Guides to welc m 
and acquaint v1s1tors with the 
campus are chos n by Torch and 
Tass l, and the ale of Tubercu-
lo is eals during the Christmas 
season was spon ored and carried 
out by this organization. The 
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blood bank at the end of the win-
ter term and their help on the Red 
Cross drive in the spring ,Yere also 
service which they performed. 
Third quarter juniors and seniors 
who have a 2.5 grade point cholar-
ship a vcrage, have hown outstand-
ing ability as leaders, have taken 
part in other interest group , and 
are eligible to at least t,Y honor-
ary societies are eligible to mem-
bership in Torch and Tassel. 
Frances Fau t has served as presi-
dent this past year. Miss aclie B. 
Campbell, Dean of \,Tomen, is 
spon or of thi honorary organiza-
tion. 
INTEREST 
\\'hat is ) our interest? To dabble in paints ... to bake a luscious cake . . . 
to act in a play ... or to sing an aria? ~o matter what it is, on this campu · you 
,,·ill find an intt.:resting group ready to accept you and your ideas at an) time. That i 
the purpose of these many, ,·aried departmental intere ·t organi1,ations. ;\[any of the 
groups ha,T no membership requirements other than an active interest in the work o f 
the club. To broaden the individual outlook and gin: spice to your college life i, th t.: 
true , ·alue of these organi1ations . 
II 
... 
0 
- - - ..... , 
' 
...... ___ .. _ ... 
. ', 
' ' 
How man) 
Bodein? . . 
spills, Dr. 
Student 
Christian Association has a 
"bang-up" part) 111 the 
\Vomen's (,ym. cial e,·ents 
such as this comprise a small 
part of the full activit} pro-
gram of this organization. 
... "And how much e:\-
DEPARTMENTAL 
perience ha,·e you had, :\1 iss 
Carne,?" 
And ,;·here ha,·e ,·ou worked 
before? \ Vhat · experience 
ha,·e )OU had with the dicta-
p!-ione, comptometer, and 
mimeograph? The 
'ommercial Department is 
well diversified in busines, 
,,·oriel preparation. 
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SOCIALITES 
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... "And let's have fi!et 
. " mignon on our menu. 
And let' have filet mignon 
on our menu today. Ellen 
Richard Club meetings pro-
\·ide opportunities for labo-
ratory experiment as well 
as for discussiona[ group . 
Mi s Smith and Mis Arey 
entertain K P. B. A. 
~Iiss Smith and :\Iiss Arey 
entertain the K P. B. A. 
club for one of the year' 
meetings. ocia l gatherings 
uch a thi are eagerly an-
ticipated and enjoyed by all 
members. 
ART LEAGUE 
FirJ/ ro<u:: Dr. Palmer, Johnson, Chapin, Long, Mr,. Nellie Gehu,. 
Srtond ro<u:: Frye, mith, Moore, Allbee, Trottncm, Jeni..,. 
Third roq,;; Mr. Dietrich, cherich, Buehner, Colson, !Jenning,en, Mr. utton. 
The studio-like arrangement of 
the rt League is ideal for fur-
thering interest in fine and indus-
trial arts. The members ,York in 
oils, learn to handle metals, and 
study Yanou era fts, including 
weavino-, textile design, leather 
tooling, can·ing, and culpture and 
cle ·ign. Thi year they have 
learned how to "turn" bowls and 
vases, and tudied the art of ham-
mering sih-er, pewter, and other 
metal . 
The rt League . pon . or. . e,·-
eral exhibits in a gallery in do,rn-
town Cedar Falls during the year; 
here they may exhibit their " ·ork. 
The organization under the de-
The painters and putterers 
partment of arts and industrial 
arts, is open to anyone " ·ith a love 
for the art. who is eager to con-
tinue this intere. ting work. The 
purpose is to further social rela-
tionships among art students and 
faculty, to encourage art achie\'e-
ment by pro\'iding a time and 
place " ·here . tudent may work to-
\Yard growth in skill and control 
of techniques, and to ad,·ance in-
dividual interest in tht: field. Anna 
Chapin i the presidt:nt this year, 
and .;\tlr. Palmer, head of the art 
department, is the faculty ad\'iscr 
who is on hand every week to of-
f er any needed advice. 
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COLLEGE PLAYERS 
FirJ/ row: heet,, C'ohurn, :-:elson, E. mith, Butler, J emen. 
Srrond row: C'ongclon, Paden, Ila rt, Pine, Major, llencler,on, Ila\\ ks. 
Third rosi:: Maurer, L. mith, Kai,er, Kaltenbach, Jungen, lh Jen. 
"Lo\\"er that light! ~ ound up! 
(,eorge Antrobus-more down-
!-tage !" The Colkge Players 
g-roup and other drama satellites 
work on the college productions. 
The fall production ,ms Thornton 
\iVilder\ " kin of Our Teeth" 
under the direction of I Ivel B. 
~ trayer. The majority of the stacre 
ere\\" and players arc made up 
from this group of student. who 
meet weekly to discus play,n-ights, 
their plays, and read scenes. The 
fall quarter was spent in both the 
apprentices and acti,·e members do-
ing sc nes for these weekly meet-
ings, with occasional reports b) 
active members on the li,·es of 
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prominent play,n-ights of today. 
\\Tinter quarter found them study-
ing the drama of I lenrik Ibsen. 
For variety in programs some of 
the versatile members presented 
scenes for thl: rl:st of the group. 
Spring quarter the~ devoted their 
l:nergies to the study of \Yilliam 
'hahspea re, doing scenl:s \\"ith the 
necessary stagl: techniques and a !so 
re,·iewing his pla ~ s. 
The requirement for member-
ship i. an activl: intnl:st in dramat-
ics as a future fidd and the pur-
pose is to gi,·e any student thus 
interested a chance to meet with 
other students to continue the 
study of their common views. 
"All work and no play . . . " 
BETA ALPHA EPSILON 
'psct beans, rich brown toasted 
weiners, hot coffee-pleasant mem-
ories brought back to the B. . E.' 
from their annual picnic in Octo-
ber at the co llege golf course. 
11} tudcnt on the four-year Ele-
mcntar) curriculum is eligible to 
become a member of Beta lpha 
Epsilon, a social and educational 
organi1ation. Persons "·ishing to 
join the club must attend the meet-
ings for one quarter before being 
accepted. nothcr highlight of 
the ) ear was the joint program be-
tween the B. . E.'s and the Two-
year Elementary lub on \\'hich oc-
casion Dr. Rcibc showed the tcch-
111qucs of cutting semi-precious 
stones. l\tiiss Peterson and Dr. 
Denm· arc the sponsors; their 
president is l\Iaxine Traynor. 
Picnics, barn dances, a Christma~ 
get-together, theater and skating 
parties, in addition to the regular 
bi-monthly meetings, arc included 
in the Two-Year Elcmcntan 
Club's program to establish and 
maintain social and professional 
fellowship among students who arc 
on the elementary curriculum. ny-
one on this two-year course i elig-
ible for membership. Special group 
acti,·ities pro,·iding for personal 
and social growth arc carried on. 
Guest speakers were one of the 
highlights of the meetings presided 
over by Ruby " 'all, Ruth Fisher, 
and Mable Emil during the Fall, 
" 'inter, and ' pring terms respec-
tively. 
This year the group has been 
ably guided by Mr. Ri ebe and Mis 
parro,,·. 
Firs/ rov.:: Dr. Denn,, Gruhh, Tra,nor, Glea,on, Knud,011. 
S,·to11d rov.;: Lind,a~·. Traeder, C'uc.h-anµ:en, Gullick,011, Prill. 
"Elementary, my dear Watson" 
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TWO YEAR ELEMENTARY 
First row: Mo , A. Humphreys, Vickery, Kadolph, Diemer, Zahnd, Staley. 
econd row: Roi ton, Merkel, Soll, Shaeffer, help, Buss, Odland, Garland. 
Third row: Shaver, Amundson, Polkinghorn, Koehnk, Hunt, Granzow, Allem, VViese, O'Toole. 
Fourth rnw: Lind, McCutcheon, J. Humphrey , Duncan, Davis, Belo"·, Lathrop, Gelhou~, 
Fletcher. 
Fifth row: Peter, Belt, Witt, A. Hausladen, Schrader, G. Hausladen, Uhlenhopp, 'Niese, Ruka, 
01 on. 
~'.·l· •. , .
• :t,~ •. ;,•l,Jl~:~lt~.i{t 
V .. -- .... ~ ·. \..J •j 
- . 
' . •· ·, • ' ~ J e V .\·c~ ;-,. V . .,. ~T 
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First row: Wall, Irw,n, Sealine, Fischer, Fitzgerald, Branstiter. 
Second rov.;: Crane, agel, Meier, impson, tillman, Timmerman. 
Thin/ row: Plumb, Za,:k, Ilansen, Brockmeyer, mith, Benson, Johnson. 
Four//, rov.,: Harlan, Thompson, Nash, Klemme, llladky, Golinvaux. 
"You know my methods" 
IiINIJERGARTEN PRIMARY B. A. 
First rov:: Kindred, IIe"e, Bacher, etterhurg, Kitchen, Mun,on. 
Srrond ro<u: : tam~, Turner, Bong, Ottman, \\'right. 
Third rov.: : Digne~, Letch, llan,en, Jewell, \\'ie,e, Orr, Roach. 
Fourth ro<u:: Ta~ for, Ancler,on, Flemming, pit7miller, Bani, K. Clea,on, Miner, kaar. 
This noted professional organi-
✓ ation is for those Primary B. 
tu dents who arc junior or . en-
ior in the K. P. field of education, 
and han an a\'eragc chola tic 
standing. t their meetings, the e 
girls enjoy their programs planned 
around . omc center of intere. t 
which upplements the knowledge 
recei,·ed from Yanous K. P. 
coun,Ls here in school. mong the 
topics discussed this year were the 
stres ing of foreign education and 
modern trends of religious educa-
tion. A project was arried out 
concerning the mari ncttc ho,Ys. 
Each pring they help ponsor 
an alumni banqu t and a Lother' 
Da~ hanquet which add to their 
social life. Miss Are, and i\liss 
mith arc the sponsors. 
!though "K.P.'' may ha,·c an 
unpleasant connotation to G. I. Joe, 
notices of "K.P." meetings posted 
cn:ry two \\·ecks have not gi Hn 
\'isions of potato peelings to the 
members of thc Kindcrgartcn-
Primary Club. It is hcre they ex-
change ideas and advance profcs-
sional and social interests. Panel 
discussions, reports, and demon-
strations enrich the mectings, and 
games, singing, play nights, and 
special parties scrvc as mixers to 
promote informality. The Moth-
er's Day Dinner is an outstanding 
event of the ycar for mothers, 
members, and faculty adviser. 
"Once upon a time there were 3 little kittens" 
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1st YR. liINDERGARTEN PRIM RY 
First row: Andre", Middents, \Volcott, De\\ce,, Drilling, Jone,, Luca,, troup. 
Suond row: Bretthauer, Thor;,on, cott, Ander,on, Beik, llaffa, Did,in,on, Gilhert,on, D,chuden. 
Third ro<u:: PAughaupt, Challey, Dalph, Brigg,, Corde,, Ki,,inger, Jensen, Bentley, Benson, 
Daniel,, llampton. 
Four//, row: Thompson, Evan,, Kru,en,tjerna, Child,, Jurgen,en, \\'ea,·e r, Tuttle, heldon, 
Brun,ting. 
First row: Eu" er, Rohin,on, Lindeman, Par,on,, teven,on, Nel,on, Young, Luhhers. 
Snond rov.:: \Vithaard, chrauth, Nielson, Jone,, Thompson, Ruchotzke, Riehl, Dienn, A,·ery. 
Third row: Miller, Tuller, Chalup ky, Pearce, Miner, Looft, McGre,ey, Barkley, Dippo, Cul-
hert,on. 
Fourth row: Patten, Richmond, Cottingham, mith, heppard, Kimhall, Morgan, Miller, ahley, 
Thompson, Morr . 
. . . and the little girl's name was Goldilocks" 
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211d YR. IiINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY 
First row: \\'heeler, AiJ..en, Kai,er, Bro" nell, Buck, Garner, Ta, lor. 
Suo11d row: Kettering, Dewee,, Linck<., \'\'icker,hiem, Brown, Anderson, Fink. 
Third row: F.J..eland, Kallem, McC'ollough, Ruthman, ullivan, llo" ard, McArthur. 
Fourth row: :'1/el,on, Beresford, 1 vedt, Lund, John,on, Gertsen, I leide, Ro" e. 
First row: Dunlap, Baker, Long, Marx, Fr) e, tone, (;rothau,. 
Suo11d row: Nierman, Ru,t, Benedict, Blume, Dupre, Groteboer, Ander,on. 
Third row: \Velch, Peterson, Mor,e, Bro"n, C'arl,on, Collier, Harrett, Juhl. 
Fourth rov.:: Murdock, lloen;g, Amdahl, :--iagel, Plath, O'Toole, Baer, Kelh, Breihol/. 
"Oh Grandmother, what big ears you have!" 
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MATHEMATICS CLUB 
Interesting talks by members of 
the faculty or one of the _ tudent , 
picnics, and discussions on the pro 
and cons of mathematics, are all 
on the activities list of the Math 
Club. The purpose of this organi-
L.ation is to stimulate interest in 
mathematics and in better teachin()' 
methods. Two meetings and a so-
cial gathering have been held each 
quarter in the past year. This 
year a picnic was the big social 
event during the fall quarter, when 
the members put on their old 
clothes and had a weiner roast. 
The meetings consist of reports on 
problems, movies, book renews, 
and biographies of mathcmati-
CJan given by the members. 
nyone intere te I in mathemat-
ics is invited to joint this O'roup. 
Anyone interested in mathematics 
but not having the necessary five 
hours may be an associate member. 
Regular meetings arc held in the 
math room, 214 of the dminis-
tration building. 
lvlr. Van Engen, head of the de-
partment of lviathematics, is the 
sponsor of the Math Club, and 
~Iargaret reville 1s president, 
with igrid brahamson as her as-
sistant. 
First rov,;: Grubb, Abraham,on, e\0 ille, llarder. 
Suo11d row: Mitchell, Kolpin, ( 'ban, Leichtman, Spurbeck. 
Third row: Mr. \ 'an Engen, Terfehn, Torry, I fall, C'raigmile, E. E. \Vat•on. 
"It all adds up" 
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CAMPUS 4 H 
Firs/ rov;: Bare, Gertsen, Garner, Brown, orine. 
u o11d rov:: Kruggel, Young, Lindeman, Bu,,, D. Bentle_,·. 
Third rov:: McCormick, Meink, R. O'Toole, Allen, E. Bentley. 
Four//, roq,:;: Peter, Gusta hon, Reth, \Viese, \' an Beek, C. O'Toole. 
This rroup of rids is not speak-
ing idly when they pied e their 
heads to clearer thinking, their 
hearts to greater loyalty, th ir 
hands to larger service, and their 
health to better living for their 
club, community, country, and 
world. 4-H girls are fulfilling 
the e pledges all ov r the world, 
and our Campus 4-H Club is no 
exception. The club ff ers many 
opportunities for the formation of 
new and exciting fri ndships on 
the campus, for the continuation of 
common interests which enable 
many girl to k cp ali\·e their 4-II 
intere t founded in home commu-
nities. '.Ieetirio-s are of a social 
"Head, heart, hand, and health" 
and educational nature; their ac-
tivities have included hilarious pic-
nic , Valentine and Christmas 
parties, knitting circles, and nu-
merous and magnificent preads. 
i\llany pleasant evenings ha\·e been 
spent in the home of the sponsor, 
Mis Elizabeth yh lm. 
These irl equipped with calico, 
print, flowered ticking, and towel-
rn made very colorful tuffed ani-
mals that were sent to children's 
institutions for Christmas ift -
and by making scrap book for vet-
erans' h spitals c ntributed in a 
direct method to the war effort 
this year. Be\·erly u Garner is 
president of the group. 
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RURAL , TEACHERS 
First rov.:: Kingma, Kleem:in, Ptar,on, C'hri,ten,en, Hett,. 
SNond rov.:: Emmert, 11 a", i\drean, Keleher, llo" tll, Garland. 
Third rov.:: Bolie, Le"i,, (Jlthoff, Davidson , lla"ehrock, Jivak, eda. 
Fourth rov.•: llaaf, llender,on, 1einke, Moore, Lufkin, Reth, oder,trum, Thom,. 
s the little red schoolhouse has 
been motkrni,.ed so has the pros-
pecti,·e country "schoolmarm". 
The t\\'o-fold purpose of the Rural 
Teachers' Club is to bring together 
students "·ho will do their first 
teaching in rural schools for closer 
social acquaintances and profes-
sional improvement. One is eli-
gible to become a mctllbcr if she is 
registen:d on a t\\·cln:-\\'eek nor-
lllal training course or has decided 
on a four-quarter rural course. 
The club listens to guests speakers 
on current educational problellls at 
the lllOnthly llleetings, ending with 
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an exchange of op1n1ons and ques-
tions. Discussions arc held on the 
common problcllls which the rural 
teacher is often called upon to 
face; melllbers present in iorlllation 
on rural education in this and for-
eign countries. \Yith rural educa-
tional standards in To"·a on an 
ascending grade, the work of the 
Rural Teachers' Club calls for en-
thusiasm and persistence in objec-
tives. The social events included a 
roller skating party and a "get to-
gether" at Dr. Ritter's hollle. i\Ii ' 
1 !ult of the Department of Educa-
tion is facultv adviser. 
"The school belles" 
HAMILTON CLUB 
" ilcnce olden" couldn't be 
the motto f the I lamilton Club-
th ir main intere t is to encourage 
public speaking. You must ha,·e 
omething to say for yourself to 
belong; the requirement for mem-
bership is pro,·en ability in oratory 
or debate. ome clubs may "meet 
and at" but this one "gathers and 
gabs" e,·ery two \\'eeks \\'ith nn 
Jarver presiding and Bill onry in 
charge of the program. The new 
party room in th Commons wa 
the scene of their special fall din-
ner this year. Ilighlights of the 
year \\·ere the f ter Dinner peak-
ing contest, and the Freshman De-
bate program. They spon ored 
the Brindley debate tournament, 
\\·hich i held annually on this cam-
pus, to award three scholar hip to 
outstanding high school debater . 
Iowa tate Teachers ollege was 
,nil represented this year by Ham-
ilton Club member who were en-
tered in public speaking contests at 
Tc)\\·a Tniversity, Fargo, l\Jinn -
sota, Denver, Colorado, Eau 
Claire, \Yisconsin, and Coe ol-
lege. The membership of the club 
has greatly increa ed-llamilton 
Club is definitely a vital and enter-
pn1.1ng organi1.ation on our cam-
pu. 
First rov.:: O,mund,on, Garver, Dr. Lamhert,on, Conry, Fau,t. 
Sr1011d rov.:: Craig, eiberling, Coburn, Nieukirk, Kruggel. 
Third rov.:: Morgan, Jan,, Plath, Kaltenbach, Offringa, llender,on. 
"Speak your mind" 
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ELLEN RICHARDS CLUB 
FirJ/ row: Ehlert, Behner, Bell, Edwards, Kuhl. 
Sero11d row: Erbe, Di imone, John,on, Reeve, Hermanson, llall, Troy 
Third rov;: 'agle, Kingman, Brock, Fuller, . Lindeman, Seiberling, Zimmerman, M. Bare. 
FirJ/ row: Mad,en, Paden, Dr. utherland, Hartman, Fagan. 
Second row: 1icrman, Entz, Jacobs, Piegors, Gasser, Linn, Kilpatrick, Maas. 
Third rov;: Barnhart, \Voolverton, Fellows, M. Lindeman, elson, M. Martin, Tucker. 
"A way to a Man's Heart" 
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FUTURE 1,EACHERS 
First row: K:epler, Frederick, J em,en, Bertne". 
Sao11d row: killen, Boehlje, Parsons, Priem, Pearce. 
Third rov.:: Bard., E. llan,en, C'ol,on, anders, llall. 
On the campus of Iowa 'tate 
Teachers College one of the influ-
ential organi;,ations is the Future 
Teachers of menca. The pur-
poses of this organi1.ation arc many 
-to dC\·elop among young people 
who arc preparing to be teachers, 
an organi1.ation which shall be an 
integral part of the state and na-
tional educational associations; to 
acquaint teachers in training with 
the history, ethics, and program of 
the organi1.cd teaching prof cssion; 
to give teachers in training prac-
tical experience in \\·orking together 
111 a democratic way on the prob-
lem of the profession and the 
co111mun1ty; to interest the best 
young men and women in edu-
cation as a life long career; to 
encourage careful selection of per-
sons admitted to schools which 
prepare teachers, with emphasis 
both on character and scholarship; 
and to seek through the dissemina-
tion of information on and through 
higher standards of preparation to 
bring teacher supply an<l demand 
into a reasonable balance. 
ny student who is preparing to 
teach is eli rible for mcmber ·hip. 
Dr. Denny, Dr. cott, an<l 1r. 
Palmer arc the group ponsor·; 
Y dun J cnsen is the president. 
"School belles are the heart beats of a nation" 
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F. B. L. A. 
FirJt rov.: : Bord en, Eggland, Barck, \Virkl er, Mayer, • agle, Mullal ey. 
Second row: chill er, Entz, Mitchell, J ohn,on, All ercl, olomon, Dickmann, Carn ey, I lendrick,on . 
Third rov.:: Fau,t, \Viley, Zimmerman, Davis, Runge, anders, T erfehn, Leichtman, Boehlj e, 
chill er. 
ational - prof cssional - social; 
Io\\"a tatc Teachers College is the 
only college in 10\rn to have a na-
tional chapter of F. B. L. . \. The 
chapter here \\"a founded in the 
spring of 1942, and is sponsored 
by the ational Council for Busi-
ncs Education. The general aim 
of the organi1.ation is to give the 
members an opportunity to know 
one another better. It sponsors all 
high school chapter and provides 
leaders for them. Iectings arc 
bi-monthly-one program is edu-
cational and the other one social. 
The social affair this year inclu<l-
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cd a fall and spring- picnic and 
Christmas party. everal profes-
sional meetings ,,·ith lectures and 
moving pictures on various phases 
of business and leadership prob-
lems which are of special interest 
to commercial students, were held. 
Membership is open to all ma-
jor or minor commerce students. 
Freshmen are encouraged to sen·e 
as apprentice members for the first 
two quarters, after which they may 
become active member . Mr. 
Mayer acted as span or of the 
group and Lois Frederick served 
as president this year. 
"Take a letter, please" 
WOMEN'S P. E. CLUB 
First row: Mi,, hort, Martin, Dietz, Miss v\Tild, East, M. Martin, Mis V.7hite. 
Srco11d row: Nicholson, Carney, Kindwall, Hoover, Luhman, Neuhecker. 
Third row: Owens, lloo,, Skaar, Joyce, chmorace, DeKo!-ter. 
Fourth row: Beeman, Jungun, Johmon, Dev\Titt, Garner, Mar,hall, Hunt. 
First ro<u,•: \'an 1 e,,, mith, Orr, ) kes, Knight, Mi,, Moore, Michel. 
Second row: Ila" ks, Royer, Mullaley, Henry, Johnson. 
Third row: Kolind, Heater, V.7ainwright, hannahan, Potter, teffy. 
Fourth row: Dailey, lurph), Arra,mith, Langrock, Bronner, Kanka, Merritt. 
"Wilde Women" 
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W. R. A. LIFE SAVING 
First rov;: Miss Michel, Knight, Langrock, ielson, Iiss \Vhite. 
eco11d rov;: Stany, Steffy, impson, Kollind. 
Third row: \Vainwright, Sykes, Ea t, Hurlbut, Johnson, Heater. 
Fourth row: kaar, Shannahan, Dailey, Arrasmith, Kavka, Traynor, Orr. 
First row: Miss Short, Henry, Kollind, Miss Michel. 
Srco11d row: Hall, VVelch, Steffy, Royer, Mullaley. 
Third row: Heater, Dailey, Hall, \'an Houten, Kavka, Orr. 
"Water babies" 
STUDENT CHRISTIAN ASS'N 
First row: \\'heeler, Behner, Bro, Garver, Dr. Bodein, Priem, Pappa\ chramm, Hoenig. 
Srrorrd row: Gilbert,on, llamilton, Bare, Flathers, Parson,, Morgan, mith, Pearce, Bertness. 
Third rov.,: Bruri-ting, Tuttle, Kloh,, Martin, Kimball, Gleason, llall, Maurer, Terfehn, pur-
heck. 
The ' tudent Christian ssoc1a-
tion is the on-campus group \\'hich 
ministers to the religious needs of 
students at the Ic)\\·a tate Teach-
ers College. lt cuts across all de-
nominational lines and sen-es all 
students. l\Iaintaining a harmo-
nious relation ,Yith the church-stu-
dent groups, the . C. A. in no 
\\'ay duplicates their \\'Ork. lt 
sponsors and prO\·ides: an annual 
Religious Emphasis \Veek in Jan-
uary \\'hen leading speakers discuss 
the Christian faith and its mean-
ing for today; discussion groups in 
dormitories \\'hen students ha,·e a 
chance to talk onr their ethical 
and religious questions; meetings 
\\'hen topics of interest in ocial 
and international fields are dis-
cussed by competent per on ; the 
drive for \\Torlcl tudent erv1ce 
Fund and the llol) \\' eek sen·iccs 
in cooperation \\'ith church groups; 
student conferences \\'ith other col-
lege groups; and ummer se1-v1cc 
projects through the merican 
Friends crvice Committee and the 
Y. l\I. C. . and Y. vV. C. \ . The 
tudcnt hristian ssociation pro-
vides a program and fello,Yship to 
,Yhich every student on the campus 
is \\·elcomc. lt is affiliated \\'ith 
the national student Y. M. and 
Y. \\'. and ,Yith the \Vorld tudent 
Christian Federation. l\tiember-
ship in the . C. A. is open to all 
students who arc interested in the 
meaning of the Christian religion 
and arc willing to experiment with 
its principles in personal and social 
li,·ing a they become known 
through "·orship, study and action. 
Religious Life at Teachers College 
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RELIGIOUS EMPHASIS WEEli 
Four religious leaders on the program were: Re,-crend i\Ir. Ralph 
Grieser, minister of the i\[ethodist church at Palo, lllinois, and former 
pa . tor in New York City; the Re\'erend Father A. J. Breen, dean of men 
and professor of education at Loras College, Dubuque, Iowa; Dr. Neil \\1. 
Klausner, professor of philosophy and acting dean of the chapel at Grinnell 
College, Grinnell, Iowa; and Re\'erend 1r. Joseph ittler, Jr., assistant 
professor of theology at the Chicago Lutheran Theological emmary. 
Is Vital to Student Life 
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STUIJENT RELIGIOUS CENTERS 
Here arc your student centers: Bapti t, Catholic, Cono'regational, Amer-
ican Lutheran, i'viissouri Lutheran, i'viethodist. Presbyterian. 
Every Effort Is Made to . . . . 
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CATHOLIC - CONGREGATIONAL 
NEWMAN 
CLUB 
First row: imone, C. O'Toole, Kepler, e\'ille, Riehl, Tucker, Boemect..e. 
Srco11d row: Troy, McCahn, Garland, Benedict, Garek, Megan, chrauth. 
Third row: McClain, Kadolph, tillman, Jurgen, R. O'Toole, Drilling, .:'v1cClure, \\'eeks. 
Fourth row: Read, McArthur, Keicher, \Vil er, A. llausladen, G. llau,laden, Huinker, Kedley, 
McGree\'y. 
PLYMOUTH 
CLUB 
First row: Grothaus, llladky, Bottarff, Vanderhoff. 
eco11d row: ha\'er, Below, Klemme, Mn.. Parry, Daemadge. 
Encourage Active Participation . . .. 
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GAMMA 
DELTA 
First rov.,•: Ma,chmann, Brammer, \Vitt, chramm. 
SNond row: Mierman, Gilbertson, Burmester, Hampton. 
Third row: Bretthauer, Jacobs, Ehlert, Peck, lloof. 
LUTHERAN 
STUDENT 
ASSOCIATION 
First row: Martin, chrader, Otteman, chlegel, 01,on, Dr. kar. 
Srcond row: Thor,on, Kruggel, . ichol,on, terner, Mitchell, llermanson, Lewi,. 
Third row: M. Johnson, F. John,on, Knud,on, Rasmussen, kaar, \'Vall. 
Fourth row: Leichtman, Borek, Kuhl, Moore, Davi,, , orine, Amund~on. 
. . . . and Worship in a Chosen Faith . . . . 
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PRESBYTERIA 
PRESBYTERIAN 
FELLOWSHIP 
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First rov.:: " 'inter, Lind,e,. 
SNond ros,:: Orr, Terfeh,i, frottnow. 
First rov.:: Marx, " ' inter, Terfehn . 
. uond rov.:: Anderson, Lind,e,, TrottnO\\, 
Third rov.;: Kol pin, \Vie,e, I lo\\ ard, Orr . 
. . . . Students Are Urged to Continue .... 
PHI CHI 
DELTA 
BAPTIST 
{ 
First rov:: Run ft, Kloh,, Mn,. . \Veir, , a,h, Boehlje. 
Suond rov.·: tone, Evans, mith, mile), Erickson. 
THETA 
EPSILON 
Third rov:: McDowell, La \ ' onne Nash, Fellows, La \ 'e ra Na,h, Brock, \'an Benschoten. 
WESLEY 
First row: llolthau,, Mr,. Bradforcl, Dunn, Ottman. 
SPcond row: Mun,on, Craig, Logan, li e,, . 
Third row: Buthman, I lard er, Nelson, Maiden, Lind . 
. . . . Church Attendance and Participation .... 
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KAPPA 
PHI 
METHODIST 
' . e - e: ; . . ~--i ·--·~ ,-. liY,• ,\ ~: ... 
••. ,.. .. . .,.:..w ~ ~ ·"--41 
, .. ) A. 
-. , 
.·.· 1 #' -- I 
-,;,_ " ;.,.'· . e.\\: ~ 
. _.., , . 
..-,4'· - --- .,. 
Firs/ row: Ottman, lle,,e, Mn.. Bradford, Garner, Logan, Jam,. 
Srro11d rn,u:: Turner, Paden, Dippo, Barkley , Gra,·att, Dickin,on, Harder. 
Third row: Flemming, Maid en, York, , ebon, mith, Traeder, Bare. 
KAPPA 
PHI 
First row: Buthman, Flath ers, Bare, Lind , IIolthau,, Rit7, T\'edt. 
\ a o11d row: Munson, Daniel,, Young, Cottingham, haffer, McCormick, nyder, Dunn . 
T hird row: Lathrop, N:iuman , Gu,taf,on, Baer, Brockmeyer, Menk, Ander~on, Da\'i, . 
. . . . In Social Activities of Their Group 
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SORORITIES 
Pi Theta Pi, Delta Phi Delta, Theta Gamma :\' u; many times you ha ,·e heard 
the-;e different Greek letters. Or, you ha,·e heard a catchy whistle from a dorm win-
dow or across campus. Yes, that i · part of sorority, that and the weekly meetino-s in 
the Commons, the picnics and hikes together, the fun of being with a group that make 
you feel )OU han: real!) made some lasting friendships. \ Yith an inter-sorority council 
to keep each other posted. sororities carry on, a main path in the !ins of nHlll) T. C. 
coed. 
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Pi Phi's - Early spring! 
Theta (;am's at tea. 
Pi Thet\ - Keepers of the tepee. 
J,appa 's lincl standing ro011 only. 
Phi ' ig doughnuts ' 11 cider! 
Tau Sig bobbysock line. 
First rov.: : Dal.,, Langrod., Flemming, Clea,on. 
Saond rov.:: Emmel, Joen,, Fox, Sage. 
Third row: Martin, Arrasmith, Gleason, fran1or . 
.. ... fhe niiddle ,\·on1cn" is an ap-
propriate caption for the inter-
sorority council. Established for 
the purpose of building and in-
creasing the loyalty and friendship 
bet\\'een the individual sororities 
and to promote sincere inter-s<lrOr-
ity cooperation and interest, this 
counci I has done just that. · pon-
so r of the Rushee Ro111p for ne,,· 
freshman \\'Omen given the \\'inter 
ter111 and presenter of the scholar-
ship trophy in the spring, the coun-
cil is kept busy \\'ith its various 
duties. To the \\'Carers of the 
various social sorority pins, the 
lnter-sorority Council is a stabil-
i1.ing factor. · 1 t establishes rushing 
rules, promotes inter-sorority din-
ners, and \\'ith promising hopes and 
plans \\'ill do much more in the f u-
ture. mong the regulations set 
up b) the Inter-so ro ri t) Council is 
a rule that no girl can be rushed 
until she has bi:en on the ca111pus 
at least one term and has earned a 
"C" a,·erage. t the lnter-sororit\ 
Dinner a\\'ards for scholasti~ 
achieve111ent \\·ere gi,·en to those 
sororities ha,·ing the highest schol-
arship a,·erages throughout the en-
tire school year, a\\'ards \\'hich 
\\'ere \\'On this year b, ?\'u Omicron 
~ u, Rho 'ig1~1a Phi, Delta Phi 
Delta and Tau ' ig111a Delta. In-
ter-sorority Council is C,)mposed of 
the presidents of each of the nine 
sororities on the ca111pus as \\'ell as 
a representative for each of the re-
spective sororities. Darlene Fox, 
the president of the Delta Phi 
Delta sorority, presided as chair-
man of the Council during the past 
year. 
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Firs/ rov.:: Pine, Je"ell, Fox, Bacher, \ ' incent. 
Sno11d rov.:: Fit ✓ gerald, Entz , Pappa,, Coli,n·eaux, Sheet,, Ell\,er, Fratzke. 
Third rnv.:: etterherg, Johnson, Kilpatri cl-., C'larl-., B. De" ee,, l !a Ilene, Barrett. Trunke,. 
Four//, rou:: Coburn, J. De" ee,, \\'agoner, Ed " ard,, Mad,en, Reimer, pit7miller, Bazil. 
l low can \\'C forget: 
The circus spread in green and 
yellow paper \\'ith giraffes, ele-
phants, and bears, and animal 
crackers, pink lemonade, popcorn 
balls, and peanuts ... The nippy 
weather and our frisky spirits dur-
ing the sleigh ride . . . 'craping 
around for gas coupons so we 
could all pile in Fox's jitney and 
enJO)' a \\'eek-end party at Clear 
Lake in ugust ... The way 
J can Johnson unfolded and rose 
from the Hoor to be l\.fr. Bernes, 
master of ceremonies, at the min-
strel show . . . That torchy, tan-
tali1.ing ball of fire, Iaric Frat1.ke 
as Lena llorne ... \Yondering 
\\'hether or not little Dar Fox 
could ever get up on the big sta YC 
to sing her pickaninny song . . . 
Those cute little animals we made 
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out of chc\\'ing gum at our pre-
fcrn.:d party ... Thi.: way we 
acti ,·es sla ,·cd o,·cr composing 
n:rsi.:s so the preps ,,·ould let us 
come to their party; and then their 
cute pri.:scntation of "Darling :;\lcl-
lic Gray" in ,,·a) of appeasement 
. . . ' auntering into Joe's Bar for 
a coketail on the house and that 
hot Peg Ed\\'ards doing a dance in 
red flannels; s'nice spread ... 
' pilling i.:verything from food to 
conversation and singing, whi.:n we 
cooked dinner at the Gates' home 
nd those dreamy eyes, 
broad smiles, and pretty "spark-
lers" on so many of our sister ' 
lcf t hands . . . Getting a "bi Y 
bang" out of \\'eckly letter · from 
former T. C. fellows and ·ending 
them "bits of interest" in return. 
FirJ/ roV,•; Bryant, \Volverton, Glea,on, • ebon, llart. 
SNond roV,·; Tro), Ktll), Albee, Mullale), Joyce, llerzherg, hadle. 
Third rov:: , chlirht, Kitchen, Anliker, Todd, Rurnft, Barnhart, Kingman. 
Rerrn:rnber . . . 
i\liriam I lanscn's solid , ·ersron 
of "Sen:n Beers" ... I l o\\' the 
preps couldn't brighten the corners 
... Pat ( Katharine Ilepburn) 
Joyce going into her act . . . ThL: 
elegant party at Black's \\'ith Miss 
trayer and i\Iiss i\lcClelland ... 
The \\'arm atmospherL: of rormal 
pledging at Todd's ... Our 
Christmas caroling-cold \\'Cath-
er, lots of sno\\·, lots of fun, and 
nice people ... Kathy Iullaly 
not finding anything funny in the 
pledges' program . . . 1 low \\'e 
all roared \\'hen Mary !bee im-
personated a bass , ·iol ... Betty 
Troy tracing her ancestry to an-
cient Greece ... Those rides 
back from \Yaterloo \\'hen the bus 
rang with " \\'ho's that s\\'inging on 
the tire escape" ... I Io\\' S\\'eet 
,Ye thought our pledges \\'ere after 
that "rec" room pa rt) ... Those 
delectable barbecued buns at Tru-
d) 's . . . Jrace Kelly \\'ith her 
Veronica Lake bangs . . . Lois 
l lerzberg gi,·ing us a vocal solo 
... Kathv Mullalev and Loi 
l lcr,.berg ·as proprie.tors or Tip-
p) 's Tavern, our Fun Frolic pro-
gram ... Pretty Trudy Kitchen 
doing a \ irginia O'Brien song ... 
hirlL:y 'chlicht and i\Iary !bee 
as t\\'O little dancing darkies ... 
' hirley nliker in a lush black for-
mal singing "l l L:art and oul" and 
''I Dream of You" ... Ilell 
\Yeck \\'hen the pledges \\'Ore \\'Ool 
bathing suits ... The pledges 
trying to scramble like eggs ... 
The tunt for the Rushecs Romp 
-"Kathie Goes to chool" ... 
The trip to the Log abin one 
winter evening ... Donao-ene' 
original Kappa BC song. 
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a "VO V" micron nee 
FirJ/ ro<ux olorna11, Jenk,, Isaac,on, Martin, Maa,, \\ 'ooclruff. 
S rrn11d row: Di irno11i, Fuller, Marx, Hrock, llurlhut, Grafenheq?;. 
Third row: rnith, \\'all,, i\braharn,011, Kloh,, Nagel, Zack, Thornp,011. 
Remember ... 
Being "sho\\'ed up" by the 
\\'a,Ts on our six mile hike to 
l lighland Park; those platoon 
leaders really taught us the tricks 
of marching ... Tips for learn-
ing to sink J apancsc torpedo ships 
,·olunteered by Pat and Bob ' tar-
bcck follo\\'ing the dinner at Mrs. 
' tarbeck's home ... The sway-
ing hips of Beth Thompson fitted 
in a hula skirt ... The patron-
age that Vi\'ian Zack ga \'e the 
cider table at the \Va vc-Cocd 
"open house" ... The candle-
lighted room which illuminated the 
yery life-like hall tree with its long 
\\'hite gown, black gloves and 
ghostly intruder of our Ilallowc'cn 
spread . . . The energy the prep 
put forth when scrubbing the 
floors in the eerley shower rooms 
while ea tin Y an onion; it was a cry-
ing succe ·s . . . Ruth nn l ler-
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n1anson's avalanche of Old Gol<l 
dance im·itations from Baker I I all 
boys when she serenaded them 
with "Let Mc Call You \\'ect-
heart" ... Those delicious Dan-
ish dishes which we had at Lucila 
' mith's home after initiation ... 
Isadora \Vall finding our one and 
only record for the Rushec Romp 
an uncomfortable scat . . . nd 
the panic and quandary we felt on 
the stage when the hurriedly 
bought and yet "untried" record 
started booming forth in the Eng-
lish vernacular instead of the l la-
waiian music to which we had 
practiced our routine ... That 
super supper and orority special 
when we were entertained by f rs. 
\Vallace ... That loop bus that's 
always gettin<Y us in two minutes 
past 12 :00; it was a nice football 
game thou Yh. 
FirJt row: teffy, llall, McC'ollough, age, Daly, \'aughn, \\'oolcott. 
Sl'to11d rov.•: :-.:ieul..irk, lla"ks, lle11ry, Ander,en, Kingland, '.'leubecker. 
Third rov.·: Pauley, Kind" all, Di lion, 11 atge,, C'a rney, Potter, chericl... 
Fourth ro<u;: llan,en, Fi,cher, Peter,, thmoranc, Kaltenhach, llamilton, Lindeman, Fagan. 
\Vc'll always remember ... 
The president finding onions in 
her coat pocket after the 7 :00 
. M. Kangaroo Court ending 
lJ ell \\'eek ... Toting boxes and 
smelling the S\\'eet aroma of grid-
dle cakes and sausage at the Rep-
resentative breakfast jaunt to 
Lookout Park ... Those blue-
prints of Barb l\IcCollough's f u-
ture home, m,hering in another five 
pound party . . . ' pending a 
whole week guessing who your se-
cret sister was and then finding out 
othern·ise at the re,-caling cere-
mony during the climactic party 
... Those bca-u-ti f ul men at the 
Phi ' ig Canteen; ' en·icemen's pic-
tures really took o,·er their gals 
n' dat scrumptious-mmm-
mmmm-mmmmmmm-party in the 
Old ' outh for those pref erred; wi f 
frosty mint juleps too ... Pok-
ing our toes deeper in the stra\\' as 
\\'e \\'ent s\\'inging and S\\'aying up 
the hill in a hayrack ... Thir-
teen preps pledged on Dec. 13 ... 
larian Kingland eating soup \\'ith 
the president's gan:l during the 
preps' "Three Bears" skit ... 
Ph) llis ' pitalny and her all girl 
chorus with guest artists present-
ing the I lour of Charm ... 
And those butterflies in our stom-
achs \\'hen D. J. Nieukirk, as Vera 
Zorina, did back-bends do\\'n the 
steps from the stage . . . Doris 
teff y and Al Jackson as Glady 
and I !er Boyfriend banging into 
the studio on the wrong night; 
Barbie Kindwall, having never 
seen this act bcf ore, characteristic-
ally bur. t out laughing with alter-
nating blushes. 
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First rov.:: Eel-land, tam e_,, Joen,. 
Su ond r()'IJ.,'; Dunlap, Bro" nell, Ander,on, " ' right. 
Third rov: : Long, Fr~ e, Niel,on, \Vaugh. 
Fourth rov: : Buel-, Kall em, Bronner, llarlan , Buthman. 
Our memories of 
Eating squa"· corn and steak in 
the dark at our fall picni 
That warm feeling inside when " 'e 
had pledging . . . The gift ex-
change ... popcorn and hot 
chocolate at l\.frs . C. L. I ackson's 
... The "hot" time had.by Katie 
Ilarlan, the fudge makn, · at the 
last fudge party at J can nn Cun-
ningham's ... (Ju r hamburger 
fry-the rain and then thos 
'·mean li'I kids" " ·ho took o ur food 
-Jeannie \Y right and J anc ' ta-
my's rationed catsup ! ... Pi Phi 
eerlcyitcs going to formal initia-
tion clad in formals and boots, try-
ing to gracefully dodge puddle. 
between ' eerley and the Commons 
... Our l Io1;1eco111ing breakfast 
at iviandalay f ea tu red by heaps 
and heaps of pancakes . . . ' it-
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ting on the trolley track picking 
burr off our trousers ... Our 
treasurer, Trena Eckland's horri-
fied e'\pn.:ssion \\'hen she disco,·-
crcd she had forgotten the money 
to pay for our dinner at the Ta,·-
crn on the Green ... The time 
Dode's, Buck's and I cannie's cof-
fee water leaked aw~y before they 
put the coffee in ... Trudging 
to and from the Long Cabin Inn in 
the heaviest snow storm of the 
year ... The glamour of Iiss 
Pi Phi La\ crllc Long, in her furs 
and . .. a bathing suit . .. at 
the ''Rushce Romp" ... Then 
"Ilcll\Yeck" ... llclcn\Yaugh 
n0\Y knows how many pianos there 
a re on the campus . . . Rosie 
Brownell i. an authority on sour 
cream and cold oat meal with 
onions for a midnight snack. 
First row: Reed, Chapin, Emmel, J uh!, chnoor. 
Sec_o11d rov:: Danton, I lladky, Ta~ lor, C'halup,k~. 
Tl11rd rov.:: Bu ehn er, Klemm e, llenning,en, heldon, ullivan. 
\Y c'll nc,·c r for ret ... 
That elated mischievous feclin r 
we had when we choo-choocd down 
the hall at 1 :30 in the morning 
. . . Those acti ,·cs making the 
preps spoil a perfectly good meal 
by eating it on the Hoor in the 
Commons; an awkward [cf t hand 
and a poker face only added insult 
to in JU ry . . . nd those stub-
born preps who just couldn't find 
it possible to slide about like help-
less worms; moral-thin paddle 
arc just as effective as thick pad-
dles ... Tears of shame and 
onions during Kangaroo Court ... 
Dorothy Charle , charter member, 
entertaining u - at our Chri tma 
party ... Parading about in our 
paper dresses, hats, and shoes dur-
ino- the style shO\\' at our preferred 
party . . . The broad grin on 
I Iarriet I lladky's face when her 
candle burned the longest, mean-
ing she'd marry first ... Trip-
ping over cords while carry111g 
lamps to the Rec room and tfien 
trying to soothe and smooth our-
sel vcs so we'd look nice for the 
snap . Kitty Schnoor getting 
so-o-o sick \Yhcn she ate her vita-
min capsule ... The aturday 
ni ht we had a dinner-theater 
party for the alumni and the spon-
sors; afterwards the waiting and 
waiting for a bus ... IIow \\'e 
all at by the fireplace in La\\'ther 
until the wee hours , then left Gin-
ger and Phyll to sleep there until 
seven o'clock ... The expression 
on the faces of the preps when 
they had to work in the Common 
dining ro m one evening and with-
out " ·ages, too . . . I low quickly 
J can heldon could think up an ex-
cuse for forgetting her pied Ye pin 
after some snoopy active had 
caught her without it. 
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F;nl row: Jlillman, Gallaher, Tra) nor, Flemmig, Logan. 
Sl'(o11d row: Kepler, Gasser, :\lagle, Smith, hapler, Ble,,ie. 
Third row: Paden, Garrett, Ritz, ~ 'oods, Dietz, Tlendrichon. 
Four//, row: Moore, Fisher, Lan,en, C'obon, De\Vitt, ipple, Fairlie. 
\Ye'll always remember ... 
That early morning breakfast at 
Dry Run and almost missing out 
on bacon and eggs fried the "De 
\Vitt \Vay" because it was so dark 
we were barely able to cro s the 
creek ... Anticipating a chilly 
night at llartman's and then hav-
ing to be awakened every few min-
utes by hi rley Fisher r moving 
another cover off Donna Paden 
and another pair of socks because 
they were hot . . . The moon-
light walk through the cemetery 
after our Ilallowe'en party at Pa-
den's cabin; we're too ld to be 
scared; we just like to run ... 
Making sewing bags for Greek 
Relief at our Christmas party at 
Miss Short's aft r caroling ... 
Marilyn Coza<l 's wedding, then 
throwing rice, missing busses, and 
watching fire engines afterwards 
... Playing Indian at the Ru hee 
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Romp; never did get that bear ... 
Existing n no sleep, lots of par-
ti s, very few meal , but plenty of 
lunches during rush week ... The 
hayride when the horses had given 
a Ford V-8 all pulling priorities 
... Barbie Ritz' premature wrin-
kles trying to get us too·ether for 
fun frolic rehearsal . . . June-
alice Iillman's five pound party 
with our full quota of the usual 
after effect ... stuffed with 
choc lates-m-m-m . . . Jan al-
lagh r and Mugsy L gan sacrific-
ing hard money and good di posi-
tions in finding a taxi to take them 
two blocks because they couldn't 
carry the Hower centerpiece for 
the sponsor's dinner at eeley' 
. .. Trying to hold still when 
those time exposures were being 
taken, esp cially difficult consider-
ing the fact we were ating water-
melon. 
First row: Riant, Clea-on, Can·er. 
Srrond row: I I) len, \Vi Ison, ea line, Da"i,. 
Third row: Miner, \Yei,e, mi1h, Beam, Burdine. 
Remember ... 
nn Gar\'cr and i\tliriam mith's 
pcacef ul domain in 241 "·here Tau 
' igs could always be found ... 
Jane \Yentland, trying o de. per-
atcly to keep her announcement 
party at ' cclcy's a secret ... 
The preps sitting dc)\\·n on Berg's 
corner \\'caring night gowns and 
rags in their hair, and fishing out 
of a pail ... "Min" Dodercrs' 
efforts to keep Fred's picture away 
from an ardent sister ... Just 
entertaining each other e,·ery noon 
at lunch time and e,·ery Friday 
night . . . tuffing ourseh·es, in-
terrupted only by songs, at the big 
\\'einer roast in Cedar I I eights ... 
Our non-professional kick in in 
the trolley song for the Rushee 
Romp, being more than made up 
by the no,·el army induction pro-
gram with " encral" Gleason giv-
ing orders ... E,·eryone be-
seeching Iargie 1\Jinor to read 
her palm at the pref erred party 
The "dutch dinner" at lvlor-
gans \\'ith alums honoring us ... 
The delicious buff et supper at 
sponsors, Dr. and lrs. Carl Erbe 
... Gifts piled high, and food, at 
the Christmas exchange ,,·ith 
Claire Sealine, [Ja;,cl \\'eise, Mar-
gie lvlinor, and Eddie Beam enter-
taining ... "Tri-oomphing" \\'ith 
the Phi 'igs and Kappas after win-
ter rushin<r-and proud of our 
pledges too . . . Peanut butter, 
crackers, plus dill pickles at mid-
night in Betty Riant and Lois Bur-
dine's room ... Rushing Mrs. 
V. P. Botlcin and her initiation as a 
new sponsor on February 20 with 
the dinner afterwards. 
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First rov:: F'lather,, Mtrritt, Bare, Arra,mith, Kolind, Heater. 
Srcond ro'l.c:: llau,er, Bennes-, \Velch, Peter,on, , imp,on, Luhman, Eggland. 
Third rov:: John,on, \Vall, Priem, killen, llamilton, Jone,, Orr. 
Fourth row: Daile} , Lund, mith, Langrock, Nielsen, \'an lloughton, llall, )ke,. 
l lo\\' can ,,-c forget . . . 
Preps and their black-rimmed 
glasses, pigtails paper slips and 
Theta Garn dogs during 1 lcll-
\\'Cck ... Ruby ,Yall celebrating 
Friday the thirteenth by spraining 
her ankle so she could go to I Jart-
man Rcscr\'c on crutches ... 
la\'ing o,·cr hirlcc Hauser's har-
mony for the Rushce Romp ... 
Rec room ramble through pop-
corn and cokes ... Records and 
poetry in the lounge beside a slo\\'-
dying fire . . . uc Priem sitting 
on her f rcsh c rg during Kangaroo 
ourt so she \\'ouldn't ha,·c to eat 
all of it ... Those original crea-
tion . called hats that the preps 
modeled for critical actives ... 
Ruth Ann Ticlscn's imitation of 
"Jack the Ripper" . . . Those 
. illy actives who couldn't make up 
their minds about which prep du-
ties should be don \\'hen ... 
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\\'atching J. mith's goose 
bumps pop up when she drank 
some of that stuff ,,-c call coffee 
... Teddy Bare eating her 
bloody steak in spite of all pro-
tests and impy dropping her in 
the fire just to be sure it got done 
... Our preferred party in the 
Faculty room, which \\'as renamed 
"Iceland" for the C\'cning, with 
fun, sentiment and "Picture a 
Girl" . . . II those lo\'c-lusciou 
spreads held to clcbratc birthdays 
when one of the items always in-
cluded on the bill-o-f arc was a big 
jar of oli,·es ... That special 
outing at the Bare farm near Inde-
pendence for lot of fun and much 
noise ... Our O\\'n friendship 
circl at the lose of all meetings 
rrow presiding . . . nd 
the pccial ,Yay we felt \\'hen Reba 
Flathcr an r for formal initia-
tions. 
BEAUTIES 
The qualities of poise and charm, Aan>red with a glow of brains for a f-irm basis, 
a dash of ,·im, vigor and vitality added for seasoning, and the Old Gold beauty is the 
ine,·itable result. Equally at home at organi1.ing a group, playing a fast game of 
tennis, meeting a date for a coke, or presiding at a formal tea, the Old Gold beauty is 
a comely lass. \Yith a ready and willing smile, she looks ahead, but is ne,·er lost in her 
present, although she builds castles and daydreams of better things to come. Yes, she 
is a beauty-in more ways than one! 
II 
■ Ill 
() 

Lee Barron pron:d himself 
"in the groove" in more than his 
music when he accepted that vul-
nerable position as judge of the 
se,·en most beautiful girls to 
reign as the Old Cold Beauty 
Queens of 1945. i\Ir. Barron 
and his "Canada's Toast from 
Coast to Coast" orchestra 
played for the most remembered 
e,·ents in this college year. 
The Old Gold Beaut) Dance of 19+5 "a, a huge uccess. 
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Before the climax of the Old 
Gold Beaut\' Dance, Ir. Lee 
Barron, ,Yith the aid of laster 
of Ceremonies Bruce IcQuigg, 
had the delightful opportunit:, 
of watching seven lovely ladies. 
First he became acquainted with 
these girls at the Old Gold 
Beauty Dinner, and later he 
again met them in the 'mall 
Lounge of the Commons. 
BRU E McQ1.,1GG and JLDGE B\RRO, 
Beautie, Ruth Fischer and Carol \Vilson are presented throu~h the open hook. 
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The Old Gold Beauty Dance ,ms the 
!>Cene of soft lights, colorful gown , and 
much gaiety, f ro111 ,Yhich e,·en girl 
emerged Yictorious to reign over the 
dance, and to appear in the 1945 01.n 
Go1.n as the most heautif ul girls at Iowa 
tate Teachers College this year. The 
contest began in the first week of Febru-
ary, when each organi;,ation on the cam-
pus was asked to select its candidates for 
the competition. ' oon after that, the 
huge crowd of admirers in front of the 
\'\'omen's League bulletin board made it 
difficult to get through the hallway, but 
that, too, is not to be ,Yondered at, for the 
fourteen pictures whith appeared there 
were of thesL: lovely 0 ·als-Barbara De-
\Yees, Betty Dietz, Maxine Dillon, Ruth 
Fischer, Janet Gallagher, ' uL: Garner, 
.i\!liriam llansen, ivlargaret Klemme, La-
\' erlle Long, Margaret 1\Iitchell, 1\lary 
Esther pit11niller, Ruby \\'all, and Carol 
\Yilson. fter a ,YeL:k of campaigning, 
every stmknt in the collL:ge was gi,·L:n a 
chance to vote. The results were an-
nounced to a capacity crowd at one of the 
Friday right Fun Frolic programs. e,·-
eral weL:ks later Lee Barron, acting as lei 
Gold Beauty judge, made the decision in 
fa,·or of those whose pictures appear on 
these pages. 
" !\If. C'." Earl Dunn introduce, Old Gold Beautie,. 
"Dance with the Dolly . . " 
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The long awaited cnning oi the Old 
Gold Beauty Dance iound the CollllllOns 
ball roolll packcd with on:r thn.:c hundrcd 
couples. \Vith pictures of una,·ailablc lllen 
in uni forlll on nearly every desk in La,Y-
thcr and 'ccrlcy llalls, the story of ob-
taining- escorts is a long and COlllplicatcd 
one this year. The stor~ is one oi writing 
holllc to "kid brothers" or their iricnds; 
to fello,n "deferred"; to dad's youngest 
brother; or c,·cn to dad hilllscl f; ,Yhich all 
added together llladc a ,·cry handsollle 
and happy group that equaled thc before-
thc-war dances. Another part of this story 
is that of the card ul, dctailcd planning 
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done by the Old Gold Dance Cornlllittce 
,,·ith the able assistance of ;\tf rs. xel An-
derson, ' ocial Director. bout eleven 
o'clock thc fan fare heralded a large book 
the co,·cr of the 194 5 01.n Go LD ap-
pca rcd on the stage, and Bruce i\tfc(.2uigg 
slcrn·ly turned its pages to reveal the con-
test ,,·inners as selected by i\Ir. Lee Bar-
ron. t midnight a hushed silence came 
into the ball room when the three lovely 
winners frolll the floor were announced. 
Then these three happy girls began the 
next dance while all joined thclll, for con-
gratulations were now in order. 
"Before the ball was over . . . " 
Ruth Fischer 
Spo11sorrd /,y Phi Si11111t1 Phi 
A lovely demure brunette, Ruthie has assured her popularity with her arresting 
bcauty and natural poise. Complcting an elementary curriculum this year, her social 
affiliation is Phi ' igma Phi. 
Miriam Hansen 
Spo11Jorrd /,y Kappa Thrla PJi, , iqma . l/pha Iola 
\ Vith her slow pleasant smik and that unconscious air of graciousness, i\ I iriam 
captivated the eyes of the judge. ' he has participated f recly in campus activities and 
organi;,ations. Kappa Theta Psi and igma lpha Lota are her sponsors. 
Mary Esther Spitzmiller 
Sj>o11Jori11 g orga11iz lllio11, K i11drrgllrlrn-Primary Clu/u 
,n:c bit o' Iri sh is found in this Colleen. i\Iary Esther, sponsored by the 
Kindergarten-Primary Clubs, is proof of the beaut~· of l<)\\·a's future teachers. l l cr 
quiet lo,·clincss and twinkling dimples arc assurance that teachers can be glamour 
girls. 
Carol Wilson 
Spo11Jorinq orga11izatio11, Tau Sigma Dr/ta 
Bewitching, tiny and piquant is the ,·i,·id description ol Carol, sponsored by Tau 
' igma Delta. A transfer to the College this year, "C. \\'." has brought much talent in 
the art and music fields along with her sparkling eyes and Hashing smile. 
• 
Betty Bazel 
There is in Betty's glowing smile an air of femininity, a charming poise and coy 
reservedness that is well known on this campus. K. P. B. A. student and a member 
of the Delta Phi Delta sorority, Betty is well worthy of being an Old Gold beaut . 
Janice Dagenaar 
1\ petite, vivacious blond is the tru<.: tit!<.: for "Jan," a sophomore commerce 
major from nearby \Y aterloo. ] lcr pleasant smile and ready laugh have made many 
friends around the campus. 
~ 1argaret Edwards 
glamour girl with undcnied abilities ... popularity ... radiant smile ... 
acti,·ities unnumbcrnl ... and an effer\'escent personality, all add up to ''Peg" of 
the Delta Phi Delta sorority. 
'.\Iiriam H ansen ... Ruth Fischer ... '.\Iar) Esther Spitzmiller ... '.\largaret 
Edwards ... Betty Bazel . . arol \ Vi Ison. 
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ACTIVITIES 
Activities, the word that is emblematic of Joe and usy's campus life. Extra-
curricular activities play such an important part in the making of friends, the finding 
of hidden talents, and the true fun in going to ollegc, that this section could not be 
omitted. In this time of strife \\"hen each and everyone of us realizes just how much 
freedom of speech, freedom of thou rht and freedom of the ri<rht to be happy means 
to us, we arc thankful to be in Amcri a, 111 lo\\"a and at Teachers College. 
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WHO'S WHO 
\Vho's \Yho at Iowa 'tate Teachers College for the second consecutive 
year includes the same students as those chosen for \\'ho's \Yho in national 
colleges and universities. The following are the students whom the ' tudent 
\\'elfare Committee has chosen as most desen-ing of the honor of being 
the members of the 1 ational \\'ho's \\'ho in colleges and universities. 
This co111mittee is made up of six faculty and administration members, and 
data is sub111itted to it on junior and senior students from the Dean of i\len 
and the Drnn of \\' omen. Committee members arc permitted to submit 
names if the) wish. Final selections are based on scholarship, acti,·ities, 
leadership, and potentiality for social usefulness. 
The students chosen in the fall as the most dcsen·ing of the honor of 
being mc111bcrs of "\\' ho's \\'ho in ~ational Colleges and Cnivcrsitics," 
an organi1ation sponsored by the niversity of labama at Birmingham, 
are those whom the ' tudent \Yelfare Committee have selected as the most 
outstanding in maintaining a high scholarship, in participation in campus-
sponsored acti,·ities, in capable leadership, and n potentiality for social use-
fulness. This committee is composed of six faculty and administrative 
members and includes Miss ' adie B. Campbell, dean of women, Mr. Leslie 
I. Recd, dean of men, Dr. 11. . Riebe, Miss May mith, Dr. Lloyd Y. 
Douglas, and Dr. \ ernon P. Botkin. 
Data concerning the qualifications of the outstanding junior and senior 
students is submitted to this committee by the dean of men and dean of 
women, and committee members are permitted to add the names of other 
students to the list of those to be considered. 
The foll<)\\·ing girls arc the ones who were chosen by this com111ittee as 
the most outstanding students. The) will be this year's representatives 
from Teachers College in their 111embcrship in the selected ::'\ational "\Yho's 
\\'ho." 
ELSIE COL O T 
This tall blonde, from Des l\rfoines, spends the larger 
part of her time on her double major, art and music. 
f n addition to class activity, she finds time for college 
chorus, S) mphony orchestra, Pi Theta Pi, and igma 
lpha lota. l ler artistic ability has been especially 
noted in last year's college posters and in her work as 
art editor of the 1945 OLD Gow. 
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ON T. C.'s CAMPUS 
VAL JEANNE FAIRLIE 
fost students' days be<rin with the rin r of the cam-
panile. Val is the o-irl behind the gong. Her day is 
filled with practice for symph ny orchestra, college 
chorus, and pri,-ate music Jes ons. he's also a mem-
ber of Pi Theta Pi and Sigma Alpha Iota but still has 
had time to maintain a high scholastic record and 
,York part-time. 
FRA CE FA ST 
This dark haired \Vaterloo rirl ,Yith commerce and 
social science majors, is president of Torch and Tas el, 
and holds office in Pi Gamma Mu and Pi Omega Pi. 
he is also a member of Delta Sigma Rho, G Iden 
Ledger, F. B. L A., llamilton Club, Future Teachers 
of America, Iowa Teachers First, and ocial cience 
llonors. Amidst all this a tivity she finds time f r 
sports, a record collection and ,York on the hill. 
A ARVER 
Ann is a social science major who comes to T. C. 
from Fort Dodge. You have often been greeted by 
her smile as you o "dO\Yn the line" at the Commons 
or may have seen her at Hamilton Club, Kappa Delta 
Pi, Delta Sigma Rho, Pi Gamma Mu, or Torch and 
Tassel. he has also chosen Tau i ma Delta as her 
social sorority and serYes as an officer on vVomen' 
League Executi,·e Board and tudent Chri tian A -
sociation. 
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WHO'S WHO 
K y ,LE ' (L T 
President of ' tudcnt League and of her social sor-
orit), Tau igma Delta, this blonde Kindcrgartcn-
Primar) major of Cedar Falls has spent much time 
working on the Eyt' staft, Future Teacher · of mer-
1ca, tudcnt Christian ssociation, and as a senior 
courn.ellor. ' he is also a member of [owa Teachers 
First and K. P. B. 
(;L DE;\'E 11 ~ 'E . ' 
Each issue of the Collt'ge E)'l' which you read ha · 
come through the capable hands of Jladene, the editor. 
An English major, she is a member of Torch and Ta -
sci, Iowa Teachers First, Kappa Delta Pi, Sigma Tau 
Delta, and the \\'omen's League Executive Board. 
I Icr original poetr) and short stories, printed in the 
Pc11, show her talent at critical c,·aluation. 
i\l RY JE ~ l1CRLBCT 
nother music major who is also busy in man) or-
gani1ations is :Vfary J can. ' he comes to T. C. from 
\Yaterloo and ma) be seen and heard in the symphony 
orchestra, \Yomcn's League, le)\\ a Teachers First, 
Sigma 1\lpha Iota, and ~u Omicron :\'u ' igma Phi. 
Camping and dancing arc two items on her recreational 
"must" list. Iler personal trait of "doing for others" 
has proved helpful to many. 
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WHO'S v\THO 
YD JE;\' E T 
' pcctators who saw ''The ' kin of Our Teeth," the 
annual fall College Players production, \\"ill remember 
this English major of Kimballton for her portrayal of 
the charming i\tlrs. ntrobus. Serving as president of 
the Future Teachers of mcrica, Kappa Delta Pi, and 
Theta Alpha Phi is a f ull-timc job, but she also partici-
pates in Imm Teachers First and ' igma Tau D elta. 
l lcr spare time is spent \\"ritin<r D anish and reading. 
J ' E K -RTZ 
\Yhcrcver T. C. students arc ~wimming, skating, or 
knitting, you arc apt to find J ane taking part in the 
acti,·ity. J anie's help in her church organi1.ation has 
been greatly appreciated and her contributions in col-
lege chorus, Phi 'igma Phi and informal groups \\"ill 
long be remembered by many. This English major 
who comes from Fort D odge no\\" also serves as vice-
president of Kappa Delta Pi. 
BEVERLY ' i\[lTl I 
The managing editor of the Eye, Be,·erly ' mith is 
constantly on "the alert" for a scoop. he is an English 
major and hails from \Yatcrloo. Besides her multi-
tudinous duties on the Eyt', "Bev" pursue the interests 
of ' tudcnt Council, \Vomcn's League, \\' atcrloo Off-
campus counselor, and English Discussion ,roup. 
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WHO'S WHO 
i\lAXl:\'E TR Y:\'O R 
' ioux City is "home s\\'cl'.t home" to this senior Elc-
mentar) major. ' he greets you as you journey along 
the "line" in the ommons. ll cr list of extra-curricular 
activities \\'Ould include president oi Beta lpha Ep i-
lon, 10\rn Teachers First and Pi Theta Pi. Other or-
gani1.ations of ,vhich she is a member arc Torch and 
Tassel and lntersorority Council. 
i\I RY ' BA?\' 
"Butch" is that small l l ome Economics major you 
han: undoubtedly seen around the campus. ' he has 
scn·ed as an officer oi \Yomen's L eague and is a mem-
ber of lo\\'a Teachers First and Pi Theta Pi. l l er 
"lllain interest" is in the Na,·y but she spends spare 
llloments enjo) ing ,·arious sports and \\'Orking on plans 
for youth \\'Ork in \\'hich she also takes great interest 
" J anie" decided to postpone her college education 
tclllporarily \\'hen she became i\,J rs. Bill Butterfield last 
D ecember. But before that illlportant date she had 
been prominent as an officer of Ellen Richards, Tau 
Sig'llla D elta, lntcrsorority Council, and Cedar Falls 
I lousing Cnit. She added her name also to the roll 
of Torch and Tassel, Theta Theta Epsilon, and the 
E\'e staff. 
GIRLS liEEP BUSY 
Beautiful and talented Eleanor teber: equally attractive Ka_ Gleason. llansen and 
mith sec Eye to Eye. 
At 7 :45 ach morning, Val creeps from b d to s renad u. ,v appreciate it! ... 
Colson instructs her OLD Go1.o art staff on how to use a rectangle! 
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[AMPUSCAMPS 
T"·o lin:licr l rish girls \\Tri.: ncn: r sccn on this campus. Kathy and Peg were room-
mates until Peg left school to gct married. T9ey like to sing craty songs together and 
have sprcads. Pcg majorcd in social science ancl was prominent in man) activities on the 
campus. Kath~ is a physical education major. ' hL is an expert in her fa\"C>rite activity 
-dancing. 
This ,·e rsatilc language major has many interests; op hie can read French, panish, 
Russian, and Greek. ' he also likes sports, music and playing bridge. One of 'ophic's 
special interests is personnel work. ' he has established herself on the campus as a se111or 
counselor and a member of \\'omen's League Orientation Committee. 
If you see a li,·e ly group of girls any\\·hen.: on the campus, Cleo is probably in the 
center. ' he is the English major that e,·eryonc calls a physical cducation major. ' he is 
a mcmber of ' tudent Christian ssociation an I has bcen elccted prcsident of \Yomcn's 
l ,caguc for the new ycar, " ·hich sho\\·s that shc does ha,·e a serious sidc. 
"Peg" and "Kath\ " ophi t C'lto 
CAMPUS CAMPS 
The Tavy interrupted llarold's college career for a while, but he has returned to 
continue his studie · as a music major. Through student recitals and KXEL broadcasts, 
llarold has made an outstanding name for himself as a pianist. llis ability to pla~ an}-
thing from Bach to boogie woogie is marveled at by many. 
r/orman U/4ite 
"Coach ~orm \Yhite" is a prominent flgure around campus now-a-days. . \.s basket-
ball coach ior the campus high boys, he has pro,·ed that the C. I. Bill of Rights was a bill 
worth passing by our Congress. ince his n:turn to campus life, ~orm has held the posi-
tion of president of Men's Tnion and captain of Cut Day last fall. 
Ver ·atile Earl Dunn has added much to the Friday and ' aturday night variety shows 
in the Commons. A junior music major, Earl has organi1L:d a college swing band that 
"sounds" for itself. Icmbership in thl'. Chapel Choir, Men's -nion, College Band and 
Phi Iu lpha infonia has made a full scheduk for Earl. 
Harold 1·~orrn" Earl 
BOARD of CONTROL 
The Board of ontrol, guiding force 
behind stud nt publication found a 
lifficult j b ahead of it la t fall, the 
beginning of an ther war year with 
. hortages even more acute than those 
of other years. Composed of faculty 
ath-isers and tudent representatiHs, 
the board decides on bu !get , ale , 
and ontract . ther duties include 
the confirmation f appointments of 
staff officer , and deci ions regarding 
printing and engraving bids. De-
creased enrollment coupled with the 
ontinued absence of many extra-
curricular activities uch as inter-
collegiate sports, made th task of 
building campus morale a difficult one 
for the staffs of the College Eye, OLD 
Co1.n and T!,e Pen. The Eye en-
dea n)red to emphasize the intra-mural 
sports and give a full coverage to all 
social events, concerts and cliscu sion 
groups. The OLD OLD ha tried to 
gin: an accurate picture of the colleo-e 
year as the student will rem mber it 
in years to come. T!,c Pen reA cted 
thoughts about the times through the 
contributions of ·tudent writer . 
Lrf t to right: Mi. Benjamin Boardman, Patricia Knight , Mr. Rath, Mi,, Terr), Rachel Reimer. 
Jfiuing from pirturr: Mr. llolmt,, Audrea lleat er, M)rtle Merritt, Carol age. 
Thumbs up, or thumbs down? 
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THE PEN 
C'o-editors Doris , elson and Mildred Poitedn and Miss Buxhaum look o,·er their publication. 
If you've written a hort story just 
for the sheer fun of it, or you've scrib-
bled out a poem on the back of a res-
tau rant check, you han possibilities as 
a potential creative writer. The stu-
dent publication, The Pen, gladly ac-
cept contributions from the young 
budding author of the campu . The 
best of the ubmittec.l hort stories, 
poems and e ays are edited in the 
quarterly booklet. 11 art supplement-
ing the written material is also student 
work. The Lambda Beta chapter of 
igma Tau Delta ponsors The Pen 
and cho se the editor and bu iness 
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manager. ivli Katherine Buxbaum 
is the faculty adviser. The winter cre-
ative writing class under the able in-
struction of James Ilearst helped to 
·well the amount of creative work for 
The Pen. The Engli h department 
solicits the help of the art department 
in making attractive accompanying 
plate for The Pen cover and the more 
art, tic page . The Pen worker are 
one of the fir t group to insist that 
you don't need to be an Engli h major 
to do creative writing-ju t pick up 
your pencil and write. 
You pen it, we print it 
OLD GOLD 
OLD GOLD T FF 
Editor-in-Chief Ro E:\I.\RY KEPLER 
i\ Ianaging Editor. Lem, B.\RE 
Business i\tianagcr REH .\ FL.\Tll ER 
rt Editor ELSIE Cotsox 
hid Photographer 
LAVERJ.LE Lo:\'G 
, \ ssisrant Photographers 
Mrnru: MERRITT, l lELE'\' 
l.Jn .\x, 1\f.\Rn~ 1101, T 
ssistant rt Editor i\L\RY 1\IoORE 
opy Editor ' 111RLEE IL\t· sER 
Organi1ation Editor 
Doxx .\ \V11EELER 
Faculty Editor 
. B:\RB ,\R :\ 1\kCL' LJ.Ol .Gll 
' cnior Editor DoRTIIY ' 11'PLE 
\\'ar cti,·itil'.s Editor RC"Tll FISCIIER 
dministration Editor 
K.\Tll RYX l L\RLJ\X 
Fl'.ature Editor CLEO M .\RTIX 
1 ntkx Editor 
T) pis ts . 
J Et\ .. KETTERl'\'G 
C.\TIJ ERl:\'E BRIGGS, 
J\ I ER~ .\ TRl. ESDELL 
"Hi Ho, Hi Ho, it's off .... 
ON THE JOB 
The fall term iound the OLD Go1.n 
office bu//ing with acti,·ity. Pictures 
had to be scheduled, thumb-nail 
sketches of the college annual ·tarted, 
information gathered for . tories of 
campus activities, and contracts sent to 
the printer, photographer, and engra ,._ 
er. llours were spent dabbing rubber 
cement on the backs of gloss) prints, 
developing negatin:s in the dark room, 
re-sketching a la) out to make it "fit" 
the book. At times Kep and Teddy 
tore out their hair tr) ing to meet 
deadlines. Reba sang happily as the 
sales campaign ended triumphantly. 
nd Elsie munched on an egg and-
\Yich as she re-sketched a di,·ision page. 
Then: \\"Cre depressin°· moments, but 
there ,ms also that glorious day \Yhen 
the last of the copy went to the printer! 
Or "·a . it more glorious to have it back 
from the printer! 
fhe 010 Gm .o taff , ie" the la)OUts and picture,. "Tuld) " and "Kep" and picture,! 
. ... to work we go!" 
nee a week a four-page chronicle 
of significant events is delivered to all 
colle1re ubscribcrs. But what the 
reader doesn't know, perhaps, i the 
scene behind the fini hed product. 
ionday find assi Ynment from la-
dcne and Bev ready to be turned in, 
after hard-working reporters have 
trudged to interviews an<l burned mid-
night oil. By \Y cdncsday, J can is 
reading copy, and Thursday afternoon 
COLLEGE EYE 
finds some Eye members down at the 
printers. Peg invents way to get ne,r 
subscriber and sec that all papers 
reach their proper addres c . If you 
see a small petite brunette talking with 
one of the' dogtown" merchants, you'll 
know it's Ida Mac on the job. One 
thin)· that always is a problem for 
E_,'t! " ·orkcr is that 1011°· stretch on 
Tuesday with no food-but they ha,·c 
an appetite only for printer' ink. 
Da,·i, killen, Jungrn, Tucker, and Boemecl..e burn midnight oil. 
Where's that copy?! 
ON THE BEAT 
COLLEGE EYE T FF 
Copy Editor . J E,\:S: J t;XGEX 
<lvertising Mgr .. Lor lIERZBERG 
Copy Readers l lELE:--.' Tn' KER, 
PATRL ' I.\ 1\ l O:\' JE ,\:\':\'E I) ,\\'LS, 
lL\RRIET KLOII 
Reporters l\L\RY BE"<HT, 
JE.\:\'~E BIRCHER, Jo,\~ F1~cn, 
ROBERT IL-\Ri\I , B ,\RJL\R.\ K1xo-
\\'.\LL, Eu .\BET!I K ,\J.TE:'\'B ,\C!I, 
K .\TIILEE:\' Ko c.;c u, Euz.\BETl1 
0FFRIXG.\, Loi KILLE~, RL·Tu 
ConL· Rx, K r\T!IR\':\' II ,\ I) J. E' 
Rl· T1r ~x IlERi\-L\xsox, C.\ROL 
M .\E BCE!I:\'ER, !GRID A1rn .\IL\i\I-
' OX 
Executi,·c Editor L\DE:\'E IL\:\' EN 
lanaging Editor BE\' ERLY 11TH 
Business i\tianagcr Jot\ i\tL\E DA\'JS 
Reporters KATULEE ' Ko n, 
M ,\RY BEN IT, JEA?>L E BIRCHER, 
Lor KILLEN, a LIZABETH KAI.-
I EC B Ei\1E KE, R unr 
JOA T FIN II, K ,\TIE 
ERALO TEPJIE}; 0:\', 
Tc KER, • LIZAB ETU 
TO:-;'ER, JE.\N MEREDIT!I, ROB-
ERT I hRi\-1 , and ]EA:-..' J trXGE"' 
Meet that deadline! 
HIGHLIGHTS 
one of the six foremost clergy-
men of all denominations in this coun-
try, Dr. Ralph \Y. Ockman, minister 
of hrist hurch, i\lcthodist, cw 
York City, lectured to the tuc.lents of 
this college. I lis amat.ing clarity of 
expression and ability to hold the 
audience's attention kept those who 
attended the lecture . itting on the 
edge. of their cat . 
ockman and age confer. 
SPOTLIGHTS 
To the lilting soprano Yoice of 
Eleanor teber, i\ [ etropolitan Opera 
tar, a capacity crowd listened in 
deepest o-ratitude. natin: born 
mcrican, ;\;Jiss ' teber has proHd 
to all enthusiastic student. just " ·hat 
can be acl1ie,·ed through hard "·ork 
and a nen:r-tiring ambition. :\Iiss 
tebcr startt.:d her musical cart.:er at 
the ;\ C\\" England Conscrrntory and 
has studied " ·ith , ·ar1ous artists 
throughout her career. 
Eleanor teher lunches \\ith student, and facuh1. 
Music maestro, please . . . . 
MR. ALEX."DER BR.\ILO\\' KY 
On a snowy February evenin ), 
lexander Brailow ky held the com-
plete attention of a spellbound audi-
ence as he played the piano in his 
true artistic form. Performing 
throughout the entire uropean con-
tinent, outh merica, Mexico and 
Cuba, Brailowsky made hi first ap-
pearance in the nited tate in 1924, 
and has returned a ain nearly every 
year. Born in Rus ia, he ha recently 
taken out hi fir t American citizen-
ship paper . 
\Yith shining eyes and most pleasing voices, the \Y cstminster Choir stormed 
our campus, and die.I we like them! From Russia to England to Lowa they have 
made a lasting impression. 
The \Ve,trnin,ter C'hoir 
"Music hath charms .... " 
The Budape,t Iring; Quartet 
FinishinO' our easonal concert s rie for the year was the Budapest ' tring 
Quartet. One of the most talented groups of artists to come to our campu~, 
the quartet presented a program which wa beautiful in its depth and intcnsit~ . 
• t a time \\"hen the meaning of teamwork i o prominent, it 1s truly appreciable 
to sec great artists ,Yorking together to procluc such superb music. 
Isaac tern, a true master 
of the violin, has proclaim cl 
himself on our campus. \Yith 
sparkling originality revealed 
in his playinO', Mr. tern cap-
tured and held the attention 
of his audience throughout 
his performance. tern has 
readily earned his r putation. 
MR. T .\ \C STER' 
;\,h. 11.IROI.D 1101. T 
CHORUS 
I ( n.:ali1.ation and enjoyment are 
\\"hat you need, a session of 
Brahms or ' chumann under the 
stimulating direction of i\tir. l lar-
old B. llolst is the ,·itali1.ing ful-
fillment. 
'pecial music easily arranged 
for b\' the manv talented solo 
, ·oices ·\\"ill make Chapel Choir re-
membered by all. 
First rov:: Martin, Lind, rnith, Chally, llenry, Briggs, True,dell, Bran,titer. 
Srco11d row: Dunn, Ir" in, Burro", Paule), Moore, Logan, Ritz, Luloff. 
Third row: Fisher, Lathrop, \Vood, Larson, Thornp on, Nel. 011, Ander,on, \\'all, Grafenhurg. 
Fourth row: Gravatt, llolli,, \Vombolt, D. Hansen, Meier, Middent,, Bra<h, Duncan, McGreev), 
Patten. 
J iftl, row: Affeldt, Davi,, Brocl..rneyer, llenning,en, llau,laden, M. llan,en, Runft, Dah, Gran-
zo", Bro"'"er. 
First rosi:: llau,er, Green, Mole,, r·han, Pf\ughaupt, lfendrick,on, Zahnd, Garner. 
Srro11d rov:: Bently, \\'ilson, lleffner, Ru,r, Kelh, D,chuden, Barker. 
Third row: Joen,, ;'/euhecker, Bo)er, Niel,on, Dillion, Buel.., tricl..ler. 
Four//, row: Buthman, llude, Ro" e, chlegel, Andersen, Kitchen, Anliker, J effer,, Peaco I... 
Fi/1/, row: Ra"m.s,en, Maiden, ipple, \\'ie,e, chrader, John,on, Lund, Charlotte llarnilton, 
Corinne llamilton, Flather, 
CHOIR 
]\,fr. IIays, assistant professor of 
voice, is one of the 111usic depart111ent's 
more widely kno\\'n n1t.:111bers. I nstruc-
tor in \'Oice, school music methods, and 
choir director, Mr. I lays is definitely 
one of tho c who rnlue any spare time. 
I\lways ready to s111ilc or 111ake a pun, 
we will never forget him. 
CHOIR 
"Decdle Dee Dee!" ''Dcedlc 
Dec Dee!" The rousing voices of 
the College horus are heard 
every Tuesday and Thur day C\'e-
nings, raised in a mighty S\Ycll. 
ne of the 111ost acti,·e campus or-
gani1..ation , the chorus includes all 
tudent interested in ,·ocal music. 
:'v1R. \V11.1.1 \\I E. ll \Y · 
CHORUS 
rise ) c, and sing." Each 
' unday morning the College Choir 
members cheerfully don their 
choir robes. o oro-anization 
111ust have more loyal mc111bers 
than this. Though there is a short-
age of male voices, it is countered 
by the selection of music to tit 
' . 
~\·omen s , ·01ccs. 
I -. 
SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA 
Dr. Kurtz, head of the department of music 
and conductor of the College ymphony Or-
ch tra, helps hold high the standards of music 
appreciation '" haYe tablished. 
Cello 
Roland earight 
(principal) 
Bassoons 
::\lyron Ru sell 
~ ancy 1cCoy 
Donna Hansen 
DR. EDWARD K RTZ 
Lois Searight 
Barbara Johnson 
Junealice Hillman 
Betty Ander on 
~Iary Wombolt 
Danny Lynch 
llorns 
Carl H. Wirth 
' arl Dunn 
Eunice Peacock 
~Ierna True dell 
Letha Holthau 
Patri ia Bos ert 
ORCHE TRA PERSO . :\TEL 
EDWARD K RTZ . 
SHIRLEY FISHER 
LETHA H LTHA L'S 
Co11cert111aster 
;\lildred Luce 
Violins 
Doris Miller 
Jane Lundmer 
Gloria Henderson 
Amos Stribley 
;\larjorie Smiley 
ail Barnhart 
:-.rary Strock 
Geraldine Taylor 
Ettabelle Bienke 
hirley Fisher 
Eunice Ryan 
Conductor 
l\Ianager of Personnel 
Librarian 
Assistant 
Concertmaster 
• ancy Wood 
Gertrude Kitchen 
l\-farvyl hristen on 
Ruth Helen ordskog 
ecile raig 
l\liriam Han en 
Betty Keith 
Violas 
Frank Hill 
( principal) 
Betty Humphrey 
Ruth Larson 
Ruth Ann Brady 
Basses 
''al Jeanne Fairlie 
(principal) 
Jene Allan 
• lsie ol on 
Flutes 
arol Wilson 
Elizabeth Kaltenbach 
A vonelle orton 
~Iargaret Wardle 
Oboes 
Dorothy Phillip 
hirley Barker 
Beverly Smith 
Clarinets 
Jean Royer 
;\lary Ame 
Tean Beeman 
Doris Hatwick 
Trumpets 
Erma Piegor 
Rose Maiden 
Iartin Ho! t 
l\1erle Dickin on 
Hu h i ke 
Trombones 
Arlene Schlegel 
Ardith Godderz 
Tuba 
Leonard Ander on 
Percussion 
l\1arjorie Wilson 
Mary Jean Hurlbut 
hirley Anliker 
::\Iiriam Han en 
Leonard Koke h 
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CONCERT BAND 
. Ir. Russell, , ·crsatilc College Band director, 
is always ready to lend a helping hand with the 
playing of an instrument or arranging a , core. 
CO:\'CERT BA:\'D PER O:\':\'EL 
:\1, ROX E. R l ELL . .Conductor 
Flu/rs 
Flizabeth Kaltenbach 
Bett\' Anderson 
Avo;1ellc Xorton 
Eugenia cott 
Barbara Drilling 
Helen ban 
:'.\Iarilou Gilbertson 
Gail Kadolph 
Ramona Reed 
Phillip Barck 
MR. MYRo, E. RL ELL 
arol \Vilson 
Robert I• razee 
Oboes 
Dorothy Phillips 
Be\·erlv mith 
Olive , -an Riper 
Bassoon 
Donna Han. en 
Clnri11rls 
Jean Royer 
~lary A;1,es 
Bettye Jean Tuller 
Jean Beeman 
Doris Hatwick 
Paul Lund) 
::\Iiriam mith 
"\Vilma Lind 
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Betty Troy 
Ruth Richardson 
Snxopho11rs 
Lois Barnhart 
Jean Jenks 
Barbara Kindwall 
hirley Hummel 
I I oms 
Eunice Peacock 
Letha Holthaus 
.I can Erickson 
Ardith Godderz 
Catherine Briggs 
Leonard Ander. on 
John Grubb 
Cornets 
Earl Dunn 
::\Ierle Dickin on 
Robert hook 
Rose :'.\Iaiden 
Robert Allen 
atherine chnoor 
::\Iary Dunn 
La V onne X ash 
Hugh Eicke 
Tro111bo11rs 
Richard Hughes 
Frederick Erbe 
Percussion 
Leonard Kokesh 
Richard Torry 
:'.\Iar) Strock 
Ceraldine Taylor 
\\:rsatile ;,\lr. 1 lcrbnt \ ' . Ilakc 
is program director for the KXEL 
radio station established on this 
campus. Besides planning and par-
ticipating- in the rnrious dail) and 
IiXEL 
special interest programs, i\lr. 
I lake is also instructor in radio 
su1Te) and radio practice. 
The college studio is pla) ing an 
important part in the intere. ts of 
the students and facult) on thi 
campus. The ' tudio is di\·idcd into 
three principal sections: ' tudio 
' tudio B, and the Control Room. 
The Control Room is the most sig-
nificant single feature of the total 
radio design. l t contains a 6-chan-
ncl oil ins Console; a Presto 
Model "F" Recorder; a General 
Electric ;,\l-Fi\l rccci\·er; and a 
, tanda rd Libra r) 0 f ()\"CJ" a thou-
sand musical transcriptions. 
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The Radio ·urvq course conducted under the direction of I krbert \'. 
l lake has attempted to establish an umkrstanding of the basic organi;,ation 
of the radio industry, to disco,·er the patentialities of commercial radio as 
an educational instrument and to familiaria the future teacher \Yith the 
mechanics of broadcasting a school program. 
On every Saturday morning the class met to go to \Yaterloo \\'here 
demonstrations \\'ere held in the \Y aterloo studios of KXEL, and e,·ery 
\Y ednesday night found the class in tudio A of the Cedar Falls studios 
participating in projects including e,perimcntal use of studio facilities and 
preparation of programs for broadcast. 
Mr. C'arl A. \\'irth and hi, \\eekl) proj!;ram, Ad,·enture, in Music. 
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'" tc be ct 11.,~L le be . 
Back again on the T. . campu. 
this year, debate got into the "talk 
of things" under coach Dr. F. 
Lambertson. \Vith his cadet teach-
ihg behind him, "Doc" began to 
build up the squad so that the col-
lege could be actively represented 
at tournaments sponsored by the 
various colleges this year. This 
was an opportunity for many stu-
dent. without previous debate ex-
perience to participate in competi-
tion with teams from we t and 
rniddlt: west schools. 
The current collegiate debate 
proposition is, Resolved: That the 
Federal overnment should enact 
lt:g-islation requiring the compul-
sory arbitration of labor dispute . 
One interscholastic activity not 
discontinued by the war, debate 
was handicapped by the lack of 
men and transportation. Despite 
this, I. . T. C. with necessitated 
smaller teams argued in f-ivc tour-
naments this past year. 
The tournaments and teams in-
cluded: nin:rsity of Iowa: nn 
Garver, Dorothv Tieukirk, Bill 
Conry, and Dick \estune; Con-
cordia College, Fargo, 1 orth Da-
kota: Arlene eiberling, Marlys 
Jans, Arlene chkgel, and Doro-
thy ieukirk; Tniversity of Colo-
rado: Ruth oburn and rloie 
Bottorf; Eau Claire, \ icon in: 
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'' f he ~ueJLZcu 
Dorothy ieukirk, Elisabeth Kal-
tenbach, Bruce McQuigg, and Bill 
Conry; Coe College, Cedar Rap-
ids: Ruth Coburn, Arloi Bottorf, 
Bruce McQuigg, and Jack Penne. 
The Debate o-roup at lowa 
State Teachers Colle e this year 
took part in a number of the de-
bate tournaments sp nsored by col-
leges and universities both in and 
out f the state. The f 11 win r 
are th tournament teams included 
in the year's pr gram. 
Ann arver, Dorothy ieukirk, 
Bill Conroy and Dick ycstune 
represented Teachers Colleg at 
the tournament at the niversity 
of Iowa in Iowa City. 
At the tournament at Concordia 
College in Fargo, North Dakota, 
the debate team included Arlene 
eiberlino· iarl)'S Jans Arlene i::,, , 
chlegel, and Dor they ieukirk. 
The debate team representing 
T acher College at the niversity 
of Colorado at Boulder, Col rado, 
includ d Ruth C burn and Arloie 
Bottorf. 
At Eau Claire, vVisconsin, the 
debate team included Dorothy 
rieukirk, Elizabeth Kaltenbach, 
Brice McQuigg, and Bill Conry. 
At Coe College in Cedar Rapids 
the debate team included Ruth Co-
burn, Arloie Bottorf, Bruce Mc-
Quigo- and Jack Penne. 
:})ebalej 
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MISS HAZEL B. STRAYER 
Director of Drama 
IlRAMA 
The women oi Iowa ' tate Teachers College arc 
taking things in their stride in the field of drama. 
All-,Yoman production crews han functioned 
smooth ly, and e,·idence of their abil iti es is record-
ed on these pages. Bdow, arc pictures of them 
at work in the drama shop. 
Courses in stagecraft, dramatic interpretation 
and production, and in make-up arc offered in the 
curriculum, but any college student is welcome to 
participate in all phases of dramatic production. 
College Players form the nuclt:us of the produ -
111g group. 
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DRAMA 
The College Players present-
ed "Cry Ilavoc," by !Ian Kcn-
ward, as a feature of the 13th 
annual conference on pla) pro-
duction. The author writes of 
the seventy-fi\'e nurses on Ba-
taan, who run a dressing station 
with the aid of n>lunteen,; the 
action of the play is confined to 
a com'Crted gun emplacement 
and the characters are all \\'Om-
en. The setting was designed b) 
a College Players' alumnus, 
James ·chadfcr. n all-,Yoman 
technical ere\\· \\·as in charge oi 
the production. 
DRAMA 
During the summer ·ession, 
members of the stage craft and 
dramatic production classe 
staged the summer show-a bill 
of three acts. " right Club," 
dramati/,(:d by Dan Tothcroh, 
from a short story by Katherine 
Brush, gave sixteen " ·omen good 
acting roles. "The No- 'Count 
Boy," by Paul Green, had a cast 
of two women and two men, and 
.i. right at an Inn", by Lord 
Dunsany, utilized the talents of 
eight men. The designers, tech-
nicians aml crew member were 
all women, as well as the assi t-
ant director . 
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IJRAMA 
In ctober, 1944, the 1943 
Pulitzer I rizc Play, "The Skin 
of Our Teeth", by Thornton 
\Yilder, wa pre ented by stu-
dents and faculty of the college. 
Eight f acuity men carried ma-
jor roles, and the production 
proved to be an outstanding 
success of the season. !though 
Thornton \Yildcr turns hand-
springs through history, he docs 
not for rct that the human ani-
mal is a tough, inc.le ·tructible 
thing and that it has survived a 
thousand calamities by the skin 
of its teeth. Mr. \Yilder' play 
is a tribute to the indestructibil-
ity of man. 
:nith I:n~r:? nc:· 
\'al Lead, .. .\.I. in~ 
THE 
COMMONS 
The Commons: "·here Old (;old 
clan cs are held, where long lines arc 
seen at meal-times, " ·here jitterbug-
ing is a "Commons" sight on Frida) 
night, where the mail boxes hold 
pleasant surprises, where the 'gang" 
meet. in the fountain room, and the 
first stop on any grad's alma mater 
tour. 
·unday sings snappy games of ping 
pong, drowsy checker games, the 
serenity of listening to beautiful music 
before a glowing fire, arc only a few 
of the many good times to be had in 
the ommons. recently new build-
ing, the Commons is one of the mo-.t 
prominent social centers of many col-
leges. 
C'rai~mil e Pa,,e, the .\ppl e, 
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The Commons is \\'ell named the social center of act1v1ty, especially on 
Friday nights when the Fun Frolic shc)\\'S entertained all with programs in 
which Dunn and Kokesh pro,·ed their ability as hair dressers ... "Truth 
or Consequences" ga,·e some lucky gal her chance \\'ith Earl ... and the 
Phi ' ig "I lour of Charm" thrilled radio fans ... And how man) of us 
han not enjoyed the relaxation of after-dinner coffee in the Lounges ... 
or enjoyed a \\'A \'E-Coed part) in the ballroom. 
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GEORGIAN LOUNGE 
The boogie ,rnogic of the piano and 
the happy laughter of relaxing coed . 
and fellows is significant evidence that 
the Commons is the enthusiasticical o-
cial center on our campus. The eor-
gian Lounge and the lvle; 1,anine arc thL 
popular places for this. 
STUDENT LINE 
,Y aiting in line is a small matter to 
the tudcnts after doing it three times a 
day, and all will agree that the food in 
the Common is the best. Preparing 
fo d for 1,000 servings a day keeps the 
cook, well occupied. 
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CHRISTMAS PARTIES 
hristmas in the Commons is a week 
of great fcsti,·ity. " off ee and Carol-
ing," liriam llansen's pecial Chri t-
mas hoir, the large tree in the Lounge, 
and the Christmas dinner with anta 
makes the holiday spirit very real to us. 
MAIL BOX 
Little need be said about the impor-
tance of the post office, and our contact 
,Yith home and friend . The dailies we 
recei,·ed were morale-boosters. nxiou -
I~ we looked for those letters marked 
"Free" and "C O Postma!>tcr," as well 
as those from home. 
CAMERA-ACTID 
' Ii de-one, two ... dip-one, t,,·o ... \Yatch that fon,·ard, ) ou guard . . . 
s,Ying harder \\'ith your backhand ... hold your foot high on the Christi. 11 these 
bits of advice are heard at one time or another around the campus because oi the 
activit~ classes oi the physical education departments. .Fun as well as the essentials 
of theor) and practice, are gi,·en capital emphasis. lvlembers of the department are 
not the only enthusiasts; nearly every student on campus has had a fling at basketball, 
been ducked in the colkge swimmino- pools, or enjoyed the taste of a slight!~ scorched 
.,teak on the always popular cook-out. 
II 
D Ill 
{) 

WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS 
The Morphite in action. 
F,011/ row, from left to right: l'ban, chnoor, Mohler. 
Back row: Merritt, . el!,on, Gallagher, IIall, Dewitt, Heater, Royer. 
Another year of war-another year of worn n's ac-
tivities taking the spotlight. From interpretative danc-
ing to track and field the women's physical education 
department ha entered into campus life and played a 
truly important part. The ma culine athletic enthu-
siasts, thou h depleted by the ervices, organized a 
basketball team, the Campu Cubs, which played oth r 
1 cal teams. The winter term a women's basketball 
tournament wa held affecting nearly everyone on cam-
pus, either as player or spectators. Th folk f e ti val 
held in early sprino- al o gave everyone an opportunity 
to " wing their partner." \Yomen, <riven the chance, 
have proved that they can be interest cl port ter . 
But we will b glad when the men arc "playing the 
field" once again. 
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CAMPUS CUBS 
The C'ampu, C'ub~ play ball. 
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Front row, from left to right: Pogmill er, E rbe, Agan, Edgar. 
Back row: Thom;, Raden, Kent, P eterson, molet. 
On Nonmber 30, 1944, lo,Ya tate Teachers 
Colleo-e officially organized its first basketball 
quad ince the fall and "·inter of 1942-43. I lead-
ed by Coach L. \Y. "Mon" \Yhitford, this squad 
join d the Industrial League, a basketball league 
com po ed of teams from \Yaterloo and Cedar 
Falls. fembers of the team include Forwards: 
' am Edgar, Robert A an, Dwight Pogemiller, 
Robert Thoms, and Ru scl liaugham; Guards: 
Vincent Burke, \Vayne Peterson, Fred Erbe, John 
Penne, and John rubb; Centers: Alexander 
Kent, Paul moldt, and Kenneth Raders. \Vin-
ning four ut of the six games played, this team 
ayeraged 59 points per game against 39 points for 
their opponents. 
ORCHESIS 
-t\_ 
The perfection of poise, rhythm, and 
grace is the objecti,·e of the members of 
Orchesis. This national organization is 
composed mostly of physical education 
majors, and these girls spend many hours 
swaying and bending to th<.: rhythm of the 
musi . The culmination of this creative, 
int<.:rpr<.:tativ<.: dancirw of th<.: y<.:ar's work is 
the r<.:cital presented in the sprin r. The 
rirls who have demonstrated ability and 
ha ,·e been ekcted by a vot<.: of the mem-
bt:rs are eligible for membership. The pr -
cision of the adagio music, the graceful 
body movements, and the dimmed li rht 
symbolize Orche i . 
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GYMNASTICS 
"Physical fitness" is the goal of every 
student in th "gym" classes, and with iiss 
Van ess teaching calisthenics, the cry of 
"One, two, three, four, ba k, t,Yo, three, 
four" makes that goal easily reached. Cal-
isthenics is not the only course scheduled 
whose aim i "phy ical fitness," but such 
c urses as Danish o-ymnastics, therapeutic 
gymnastics, fundamentals of rhythmic cdu-
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cation, tap and clo r, only to mention a few, 
<rive women students every chance to be-
come physically conditioned. uch popular 
sports as archery, go! f, badminton, bowlinir, 
horseback riding, tennis, swimming, and 
canoeing certainly have their place in the 
liie of the co-eds. All of this goes to show 
that "physical fitness" is not a phrase to a 
T. C. girl, but it is reality. 
PHYSICAL 
Bronner, Hoo e, and tefh 
quibble over the ball under the 
net in the champion hip game of 
the YVomen' Intramural ba ket-
ball tournament. Pat Joyce 
tosses a winning ball as Ii s 
:\I ichael' ba ketball cla goe 
through a lively pra tice game. 
" tupe" ban in pects the reg-
dation suit satisfactorily a he 
hecks in for a Monday night "rec 
S\\'im". She may be making up a 
cut, or else he intends to enjoy a 
mid-winter swim in the beautiful 
\Vomen' Pool. 
Those per istent T. . coeds 
have at last caught for themsclve. 
a couple of men. This they did 
while enjoying a \\'im at a week-
ly :\Ionday night "Rec wim". 
Can't find any regretful looks on 
the surprised faces of the fello\\·s 
though. 
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RECREATID 
1tt111g around a blazing fire in 
the men'· gym the men of the cam-
pus find much entertainment as 
they play cards, read, listen to the 
radio, or just have that "ma11-to-
ma11" talk. 
Engaged in a hot game of Rum-
my, 110 doubt, in the 1\Ien's lub 
Room are "Tex" mith , Burke, 
Poge,, and • 'orm. That's Fred 
Erbe thumbing through his favor-
ite magazine. 
crimmage football games were 
played in pla e of the real inter-
collegiate games. Their. wa a 
determined fighting spirit, which 
.'how · a pre,·iew for next year's 
intercollegiate games. 
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FALL FUN 
It's fall and the annual huck 
\Vagon picni was held at the col-
lege golf cour.e this year. This 
picnic i one of the various event 
included in the orientation pro-
gram for ne\\" women students. 
Parker and am prepare for the 
\Vaterm Ion Feast. \Vonder ho\\' 
many melon it took for all tho e 
nrn· freshmen?? Looks good! 
A fast game of tenni , a long 
hike, or a good game of golf are 
popular pastimes of all Tea"her 
ollege tudent . 
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l\lary Ann Eggland , "Brick" 
and "Pete" give themseh·es a 
tarting boost as they gain momen-
tum for their first down hill trek. 
l\Iis Short's winter sports clas 
took full advantage of Iowa's win-
ter \\·ea ther. 
Carol , Jennie, and :'.\Iary Anne 
e:-.periment in "Professional Re-
Yerses". They challenge the pho-
tographer's remark that "it look 
so easy" but they do agree with 
him that "it's fun!" 
All ready to start on the 
Prexy's Pond are these winter 
, ports fans. The occa, ion i, the 
annual Ice arnival sponsored by 
tudent League and \Vomen's 
Recreational Association. 
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WINTER WO DERS 
THE LAN1J OF THE FREE 
Raise your , ·oice, I~G ! Aren't you o-lad you are ali,·e? Isn't it fun to walk 
111 the lea,·e and smdl autumn ... no estapo .. 
listening to Bach, \Yacrner or another favorite ... n 
to sit before a clyin )· hre 
estapo ... to listen to a 
speech, or even t make one of vour wn idea ... no Ge tapo ... to lo k into 
the sky and see a future of peace and serenity? Aren't you o-lad you are an rncrican? 
II 
•111 

"So Proudly 
We Hail " 
S~ mbols stand close to man 
and interpret great ideas to him. 
They enable him to maintain a 
grasp on abstractions like the 
idea of a religion or a countr . 
flag is a symbol, a J mbol that 
stands for the hopes, desires, be-
licf s and aspiration of coun-
tries. During the who] history 
of America our flag has been 
tht: svmbol of our countr ', not 
the p~rsonal tandard of a kin 
or emperor. That is the way it 
will continue to be. That bit of 
colored material waving brilli-
anth throu ,h the storm of bat-
tle !~as nen·ed the arm of many 
a soldier as he <roes over the 
top. And that bit of material is 
wa ,·ing proudly o,·er our cam-
pus, too. It is a symbol of a 
country's hopes for the f uturc, 
but it i a ymbol of coopera-
tion, steadfastness, ancl friend-
ship. 
Service 
Teachers College faculty 
member_ han been doing th ir 
part in the war. Once they w re 
greeting each other on the cam-
pu ; now they arc cattered over 
the globe. Mac Ruppel is in 
Reel Cross, has been oversea , 
back home, and is now 0Yerseas 
again. Paul Bender is a phys-
ical education instructor at 
Bainbrid e, Maryland, and 
Arthur Dickinson is another 
,Yho is keepin our boys phys-
ically fit. Martin L. rant is 
with the foreign economic ad-
ministration, an agency of the 
nited tates goYernment, on a 
cinchona expedition in outh 
America. John Bli e is a civil-
ian instructor at an army air 
base. Oliver ordly is coaching 
basketball at the ~avy Pre-
Flight chool in Io,rn City, 
Iowa. IIenry Ilarri is a chap-
lain's as i tant at ~orf olk, Vir-
ginia. And there are others 
sen·ing at home and o,·erscas 
whom ,ye mi . 
:'vLIRTt, L. GR."T 
01.ll'ER ;\'QRDLY 
D.ll' E M cC'L· KEY 
P .ILL RE,DER 
IJE,RY IJARRI 
]011, Bl.IE E 
WAR ACTIVITIES 
They're not forgotten-our boy,. 
Theta Theta Epsilon, under the di-
rection of Dr. utherland, has seen to 
that. Each one of our boL ha. a 
place on the huge . en·ice A~g " ·hich 
hangs in the administration building. 
sticker for t,,·o" \\"as the slogan 
for the Red Cross driH. ponsored 
b, Torch and Tassel, the appeal \\"as 
n~et every,1·here on the campus. \ Vin-
do\\"s and doors boasted that college 
students had not forgotten to support 
this dri,·e. 
Didn't hurt a bit! In fact. \\"e 
e,·en felt better than \\"e did before, 
becau e \\"e knew that the blood \\"e 
had given might ave a soldier's life. 
The only regret wa. that no more 
than fifty could have been allo,,·ed to 
contribute to the blood bank. 
AROUND THE CAMPUS 
For the majorit) of the girls on 
the campus dates e\'ery night were 
\\'ith a picture of a certain fellow, 
some pretty pink blue tationer) and 
a pen. \\Triting letter. was the most 
popular and e,·er-present a ti\'ity, and 
recen 111g: them in return mattered as 
much. 
Each :.Ionda, the crossroads 
hummed \\'ith activity. \Var . tamps 
were being sold. In the dorms, the 
corridors stamp chairmen \\'ere in 
close contact with each girl. Poster. 
. h0\1·i11g sale percentage. were a con-
stant reminder of this war-time ac-
ti, it). 
P,.omolion 
Through the enthusiastic contri-
butions of the Lawther, eerley and 
Baker donrnties, an Army jeep was 
bought. Contributions amounted to 
appro:-..imateh one thousand, one 
hundred anl fift) dollars. 
:\" ice things always come in prize 
packages, and thi. prize package is 
Carol ,vilson, the servicemen's 
s,1·eetheart for 19-r. To our boy, 
arol's picture re\'ealed all of the 
natural charm and l01·eliness she pos-
ses ·es. 
ervicemen recei1·e a royal welcome 
back to the campus. Oid acquaint-
ances are renewed and new friend 
made. :.\Iary Esther pitzmiller i a 
nice committee of one to welcome 
"Hap" Harris. Bob Frye seem to 
find :.\Iary Frances "Tom bolt very 
charming too. 
Ida Belle Phillips signs her name 
in the guest register in the ommons. 
former Teachers ollege pre-nurs-
ing student, she ha. been training at 
the Allen :.\Iemorial Hospital, "a-
terloo, Iowa, and at the helsea Hos-
pital in Bo ton, :.\Iassachu. etts. 
Dr. Riehe checks "ith Merle Bro"n on ··Kampu to Khaki .. . 
liAMPUS TO liHAliI 
oldiers of the campus, ,Yho 
though not otticially members of 
Cnclc ' am's great corps, arc cager 
to help win the tight for freedom. 
To meet this demand thc \\'ar c-
ti,·itics Council ,ms organi ✓.. ed. 
JVlaxinc Traynor has efficient!) 
headed this council, and has kept 
busy tryin r to keep students in-
formed about and participating in 
war activities; to let former stu-
dents now in service know that we 
arc till interested in them; to as-
sist in making the military unit on 
the campus feel ''at home"; to 
support the various ,rnr drives on 
the campus, and to help in the 
youth programs. 
The "Kampus to Khaki" is the 
monthly publication which the 
council . ponsors. :\-Icrril Brown 
is the editor of this servicemen's 
letter; and with the assistance of 
Dr. II. . Riebe, profcssor of 
Education, he has kept I. ·. T. C.'s 
servicemen " ·cll informed of the 
happenings "back home". The 
"Kampus to Khaki'' recalls for 
them mcmorie. of their own col-
lcgc days whcn picnics and parties 
reigned. This letter is scnt to over 
1,500 alums, as is evidenced by the 
fact that a staff of eighteen people 
spend · sixty-two hours typing and 
stuffing the em·elopes for mailing. 
Tt was through this letter that the 
T. C.'s Servicemen's ' wcetheart 
was chosen. 
The l'. . . Bartlett 
THE 
'T,rns in • \)n.:mbcr of 1943 
that Bartlett l Iall becarne an of-
ficial "ship" for the Tnited 
tatcs ~ a ,·y, and " ·as then 
christened th<.: "U. ·. Ba rt-
ktt". Th<.: co<.:ds couldn't pic-
tur<.: it at first, but it all became 
v<.:ry realistic " ·ht:n thq began 
to mo,·t: to La\\'th<.:r I [all. The, 
w<.:r<.: happy to turn Bartktt on.: r 
to such honorable t<.:nants 
though. few changes " ·ere 
of course. . \II the 
frminin<.: frills, curtains, and 
rugs had to be r<.:mond. But 
Bartlett was still "horn<.:" to 
thousands of \\' a ,Ts; sti 11 home 
with four girls keeping each 
oth<.:r company 111 one room. 
NAVY 
Training was important, hut relaxing was just as important. This the\' found in the 
recreation rooms of the C. · . S. Bartlett, as well as the rnrious acti,·ities in . the swimming 
pool, hall diamond, and g~ mnasium. 
The Hh]uc roon1,, rang ,Yith 
son!.);s and laughter; the former 
.. , dlcrn· kitchen" echoed ,yith 
the moans characteristic of sick 
ha~. E,-cr~ thing was shipshape 
on board all the time, for she 
was a ship to be proud of, that 
C. ' . S. Bartlett. 
THE 
Reveille sounded early in the morning-. The \Y \"E ' 'rose and shone" and were 
ready for cho\\" at 0630. ftcr cho\\" their rooms \\"ere given a thorough housecleaning. 
Then the, marched off to classes, \\"hatc,·cr the \\"Cather. Classes the\ took vcrv serious-
!). ftc;· all, the) have quite a purpose in their stud)ing. Their typewriters a·nd short-
hand pads are helping to \\"in the ,rnr. Physical education was part of the curriculum. 
There was plenty of drill, too. It gave them the snap and discipline needed in a mili-
tar) organi7ation, and the) arc military. l low smart!) they looked marching in forma-
tion to " nchors weigh. " \Y c, as civilians, soon learned how important they are to 
the ~avy. 
NAVY 
Coodb) cs arc ahrnys a part of ,rnr. It 
is ha rd to lea, c nc\\·-found f ricnds, but the 
orders arri,·cd, and on pril 31, 1945, \\"C 
bade farc\\"ell to these Ill'\\. friends of ours, 
the \Yomcn's Rcscn L' of the Cnitcd ' tates 
T 
1 a,.,. 
\Y c students had made man) f ricnds 
among these girls, and we certain!) will 
miss them. \Ye \\·ill miss their all-white 
summer uniform. appearing on the campw. 
,,·alks. \V e'll miss the platoons swinging 
along to the "hup, two, three, four" of the 
platoon leader on their way to classes. 
}~specially will we miss their singing those 
"llail and Fare"ell" 
pcpp~ ":'\a,·~" song. It ha.., gin:n th 
satisfaction to know that on our campu.., 
,ms that great organi/ation, the Cnite.J 
tatcs , ·a,-~, and that we did help the 
:'\ a,·y Department meet their aims and de-
sires to train \\·omen to rclic,·c men for 
other duties. 
~\s we watched them lca,·c, b) train, and 
b~ bus, \\"C once again felt the sting of part-
ing. Y ct \\·c n:aliad that no more could 
we be of scn·icc to this great force. The 
time had come to say "so long," and to 
,,·ish them good luck and happiness wher-
tTcr thcy may go. 
DORMITORIES 
''llcy !" "Pull that ,Yindow dom, I'm cold already!" " \\There is that blue skirt 
of mine you wore la . t night?" "Did you ec the stud~ ing I ha n for this week-end?" 
"Of course it wa all in fun, but he did hold my hand." Or ... 
"Okay-where is my razor?" " \Yill these pants ret b) for tonight?" "Did 
~ou sec that physics assignment?" ' \Yow!" " \\'hat was that blonde's room num-
ber?" 
This, is dorm liic ... 
II 
II Ill 
() 

La\\'ther I lall, upperclassmen dormitor~, but due to \\ar-
time conditions inhabited b, iru,hies too, is one oi Iowa's 
most beautiful dormitories.· Cnder the able supen·ision oi 
Yliss Eli/abeth Emerson, director oi personnel, La\\'ther l Iall 
continue to sen·e Teachers College co-eds in its most state!~ 
manner. La\\'ther I !all, established in 1939, has helped 
Teachers College atain some of its nation\\'ide esteem. Be-
came oi its healthiul scientific qualifications, as ,yeJJ as its 
numerous beauty aspects, La\\'ther attracts and holds each 
woman resident's respect. Its \\'ell equipped recreation room 
on the ground Aoor, along \\'ith the shampoo room, and the 
enjoyable . ocial reading library on the first Aoor, are reasons 
why Teachers ollege is nationally recogni/ed. 
MISS ELIZABETH EMERSON 
Personnel Director 
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LAWTHER HALL 
La,Ythcr l l all an) night is one of the 
most interesting places to he. From its 
"ell filled reading room to the e, er occu-
pied shampoo room, Ii fe keeps up its 
d i,,, pace. 
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'':\ l inute notice" spreads an I gabfests 
arc ahrn) sin order. The tantali1.ing odors 
of buttered popcorn and delicious "spoon" 
fudge mingle with the delicate strains of 
Debuss). 
SEERLEY HALL 
MISS MARY E. HAIGHT 
Director of Seerley Hall 
'eerley 1 l all for men-no, for ,n)men. Y es, due 
to the ,rnrtime conditions . ' eerie) l lall. originall) one 
of the men's dormitories, has been occupied b~ \\·omen 
students. The students p lanning to do their practice 
teaching this ~ car \\·ere gi,·en the preference of li ,·ing 
in this dormitory. Miss Mary E. l laight is director 
of personnel at ·eerie~. C'pon the opening of the 
1 Iomer P. ·eerie,· l l all for men in 1938 T cacher ... 
College enlarged its \\"idel~ kno\\"n reputation. Fnr a 
number of mo nths the arm~ air corps cadets \\·ere seen 
rushing from classes to formation through its doors. 
From its once " rmy neat" rooms, it no\\· brings forth 
the dai nty fragrance of "Chanti ll )" and a walk throug·h 
the ha ll s gi ,·cs g limpses of stuffed animals o,·erHowing 
on the mul ti-colored bedspreads. 
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SEERLEYITES AT HOME 
The ccrleyitcs' jokes and pranks arc well known on our campus. I-
though ecrlcy halls ha\·c the prevailing atmosphere of peace and quiet, 
you would be surprised at what goes on! 
MRS. CLARA WHEELER 
Director of Baker Hall 
BAEER HALL 
Baker I lall, our one remaining- men's dormitor) which is 
definitely a men's dorm. Iasculinc in all its aspects, it is 
one of the mo t attracti\'e dormitories in the state. i\rlrs. 
Clara ,vhecler is the housemother for the Baker men. 
Baker I lall was re-opened this ) car for men returning to 
college under the G. T. Bill of Rights. After nine ) cars 
of enthusiastic Ii,·ing, the Gcoq~c T. Baker l la]] is still un-
cxccllcd by any other similar building. The pleasant f ea-
tures of a modern solarium where current map;a1incs anti 
fan>ritc radio programs arc )Ours for the spare ti1m:. 
Baker I I all houses 111 students. It has been the tcmpor-
a r) home for Yisiting artists and returning scn·iccmen dur-
ing the past war year. 
DOR 1 LIFE 
Informalit) and lots of fun 1s the kc)-
notc at Baker l lall for men. t most 
any time of the da) or night ) ou arc able 
to sec a light burning, signi f) ing "bull ses-
sions'' are in progress or n1aybc ·omeone 
really is "~eeking a little knowledge." 
• T cwly decorated sin c the leparture of the 
air corps, Baker is something to ee ! 

J/ie fiealing Plant . . , 
Pas ·in.,. o,·er a beautiful scene is like 
closing- the pages of your fayorite book. 
The memory of the colors or of a certain 
phrase will linger with you always. From 
a tent on Le, te to a bomber over Germanr, 
we are grateful to you for your part in 
making this 01.n Go1.n a reality. 
Another year-and that means another 0Lr 
Gow for you. I hope you like it. Putting out 
this book has taken a good deal of work and just 
as much time. It's a big job-a job into which 
on grow . l\lly many thank go to our advisor, 
fr. George II. Holmes, director of the Bureau 
of Publications, and to hi staff; to Mr. Gwynne 
\Veston of the \Vat rloo Engraving Company, 
\Vaterloo, Iowa; to Mr. R. J. Collins of the 
Economy Advertising Company, Iowa City, Iowa; 
and to Mrs. Priscilla Hollett of Hollett's Studio, 
\\ aterloo, Iowa. Their invaluable a istance i 
greatly appreciated. I al o wish to thank Mr. 
Frank \V. Hill for hi advice during Mr. Holmes' 
absence, and Mr. Martin Ilolst who aided the 
photographer's staff. ot to be forgotten is the 
grand taff who so faithfully worked during those 
trying days. The experience o-ained in working 
with people, in learning publication makes all 
effort put forth ,nll worthwhile. 
-TIIE EDITOR 
'* Ofji,cial U.S. a'l')' pictures 011 pa1jes 208,209,210, and 211. 
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F acuity and Administration Directory 
A 
Abbott, Roy L., 49 
Professor of Biology 
Aitchison, Alison, 49 
Professor of Geography 
Anderson, Lucille, 49 
Instructor in Teaching 
Anderson, ,Mary C., 49 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
Anderson, Ruth C., 49 
Social Director of the Common 
Arey, Amy F., 49 
A ociate Profe or of Education 
B 
Bailey, Charles II., 49 
Professor of Industrial Arts 
Barker, Olive L., 49 
Instructor of Voice 
Baum, Russell N., 49 
Instructor in Piano 
Beard, M. R., 24 
Registrar 
*Bender, Paul, 49 
A sociate Professor of Physical Education for Men 
Birkhead, Jane, 49 
Instructor of Voice 
*Bliese, John, 49 
Instructor in Teaching 
Boardman, Benjamin, 21 
Busine s Manager 
*Bock, Emil ~ r., 50 
Instructor in Violin 
Bodein, Vernon P., 30, 50, 119 
Director of the Bureau of Religious Activitie 
Brown, A. E., 50 
Professor of Education 
Brugger, Elisabeth, 50 
Instructor in Teaching and Director of the 1ursery 
School 
Buffum, Hugh S., 50 
Professor of Education 
Buxbaum, Katherine, 50 
Assistant Professor of English 
C 
Cable, Emmett J., 50 
Professor of Earth Science and Head of the Depart-
ment 
Caldwell, Mary P., 50 
Assistant Professor f Teaching 
Campbell, Sadie 13., 23 
Dean of ~ /omen 
Charles, John \IV .• 50, 88 
Professor of Education 
Cole, E. E., 32 
Superintendent of Building, and Grounds 
Condit, Ira C., 50 
Professor of Mathematic 
Conlon, Corley, 50 
Instructor in Art 
Cram, Fred, 50 
Associate Professor of Education 
D 
De Jonge, Jame, 51 
Instructor in Music Education 
Denny, E. C., 51, 104 
Profes or of Education and Head of Department 
Dickinson, Arthur, 5 t 
A istant Professor of Physical Education for Men 
Dietrich. John, 51, 102 
Instructor in Art 
Divelbess, Margaret, 51 
As i tant Profe sor of Teaching 
Douglas, L. V., 34, 51, 90 
As ociate Profes or of ommercial Education and 
Head of the Department 
Durfee, Max L., 31 
Director of Student Health Service 
E 
Emerson, Elizabeth, 51 
Personnel Director of Lawther Hall 
Erbe, arl H., 51 
Professor of Government 
F 
Fagan, W. B., 51 
Professor of English and Acting Head of the Depart-
ment 
Fahrney, Ralph R., 51, 89 
Associate Profe sor of History 
Fossum, Ernest C., 51 
A sistant Professor of peech 
Fuller, A . C., 27 
Director of Bureau of Alumni Service 
Fuller, F. E., 5 t 
As istant Professor of atural Science 
Fullerton, C. A., 52 
Profe sor of Music 
G 
Gaffin, Myrtle E., 52, 90 
Instructor in Commercial Education 
Gates, eorge G., 52 
Assistant Professor of English 
Getchell, Robert ~ 1., 52 
Professor of Chemistry 
Goetch, E. 1W., 26 
Director of Placement Bur au 
*Grant, Martin L., 52 
Professor of Chemi try 
H 
II ake, Herbert l'., 178 
Program Director of KXEL 
II alvorson, elius, 52 
Associate Professor of English 
llankamp, Gertrude, 52 
Instructor in Education 
llan on, Rose, 52 
Assistant Professor of Teaching 
*Harris, Henry, 52 
Assistant Professor of Voice 
llarrimen, Vivian, 52 
Instructor in Teaching 
Hart, I. H., 25 
Director of Bureau of Extension Service 
llays, \V. E., 52 
Assistant Professor of Voice 
Hersey, S. Greeman, 52 
Associate Professor of Physics 
Hill, Frank W., 53 
A sociate Professor of Violin, Viola, and Theory 
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*Hill, Selma, 53 
l nstructor in Teaching 
Holmes, George 11., 29, 53 
Assistant Professor of English and Director of Bureau 
of Publications 
ll olst, If a raid B., 53 
Assistant Professor of \'oice 
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Kelly, Grace-Sigourney, 17+ 
Kenneallv, Donald-Elkader 
Kepler, Rosemary-Excelsior Springs, Mo., 1 I+, 121 
Kettering, Jean-Lake View, 76, 91, 108 
Kilpatrick, Dori -Vi'aterloo, I I 3 
Kimball, Phylli~-Battle Creek, 107 
Kindred, Dorothy-Miller, S. Oak., 68, 106 
Kind chi, Paul-Waterloo 
Kindwall, Barbara-Alta, 116 
Kindwall, Delaine-Alta 
Kingland, Marian-Kensett 
Kingma, Ada-Knoxville, 79, 111 
Kingman, Dorothy-Cedar Falls, 113 
Kisner, Lois-Dumont 
Kissiner, Roberta-Washta, 107 
Kitchen, ,Gertrude-Cedar Falls, 68, 106, 17+ 
Kizman, Marjorie-Beaman 
Kleeman, Fern-Maquoketa, 111 
Klemme, Margaret-Hubbard, 73, 105, 121 
Klohns, Harriet-Maurice, 12+ 
Knight, Patricia-Des Moines, 116, 117 
Knoll, Reah Gene-Kanawha, 73 
Knudsen, Erma-Cedar Falls 
Knud on, Mae-Salem, . Dak., 68, 10+, 122 
Koch, Darlene-St. Anthony, 76 
Koehnk, Betty Louis~-Everly, 105 
Kokesh, Leonard-\Vaterloo 
Kolind, Lucille-Cresco, H, 68, 116, 117, 118 
Kolling, Carleen-De Moines 
Kolpin, hrystal-Cherokee, 68, 109, 123 
Kough, Kathleen-\Vaterloo, 3+ 
Kracht, J anice--Sigourney 
Kramer, Georgia-Dumont 
Krensky, Jo ephine-\Vaterloo 
Kruggel, Peggy-Swaledale, 110, 112, 122 
Kru enstjerna, Margaret-Odebolt, 107 
Kuehn, Fonda-\Vaterloo 
Kuhl, Mildred- harles ity, 113, 122 
Kurtz, J ane--Fort Dodge, 68, 159 
L 
Laiplle, Robert-Faulkner 
Lane, Ruth-Washington 
Langston, Lucille-Greene, 77 
Langrock, Adeline-Cedar Falls, 116, 117, 130 
Larson, Ruth-Laurens, 68, 93, 17+ 
Lathrop, Alice-llavelock, 105, 125, 17+ 
Lauterbach, Irene-Pa rker;bu rg 
Lehman, \Vilma-Cumberland, 77 
Leichtman, Loreen- ew If ampton, 68, 86, 90, I 09, 115, 
122 
Letch, Jean-Clinton, 106 
Let ch, Jack-Cedar Falls 
Lewis, Dori - ambridge, 79, 11 I, 122 
Lincks, Mrs. Jeanette-Zearing, 108 
Lind, Jeanette-Marathon, 12+, 125, 17+ 
Lind, \Vilma-Dumont, 105 
Lindeman, Marcella-Dysart, 68, 113 
Lindeman, Margaret-Vinton, 107, 110 
Lindeman, adine--Dy, art, 113 
Lindsey, Dorothy-Rowan 
Lindsey, Merle-Cedar Falls, 68, 10+, 123 
Linn, Ione-Atali a, 113 
Logan, Margaret-Ruthven, 12+, 125, 17+ 
Long, LaVerlle-Algona, 77, 108 
Long, Mary-Grandview, 102 
Looft, Betty-Armstrong, 107 
Lord, Beth-Dumont, 68 
Lubbers, Jeaf\-Lime Spring, 107 
Lucas, Lorn- ,eorge, 107 
Luck, Iara- ew Hartford 
Luck, Emma-New Hartford 
Lufkin, Audrey-Cylinder, 79, 111 
Luhman, Cres a-Postville, 116 
Luloff, Corrinc~Plainlield, I 7+ 
Lund, Jeanette-Laurens, 77, 108, 174 
Lund, Malcolm-Algona 
Lundy, Paul-?.earing 
M 
Maas, June- ew Hampton, 68, 95, 113 
Mach, Marjorie-Cedar Fall 
Macy, Aletha-Lynnville, 69 
Madsen, Helen-Cedar Falls, 95, 113 
Maiden, Rose-Bremerton, \Vash. 
Maiden, Valora-Bremerton, \'\7ash., 91, 124, 125, 174-
Major, Dorothy-Storm Lake, 69, 103 
Maltas, La Verna-Waterloo 
Manley, Va .. il-Traer 
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Manning, Barbara-Cedar Falls 
Marolf, Betty-\Vilton Junction 
Man,hall, a rah-Perry, 116 
Martin, Cleo-Eagle Grove, 3+, 162 
Martin, Eleanor, 122 
Martin, Helen-De, Moine, 
Martin, Marcia Jean-Greenfield, 116 
Martin, Marnie-Des Moine,, 116, 17+ 
Martin, Martha-Milwaul..ee, \Vi,., 3+, 69, 113, 130 
Marx, Dorothy-Rockwell City, 77, 91, 108, 123 
Ma,chmann, Marian-\'ictor, 122 
Marten,, Gerald---,Martensdale 
Matz, Arlene- utherland, 79 
Maurer, Emma-Lester, 69, 103 
Mawcblev, \'irginia-Palo 
Maynard, \ ' irginia-\'Vaterloo 
McArthur, Georgia-Independence, 77, 108, 121 
McCabe, Lucille-Boyden, 121 
Mc lain, Patti-\Vaterloo, 121 
1cClure, Eleanor-Fort Dodge, 121 
McCullough, Barbara-\Veb,ter City, 77, 108 
McCormick, June-Clarion, 110, 125 
McConcghey, Ruth- e" ton, 69, 8+ 
McCown, Mrs. ylvia-Cedar Fall, 
McCutcheon, Norma-Goldfield, 105 
McDonald, Marion-\Vaterloo 
Mc Do" ell, ! !el en-Cedar Falls 
McDowell, Jean-\Ve;tern prings, Ill., 12+ 
McElhinney, Jane,-Morning un 
Mc ,rady, Jennie-Moorhead 
lcGreevy, Rita-Ackley, 107, 121, 17+ 
McKay, Meredith-Lake \ ' iew, 8+ 
McLaughline, Eleanor-Mason City, 77 
McQuigg, Bruce-- challer 
Megan, Marylinn-Cedar Falls, 121 
Meier, Lois-llubbard, 73, 105, 17+ 
Meinke, Lucille-Delmar, 79, 110, 111, 125 
Meredith, J ean-\Vaterloo, 3+ 
Merkel, Corrine-Klemme, 105 
Merritt, l\1yrtle--- orway, 116 
Mershon, Jerry-Cedar Falls 
Mer;hon, Peggy- edar Falls 
Meyer, Thelrna-~'ellsburg 
Michael, Mary-\Ve,tfield, 77 
Middents, Margie-Kamrar, 107, 174 
Miller, Doris- edar Falls 
Miller, Joe---;\Vaverly 
Miller, Ruhy-\Vebster Citv, 107 
Miller, Thelma-Waterloo 
Miller, T"yla-Yale, 107 
Miller, ~'illard-\Vaterloo 
Milloy, Jeanette-Rockford 
Mimbach, Lola-Renwick 
Miner, Margaret- avour, S. Dak., 69, 106 
Miner, hirley-Carroll, 107 
Mitchell, Mrs. Aurelia-Cedar Falls 
Mitchell, llelen-Sloan, 115, 122 
Mitchell, Margaret- loan, 109 
Mitchell, Robert-Cedar Fall. 
Mitchell, Ruth-llucl<,on, 69 
Moffett, Jean- edar Falls 
Moffett, June-Cedar Fall, 
Mohler, Meda.-Toledo 
Mole, Mildred, 17+ 
Monahan, Delore. -\Vaterloo 
Monahan, Lavon-\Vaterloo 
Moon, IIarvey-lludson 
Moore, Charleen-Elwood, 111, 122 
Moore, Dorothy-Marshalltown 
foore, Mary-\'illisca, 91, 102, 17+ 
Mooren, Charleen-Elwood, 79 
Morehead, Mildred-Maquoketa 
Morgan, hirley-Aurora, 107, 112, 119 
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Morr, Miriam-Cedar Rapids, 107 
Morri,, Eleanor-Delhi 
Mor,e, Lucile-Bode 
Mor,e, hirley-Ankeny, 77, 108 
Mos,, Marjorie-Osage, 105 
Mueller, Shirley-\Vaterloo 
Muldoon, John-\Vaterloo 
Mullaley, Kathleen-Marion, 115, 1161 118 
Munson, Lorraine-Clinton, 106, 12+, 125 
Murdo k, Janelle-Eldora, 77, 108 
Murphy, Laurabelle-Rocl..ford, 116 
Myer, llonora-\Vaterloo 
My rick, 1acline- ew llampton 
N 
Nagel, Joan-Lime pring,, 77, 108 
age!, Juanita-Mason City, 73, 105 
1age l, Patricia-Davenport 
l age!, Dorothy-\Vaterloo, 86, 89, 113, 115 
1a,h, La \'era-Marble Rock, 73, 105, 12+ 
a,h, Leila-Marble Rock, 77, 12+ 
a,h, Lois-Marble Rock, 12+ 
auman, Bernice-Floyd, 125 
, el,on, Doris-Audubon, 69, 88, 103, 12+, 125 
el,on, Gloria-Alden, 107, 17+ 
el,on, Lorretta-Boone, 77, 108 
, el,on, Marjorie-Cedar Falb, 91, 113 
euhecker, Gretchen-\Vaterloo, 116, 17+ 
Neville, Margaret-Anamo,a, 69, 88, 109, 121 
1ewton, \'ivian-De, Moines 
e" vii I e, 11 azel-\Vaterloo 
Nichobon, ellie-Ma,on City, 116, 122 
ichol,, \'irginia-LaPorte City 
ielsen, El,ie-Council Bluff,, 107 
iel,en, Ruth-Cedar Fall,, 117, 17+ 
ierman, Ruth-Earlham, 113 
ierman, Roberta-Earlham, 108, 122 
Nieul..irk, Dorothy-\Vaterloo, 112 
orine, Florence-Go" rie, 77, 110, 122 
Norton, Avonelle-1 I ubbard 
Nugent, Jeanne-Estherville 
ystuen, Richard-Marble Rock 
0 
Odland, Elaine-Clarion, 105 
Offringa, Nellie-\Vest Branch, 91, 112 
Ogle, Florence-Wadena 
Ohl,on, Gus-Aurelia 
01 i phant, Bernie--~ 7aterloo 
Olmstead, Ted-Shell Rock 
Olson, Betty Ruth-Jewell, 105, 122 
Olson, Margaret-~7aterloo, 69 
Olthoff, Doris-\Veb ter City, 111 
Oren, T van-\Vaterloo 
rr, Mildred-Columbus Junction, 106, 123 
Orr,, aomi-\Vaterloo, 116, 117, 118 
O,mund,on, Dean-Radcliffe, 112 
O'Toole, Corinne-Letts, 78, 108, 110, 121 
O'Toole, Ruth-Letts, 105, 110, 121 
Otteman, Gevonne-Albert City, 122 
Ottman, onstance-Cedar Falls, 69, 106, 124, 125 
Owen;, Joan-Omaha, eh., 116 
p 
Paden, Donna- umner, 95, 103, t 13, 125 
Panagakis, Mary-Cedar Falls 
Pappas, ophie-Fort Dodge, 69, 119, 162 
Parsons, Lelia-Richland, 107,114,119 
Parsons, Margaret-Muscatine 
Patten, Betty-Charles Cit1·, 107, 17+ 
Pauley, Martha-Mason ity, 174 
Pauley, \'ivian-liarlan 
Peacock, Eunice-Tripoli, 93, 174-
Pearce, Alice-Maxwell, 107, 11-1-, 119 
Pearson, Anna-Ida Grove, 91, 111 
Peck, Dorothy-Macksburg, 122 
Peck, Marian-Brandon 
Pedelty, Joyce-Mason City, 78 
Penne, James-Waterloo 
Penne, John-Waterloo 
Peter, Elaine- waledale, 105, I 10 
Peter,, orma-Marne, 91, 92 
Petersen, Jlelen-Jesup 
Petersen, Ruth-Ringsted, 73 
Peterson, Jean-Marathon, 77, 108 
Peterson, ~ 7ayne- hell Rock 
Pfingsten, llelen-Belle Plaine 
Pflughaupt, Lois-Oelwein, 107, 17-1-
Pfrimmer, Jean-Centerville 
Phillip,, Dorothy-Cedar Falls, 90, 93 
Piegors, Irma-Tripoli, 91, 113 
Pine, Lola-Clear Lake, 69, 9-1-, 103 
Plaehn, Ross-Cedar Falls 
Plath, Audrey-Manly, 78, 108, 112 
Plumb, Patricia-Algona, 73, 105 
Plumber, Patricia-Cedar Falls 
Poitevin, Mildred-Dow City, 69 
Polkinghorn, Delores- ioux City, 91, 105 
Potter, Ruth-Tipton, 116 
Poyner, Robert-~1aterloo 
Priem, Doris- ora Springs, 114, I I 9 
Price, I lelen-Beaman 
Prill, Louise-C,lidden, 69, 10-1-
R 
Rader. , Kenneth- trawberry Point 
Ramer, Margaret-Marshalltown 
Ramsdell, hirley- edar Falls 
Ransom, Jean- ew Orleans, La. 
Rapp, Eunice-Northwood 
Rasmussen, Elsie-Audubon, 73, 122, 17-1-
Rath, Jean- edar Falls 
Read, Virginia Ann--'\Vaterloo, 121 
Reasoner, Mavis-Beaconsfield, 78 
Rebholz, Mrs. Viola-Cedar Falls 
Reed, Ramona-Green Mountain, 86 
Reeve, Gladys- edar Falls 
Reeve, Marilyn-Tipton, 113 
Reeve, Mary- edar Falls 
Reifsteck, orma-\Vaterloo 
Reiher, Esther-Allison 
Reimer, Rachel-Mar,halltown, 70 
Reinertson, \'era-Kelle1· 
Renner, Robert-Cedar ·Falls 
Reth, Verna-Delhi 
Reth, Viola-Delhi, 79, I 10, 111 
Reynolds, Marjorie-Earlham 
Rhoades, Margaret-What Cheer 
Riant, Elizabeth-~1aterloo 
Richardson, Ruth-\'inton, 91 
Richardson, ~ 1illiam-Des Moines 
Richmond, Mary-Elma, 107 
Richter, Maxine-Manchester 
Riedy, Muriel-Lisle, Ill. 
Riehl, Margie-Paton, 107, 121 
Rittenhouse, \'irginia-Monona 
Ritz, Barbara.-~7ashta, 93, 125, 17-1-
Roach, Virginia-Plainfield, 106 
Roberts, Adrienne-Des Moines 
Robinson, Betty-Lime prings, 107 
Robinson, Mrs. ~ 7inifred A.-\Vaterloo 
Roland, ,enora-Dakota Cit1· 
Rollins, Dorothy-Waterloo 
Rolston, Freda-Adel, 105 
Rowe, June-Lake Park, I 08, 17-1-
Royer, Jean-Cherokee, 116, I 18 
Ruchotzke, Evelyn-Clarence, 107 
Ruka, Eleanor-Goodell, 105 
Rule, Virginia-Marshalltown 
Runft, Donagene-Cedar Falls, 93, 12-1-, 17-1-
Runge, Margaret-Alta, 115 
Ru,t, Kathryn-Ansgar, 108, 17-1-
s 
Sage, Carol-\Vaterloo, 130 
Sage, Ethyl-Dunkerton 
amson, Patricia-Cedar Fall, 
Sander;., Dorothy-Grundv Center, 86, 89, 92, 11-1-, 115 
Sanders, C,ladys-Brandon 
aner, adene-Waterloo 
chaeffer, Richard-Allison 
cherich, Emily-Blain,burg, I 02 
chiller, Eleanor-Alden, 70, 90, 115 
chiller, Evelyn-Alden, I 15 
chlegel, Arlene-Ma)narcl, 91, 122, 17-1-
Schlicht, Shirley-Marshallto" n 
Schmickle, \'erdena-\Valker 
Schmoranc, Lora-Morrison, I I 6 
Schnoor, Catherine-Laurel, 78 
choemann, Josephine---\Voodhine 
chrader, Harriet-Oelwein, 105, 122, 174 
chramm, Dwayne-Ida Grove, 119, 122 
Schrauth, Katherine-\Ve,le,·, 107, 121 
chuelter, Lola-St. Paul, Minn. 
chuldt, Marcella-Denver 
cott, Eugenia-\Veldon, 107 
ealine, Clara-Webster Cit,, 73, 105 
ebhy, Rita-Clarion, 107 
eda, llelen-Clutier, 111 
eiberling, Arlene-Tipton, 112, 113 
ells, Gladys-Cedar Fall, 
emling, Evelyn- t. Paul, Minn. 
essar, Edward-~7aterloo 
etterberg, Glendora-Mason City, 70, I 06 
had le, Kathr) n-\Vaterloo 
haffer, Luella-Rowle,·, 105, 125 
Shaffer, Mahle-Cedar' Falls 
hannahan, Jane-Des Moines, H, 70, 87, !Iii, 117 
heets, harlot-Britt, 103 
he I don, Jean-Eldora, 107 
Shelp, Jean-Auburn, 105 
helquist, Berna-Moravia, 78 
Shepard, Mary-Cedar Falls 
heppard, Helen-Manchester, 107 
hook, Robert-Greene 
bover, Roberta-Hopkinton, 105, 121 
ilver, \'elva-~7ebster City, 7-1-
Simmons, Mrs. Marv- barles Cit\· 
impson, Dolores-Wehster City, 73, 105, 117 
Simpson, Janet-Bronx, . Y., 70 
inning, Louise-Lennox 
i pple, Dorothy-Mount \' ernon, 17-1-
kaar, Arlet-Primghar, 70,106,116,117,122 
killen, Lois-Plainfield, 70, 89, 92, 11+ 
midt, Lucile-Allison 
miley, Marjorie-~1aterloo, 12-1-
mith, Betty-Davenport 
mith, Beverley-~1aterloo, H, 70, 157 
mith, Darlene-Crunch- Center, 102, 174-
mith, Elisabeth-Cedar Falls, 103 
mith, Frederick-Waterloo 
mith, Gerald-Reinbeck 
Smith, Luella-Cedar Falls, 70, 9-1-, 103, 124 
Smith, Margaret-Manson, 73, 105, 125 
. mith, Marjorie-Dixon 
Smith, Miriam-Reinheck, 92, 119 
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Smith, orma-Collins 
Smith, Russell-\Vaterloo 
mith, andra-\•Vaterloo, 107 
mith, \'erna-Cedar Fall,, 116 
nell, Claude-Mason City 
Snyder, Ileen-Dayton, 125 
oderstrum, hirley-Boone, 79, 111 
Soll, J acquelene-Paullina, 105 
olomon, Lucille-Palo, 86, 115 
Solomon, Mary---.Middletown, 79 
oren en, 1orma-Cedar Falb 
ours, orma- ashua 
pangler, Mrs. Jean-Britt 
peedy, Clair-Allison 
pencer, Donna---' hurdan 
Spitzmiller, Mary-Burlington, 70, 106, 14-8 
Springer, Faye-Rinard 
purbeck, Maurine-\\1a,·erly, 70, 109 
quires, Donald-Jane ville 
taley, Rachel-Denison, 105 
Stamy, J ane---,\Vebster City, 70, 106, 117 
telfy, Doris-Montezuma, 116, 117, 118 
Steiner, Dorothy-Monticello 
Stephenson, Gerald- igourne) 
terling, Hope- ioux City 
terner, Helen-Muscatine, 73, 122 
Stevenson, llelen-\Vaterloo, 107 
tillman, Ruth-Emmetsburg, 73, 105, 121 
Stone, Maxine-Waterloo, 78, 108, 12+ 
tover, Betty-Anamosa 
trand, Celia-Primghar, 70 
trayer, Virginia-Waterloo 
trickier, Mary-\Vaterloo, 17+ 
Strock, Mary- terling, Ill. 
troup, June-Mallard, 107 
ullivan, Jane-Elma, 108 
unner, !Iarold-Eagle Gro,·e 
wan on, Ruth-Gowrie 
ykes, Mary-Des Moines, 116, 117 
T 
Tapper, \\'eldon-Kamrar 
Taylor, Geraldine-Bloomfield, 106 
Taylor, Marie----<Milford, 78, 108 
Terfehn, llattie-\Vellsburg, 70, 109, 115, 123 
Thierer, Dale-Buckingham 
Thies, Marr-Oelwein 
Thompson, ·Alys-Botna, 107, 17+ 
Thompson, Beth-Che>ter, 73, 105 
Thompson, Frances- t. Ansgar, 107 
Thompson, Joyce-Botna, 107 
Thompon, Lois-\Vaterloo 
Thoms, Bernice-C'edar Fall, 
Thoms, Dorothy-Traer, 79, 111 
Thoms, Rohen-Cedar Falb 
Thorn, Mildred-Rutland 
Thorpe, Doroth,·-Ame, 
Thorson, tella..:...Cambridge, 107, 122 
'Throckmorton, Jeanne-V.'ebster Cil\· 
Thurston, hirler-Gar\\ in · 
Timmerman, Labean-\\'illiam,burg, 73, 105 
Timmerwilke, Marr-De, Moines 
Tinkey, Laverne-Cedar Falb 
Tjepkes, Eunice-\Vaterloo 
Todd, Jeanne-Cedar Fall,, 70, 87, 97 
Toenjes, Tedda-\\'aterloo 
Torry, Richard- evacla, 109 
Towne, Allison-\\1aterloo 
Traecler, Patricia-Odebolt, 71, 10+, 125 
Traynor, Maxine-Sioux Cit\·, H, 71, 89, 97, 10+, 117, 
130, 160 
Trekell, Marianna-Dannport 
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Tre), Mary-Parl..ersburg 
Trottnow, Ma7ie-\'inton, 102, 123 
Troy, Betty-Chicago, Ill., 113, 121 
Truesdell, Merna-Central City, 17+ 
Tucker, llelen-\VeH Branch, 113, 121 
Tuller, Betty-O;kaloosa, I 07 
Turner, Alice-Independence, 71, 106, 125 
Tuttle, Barbara- or"a\', 107 
Tvedt, Virginia-Montour, 78, 108, 125 
u 
Chan, Ilelen-\Vaterloo, 71, 17+ 
l ' ban, Mary---'Waterloo, 109, 160 
Uhlenhopp, Betty-Belmond, 105 
V 
\ ' anBeck, Margaret-Oskaloosa, 78, 110 
\'anBenschoten, Ruth- eodesha, Kan,., 7+, 12+ 
\' anDaalen, Marian---'Mel ford 
Vanderhoff, Margil-Sioux Rapid,, 121 
\'anDorn, Rosalind-\Vellman 
\'anEngen, lrene-\Vebster Citv, 7+ 
\'anllouten, llelen-llampton, 118 
\'anRiper, Olive-Grinnell 
\'anSyoc, Geraldine-\Vaterloo 
\'arne_,·, Ruth-Dickens 
\'aughn, Mary-Bloomfield 
\'aupel, Ebie-\'inton 
\'ickerl', Rosemar,-lda Gro,·e, 105 
Vincent, Be,·erly-\Vaterloo, 93 
w 
\Vade, Frederick-\Vaterloo 
\Vagner, !Ielen-\Vaterloo 
\Vagoner, Betty-\Vaterloo 
\VaimHight, E,·a-Deep River, 116, 117 
\Vall, Ruby-Sabula, 7+, 105, 122, 17+ 
Wallace, Melba-\\'eldon 
\Valier, tephen-Dubuque 
\Valls, Isadora-Dnart 
\Vaugh, llelen-Roland 
\\'eaver, Voda-Tama, 107 
\\1eber, Mary-I I ud,on 
\\'eeks, Mary-Hampton, 91, 121 
\Veiss, Anna-\'\laterloo 
\Veiss, Irma-Reinbeck 
\Velbes, Anita-V.'aterloo 
V.'elch, Phylli,---'Marathon, 78, 108, 118 
\Vendel, Roland-Me;en•C\ 
\Vend land, Eva I\ n-1 Ia" ke.1 e, 7+ 
\\'enger, Betty-Manchester 
\Vening, Arlene-Mallard 
\\1entland, Helen-Cedar Falls, 160 
\Vharton, Joan-Latimer 
\Vheeler, Donna-\Vaterloo, I 08, 119 
\\'hite, Norman-De Moine,, H, 163 
\Vhitley, Velma-Fayette 
\Vhitlaw, Cathryn-Armstrong, 78 
\l\'ickersham, J can-Cedar Falb 
\Vickersheim, Irene-McGregor, 78, I 08 
\Viese, Dorothy-llohtein, 105 
\\1iese, Hazel-Lake Park, 71, 106, 123 
\\'iese, Jean-Adel, 105, 110, 17+ 
vVile.1·, Eugene-\\'aterloo 
·wiley, Josephine-\\1e,t l"nion, 91, 92, 115, 121 
\Ville, Mary-Cedar Falls 
\Vilson, Carol-Grundv Center, 1+9 
\Vilson, Fern-Oelwein 
'Nilson, Marjorie-Gruncl.1· Center, 17+ 
\Vinninger, Virginia-\\'aterloo 
Winter, Dorothy-Cedar Falls, 123 
W!rkler, Helen-Garnavillo, 71, 86, 90, 115 
~',tbaard, Johanna-Holland, 107 
\Vitt, Maxine-Keystone, 105, 122 
\\'olcott, 1 larrison-Eldora 
\Volcott, Lucile-Des Moines, 107 
Wolff, L3 le-Cedar Falls 
\Vombolt, Mary-Red Oak, 17+ 
\Vood, ancy-De Moine,, 93, 17+ 
\Vooden, Ernestine-Blackduck, Minn. 
\Voodruff, Marilyn-New llampton, 71, 92 
\Vooh·erton, Charlene-Cedar Valls, 91, 113 
\Vordehoff, Mary-Cedar Falls 
Wright, Jeanne-Ironwood, 71, 106 
\Vyatt, Marjorie-Cedar Falls 
y 
York, Ella-Cedar Fall,, 125 
Young, Mary-Perry, 107, 110, 125 
z 
Zack, \'ivian-Ma,on Cit1, 7+, 105 
Zahnd, Margaret- t. Anthon~, 105, 17+ 
Zickuhr, Margaret-Cedar Falb 
Zimmerman, Arlene-Cedar Falls, 113, 115 
Zimmerman, \Varren-Aredale, 71 
Zurcher, Kieth Allen-Greene 
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